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1) The date on the front page of this issue is 1996, when it should 

really be 1997

2) Heading on page 18 is laid out incorrectly; page number and 
date are reversed

3) Sex and Sexuality insert to be filmed at the end of this issue, 16 
pages
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Over $2-mil 
needed to 

fund football
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Students to vote 
next week
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Gordon Loane |
The Brusswickan

The group “Friends of UNB Football” 
will need to raise an endowment fund 
of over $2,000,000 if a varsity football 
program is to be self-sufficient and 
viable over the long term, says UNB s 
Dean of Kinesiology Terry Haggerty.

“It will also cost in the order of 
$150,000 dollars a year to operate a 
football program at UNB,” said 
Haggerty.

Some $71,000 of that $150,000 
annual total will come from students, if 
a campus wide referendum to be held 
on the Fredericton campus next week 
is successful.

Students will be asked to approve the 
following question:

“Do you wish to see a Varsity Football 
program supported and maintained at 
UNB through a $10 annual student 
activity fee to be collected starting 
September 1997 until September 2007?”

The vote takes place next Tuesday 
and Wednesday, February 25th and 26th, 
in conjunction with the Student Union 
General Election.

Haggerty, Athletic Director Jim Born 
and an alumni group, “Friends of UNB 
Football,” met several times over the 
last year to talk about reviving a Varsity 
football program that had originally 
been cancelled back in 1981.

But it is the Alumni group, led by 
former UNB football player Mike 
Dollimore and others, that has been the 
main driving force behind the proposal. 
The group began work early last year 
setting down on paper some preliminary 
start-up and first year operational costs 
of some $133,000 and $110,000 
respectively.

A presentation was then made to the 
UNB Student Council seeking financial
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President says students will have input
, ,, . , . , rB • • •• • ________ i
had been set, but the lack of interest in . “Nn derision has MÉMBÜfcWPWtM—AllOBWftBBBBÉMWD1"",1 " " student leaders before and emphasized
a council by-election last Fall forced Aaron MacEachern-------------------------- a discussion paper. No dectston has .. ■ < I . .. D p,rr.Iohnson had met with
postponement until next week. Now. The been taken, not by the Task Force, not SU President oie HZrisL ®d SU
,, p . , IIMB Football have by senior admuustranon and not by the SU President Joie Hellmeister and SU
the Friends of UNB Football have ... 1 VP External Anthony Knight the
worked up a much more detailed and After serving only seven months as Board. . L ^ ^ 1 Tucsd„v u-fo- the - ' ., $^d.look
far more complete organizational and President of UNE, Dr. Elizabeth Parr- One key comphmtmththt Task Force to 2 we w^

financial proposal Johnson is responding to students who discussion was the lack of student '
Acouvrfthe proposal datedjanuary are angry about proposed tuition hikes, representation during the formation of “Put- but s th= P™™ th« ha*

The Brunswick»,, President's office, Parr-Johnson pointed out that the Task Force was The process Parr Johnson is referring
Under the proposal, football would discussed both theTas* Force discussion implemented before her Presidency, she '* "2.22tfflbT held

begin at UNB in September paper and to the recognized that she still had dut power ForCe a,!d v,rio!t1

Beginning this year, the “Friends of protest that occurted last Thursday. place a stüdent on theTàsk Force.
Parr Johnson conveyed group ^

of the Board of Governors and dietr good carefully and 1 think very silfceieiy as At one pornt during the interview^
impressions of the student representation to whether or not there should be a Parr-Johnson cut a question short and
on the Board. “The students that you student on the Task Force." she said. said she not speak on behalf of
have as student representatives on the “They decided since it was during the the Task Force; “* can speak “ ‘h®
Board are very good," she said. summer and there would be a fairly process, but I haven t accepted that

10,000 would be raised from a summer Following Thursday's protest, the onerous responsibility that they would ^ p^,^ fl( „ Jj ,J Zere students ^“'.ôtayh ^arekt^^g^d

:rxr^22hiLTa0. ssst-raisss- 22^22^,, i„ h h >, , ’ , took. “What I will say about the protest hindsight she may have made a mistake. Parr-Johnson said she distanced for student feedback and input into the They vc assured me that they will
The monev would be sDent on buvinc is that we are very aware of the student's “I guess I should have intervened and herself ftom the Task Force because they development of a final report. “What make sure they get the mput. They re

football audio-visual ^physiotherapy concerns, that they have very real said, there should be a student on the were going to report to her but said, were trying to dois inform ourselves as not gouig to try to cut anybodyout of
eauinment for a total in the range of concerns and we don't take them lightly." task force. 1 didn't. My preference is to “in the end, the responsibility is mine to what the proposals are and then get cut it short, said Parr-Johnson. Theyfo
«0 nnn lo SE4 nnn Parr Johnson went on to emphasize have students on these committees. 1 and I could have insisted that there was students and other interested groups to going to try to make sure that people

the importance of students have a history of working with students a student on the Task Force." provide input into the problems." are given a voice in the Task Force. ,
understanding that the document is only contructively." Parr-Johmon also emphasized the need "As you know I did meet with Continued on page 2 <
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UNB Football" would raise between 
$137,000 and $150,000 for start-up 
costs.

$71,000 would come from the 
Student levy, if students give the go- 
ahead next week. A further $6,000 to
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Recent NB study suggests need for 
continued federal spending for university

i

UNB Profs publish study on cost- 
benefit for Higher Education Among the changes being taken or 

considered in some Canadian provinces, 
Cameron explained, are charging higher 
fees to out-of-province students and 

to students

Halifax (CNB) - A series of far-reaching the global information age and on 
recommendations on the future role of regional self-sufficiency, Cameron said he 
the federal government in higher finds the lack of support for universities 
education were presented to the senate “short-sighted and counter-productive.

On behalf of the MPHEC, Cameron providing student aid only

— n — — » -

The study assumes a long-term analysis. Since the benefits measured
in this study focus on the increased

In our recently published research
article Who Should Pay for University market rate if about six per cent.
Education? Some Net Benefit Results Therefore a result in the table that is productivity of students in the work
by Funding Source for New significantly higher than six percent force, the costs should be measured
Brunswick, we analyze the investment suggests that university investment is as university education costs only,
value of university education in New worthwhile, while a result that is Excluding research costs indicates

significantly lower than six per cent that the rates of return accruing
This analysis demonstrates that a may not be worthwhile.

The main results of the study are

sub-committee on post-secondary 
education by representatives of the

“JT” “”ao"

In presenting the MPHEC
recommendations, Cameron said they

the views of a broad cross-

Brunswick.
of post-secondary education inindividual students and society as a 

whole are roughly the same. This 
suggests that at present student 

-The rate if return to university tuition costs as a percentage of total

“The substantial cuts in cash transfers state
for education from the federal Canada.university education in New 

Brunswick is cost-effective, and it as follows: 
indicates a continued role for federal 
government spending for university education for federal and provincial university costs are roughly 
education. levels of government taken together comparable to the relative benefits

are higher than is the case for the going to each party;
Government of New Brunswick

Included in the recommendations weregovernment are having a serious effect
on universities and students in the calk for stable, predictable federal funding represent
Maritimes,” said Dr. David Cameron, for post-secondary education, assistance section ° ^Qmers' ..

in the development of new technology The MPHEC was formed m 1973 wt* 
infrastructure, measures to lighten members from the three Maritime 
students' financial burdens, and increased provinces, including representatives of the

provincial governments, um\ ersities, 
students and the general public.

“For nearly 25 years, we have been

MPHEC interim chair.
One result of the cuts has been anPublished in the November/

-Female students show a relatively increase in average annual tuition from 
$1,700 to $2,700 between 1984 and 1995. research support.

Cameron said students, universities and
the entire Maritime community are barriers students face in their access to ..... ...____ •______ ,
suffering as a result of die cuts. “Our education and training as provincial helping the w o e an e re
students are being hurt by higher tuition government struggle to make do with the very best use o
and burdened with increased debt," he less. resources," Cameron said,

said. “In some cases, worthy young people 
are now unable to afford the cost of a

December 1996 issue of Canadian 
Public Policy, the study analyses the alone. This suggests a continued role higher rate of return to university

university for federal government financing of education than males. This results
because women face lower paying 

of jobs, relative to men, for those

The MPHEC also addressed otherinvestment return on a
education by measuring the monetary university education; 
costs and benefits of attending for -When out-migration 
three New Brunswick institutions- university-trained students is taken occupations not requiring a university 
L'Universite de Moncton, the into account-given that a significant degree. This may also explain why 
University of New Brunswick, and St. percentage of university-educated women make up an increasing 
Thomas University. Both individual New Brunswickers leave the percentage of university graduates; 
students and society benefit from province— the rate of return for the and finally
university education, and both parties provincial government falls to a very -Looking at the rates of returns to 
share in its costs. The costs of low two per cent a year. This suggest both an individual students and

that for a small province like New society as a whole (and excluding

Continued from Page I
"^“aid,^sufferingin. When the Task Force finishes it's 

number of ways. “They are having work, the proposal will go to senior I dont think th w>
difficulty maintaining their current university adminstrators for dungs secret.T

consideration. “When we feel it’s the on structure and in any mamlestanon-it 
right time and the right proposal, we'll could say implement over five years, over

ten years, don’t do. So I think it needs

education take place during the 
period a student is in school, but the Brunswick with many graduates research costs), all rates arc above six 
benefits last over the lifetime the leaving the province, there is an percent.This suggests that in general 
educated individual is at work. incentive for the provincial university education in New

The results of the study are shown government to decrease spending and Brunswick should be seen as a cost- 
of return” (see to allow university-trained graduates effective investment.

facilities, let alone responding to changing 
technologies and workplace demands.
What’s more, their ability to foster go to the Board,” said Parr-Johnson.
research, which creates new She added that she does not intend to fidIthscumon. ^________n,
developments, technologies and business keep the proposal secret before the Parr-Johnscm said foatVP Hn wti
opportunities, is severely hampered by Board votes to accept or reject it, be meetmg with stud“'' 7™
inadequate funding." although she does have the power to différent groups to discuss the budget

taught of the federal government', «"d it directly to the Bond. and the magnitude of die problems the
stress T Canada's need to compete in “I would want to think about that to University is presently facing.

as “rates
accompanying table). Rates of return to come from other provinces; 
are defined as the net return of a Dr. Dickson, Dr. Milne, and Dr. 

Murrell are professors at UNB in the 
Department of Economics

-The rates of return for society as
dollar's investment per year, over the a whole are raised when university 
lifetime of the educated individual, research costs are excluded from the
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Tuesday, 8pm - Pool Tournament

<9.
«y SATURDAYS SuNdAys

______ VYou already 
know what 
happens 

between 9-10pm

TD
$1.05

12 noon -7 pm
8pm in both campus bars. Prizes - $100 singles I $100 doubles 
Entrance fee - $5. To register contact Denise @ 455-6656

$1.25 Shots 
$2.25 Beer 
$5.50 Cocktail 

Pitcher 
10pm - lam

$1.75 Shot 
2fori Beer

ALL NI6HT LON6

Wednesday, 9pm - Battle of the Bands
Local bands fighting for the title as top band. Prize includes $100 
and a booking at the Cellar. Bands include: Chasing Bumble Bees, 
Whey, Spacecadet, Amused, Conniption Fit. $2 cover. In the Cellar

Thursday, 7pm - Weeping Tile Concert
Fredericton's only S Fleer Club

seven pool tables, satellite t.v.

you pe/np ta po T
For details call our Party Line 450-1230

In the Cellar. Designated driver night - 9pm. Prizes for D.D.'s

Monday to Friday, 11:30am - 2:30pm /sUfhi
Information booth in the SUB Lobby. Prizes I Giveaway I Information
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Tilley Auditorium, Wednesday, Feb 26 
One Show Only 9:30 p.m.
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Federal Budget offers pre- | Student protesters challenge President, BoG
election goodies to students...

't

#Aaron MacEachern

The Brunswickan
Kurt Peacockin 1973 with 

e Maritime 
natives of the 
universities, 
iblic.
e have been 
region make 

ur university

The Brunswickan You probably heard them before you saw 
them.

Some four-hundred students marched 
throughout the campus last Thursday, in 
protest of the proposed tuition increases.

The group began in front of the SUB 
and ended at the Wu Centre, where the

MUww: i

%On TUesday, February 18,1997, when Finance Minister Paul Martin delivered what 
will probably be his governments last federal budget before an election,he obviously 
had student voters in mind. The deficit-cutting government of Jean Chretien has 
offered University students some lifejackets in an environment where many Canadian 
Universities are drowning in rising tuition costs and decreasing federal subsidies.

“Canadians know that a better education equals better jobs" announced Paul 
Martin in his budget speech, as he introduced a myriad of budget measures designed 
to help post-secondary students. He trumpeted his measures as not only necessary 
but innovative, adding that if the government did not act “we will short-change the

FltHT
University’s Board of Governors was 
meeting. In between the two stops, 
students chanted and cheered throughout 
the halls ofTilley, Carleton and Memorial 
and stormed the office of the University’s 
President, Elizabeth Parr-Johnson, located 
in the Old Arts Building.

The protest stemmed from the Task 
Force and TUition Fees discussion paper,

___ . released earlier this month.Students were
assistance for a typical student will rise from $900 to over $1,200 per year - an ^ have thcir concerm about
increase of one-third. ... increases in tuition fees a dressed. One

The increase in the tax credit is largely a response to increased turnon costs - a wamcd (Q ^ sure
phenomenon the federal government is partially responsible for, and one that the member$ of the Board of Governors 
federal budget ignored. Under the Liberals' deficit-cutting plan, federal transfers to imiW>wv) ,brir in(fntic>n^ 
the provinces (used to support Canada’s Universities, among other things) have fell | Task Fo|ce doeJn.( deddc Qur
almost $6 bilUon dollars fiom fiscal year 1995/96 to 1997/98. As a result of student 
underemployment, the tuition tax credit does not help many students who live 
largely on student loans, and cannot earn more than the basic personal deduction on 
their tax forms during the summer months. Under the new system, a student can 
forward their yearly tuition credits to offset future income, in the event they find a 
job upon graduation.

For graduating students facing a mountain of debt, the federal government has 
decided to become a kinder, gentler, loan shark. The federal government has extended 
fiom 18 to 30 months the period of time students can defer making loan repayments.
During this grace period, the federal government will pay the interest
student loans. According to Martin “this means students will have up to three years , ^----------  ^ ge| an<j ,ubmit it to
of help after graduation in managing their loans." the President [Parr-Johnson], who in turn problems students face while attending

The budget also announced a new initiative, which Andy Scott, MP for Fredericton- brings j, to Board of Governors for university and beyond.”! know someone
York-Sunbury, says “opens the door to an income contingent repayment program decjsions to ^ made." who just turned forty-three and had to
for loans.”This could be a political minefield for the Liberals, for when they initially Students were also concerned about pay his loan off this year. We’re going to 
suggested the idea in 1994, then Human Resources Development Minister Lloyd aris- from the Task Force he burdened by a student loan into our
Axworthy was pelted with Kraft Dinner by angry students protesting on Parliament | document (bal ^mjd limit enrolment forties, we can’t afford that, we can't

THE
next generation.’’

Among the measures introduced are increases to the tuition and education credits, 
which students claim every year on their income tax forms. The government is 
doubling the credit in two stages to $200 per month. Under the new system, 
students can also claim other compulsory fees (like UNB’s $25 SUB expansion fee) 
under the tax credit. According to Martin, “the combined federal and provincial tax

but in general 
empt to keep 
immendadon 
inifestadon-it 
ive years, over 
hink it needs

ms

I :

? Finance will 
leaders from 

is the budget 
problems the

E

ng.
fete, you do and you do [pointing to BOG 
Chair, Richard Tingley and another 
Board member) and the Board of 
Governors does," said Political Science 
Association President, Steve Allard.

Tingley commented on the process to only the financially adept and subie, 
through which the proposal will be “You’re basically going to reduce the 
adressed, before it is either accepted or middle class fiom being able to attend 
rejected. university, and that’s not right,"said Allard.

“The Task Force will take the Political Science Graduate student Bise
Craft also spoke of the issue of financial

She went on to say, “This proposal is 
about structure and I think if we could 
inform ourselves and have a logical 
discussion, it would make a lot of sense."

Those students who are not well 
informed as of yet will have the 
opportunity to ask questions and gain 
more knowledge on the subject matter 
in a meeting to be held by University VP 
of Finance Jim O’Sullivan in upcoming

afford to be able to pay year after year, 
just to be able to pay our tuition."

When contacted at her office the 
President did not respond to the phone 
call, but adressed students at the Wu 
Centre. Parr-Johnson talked of the 
students who would face an increase in 
tuition, compared to others who would 
not.

on their

/S “I’ve heard that the majority of 
students would fece an increase under 
such a scheme, sixty percent would not."

Hill.

Lamrock: finances too uncertain to okay footballScott was pleased with the government initiatives, noting that "the riding of 
Fredericton-York-Sunbury is home to two universities and a branch of the New 
Brunswick Community College and students at these institiutions will benefit fiom 
this budget."

Whether or not students will be pleased with the budget initiatives, or the 
government’s deficit cutting plan, remains to be seen. Students should be able to 
deliver their verdict soon, since a federal election is expected to be called for June. I Foraicr UNB Student Union President 

__ - - - - — || Kelly Lamrock is calling the latestand offers treats to UNB as well proposal by the-Friends of UNB Football’

T so for football, what docs that mean 
about library acquisitions, campus 
lighting, hiring professors, creating new 
academic programs, upgrading new 
facilities on campus or improving the 
quality of residence life?" Lamrock 
asked.

“What are we not raising money for?"
“We don’t need a multi-million dollar 

white elephant when the core purposes 
of this university are having so much 
trouble," Lamrock said.

“I think a football proposal would 
leave outside funding for other varsity 
athletic programs in doubt, cut ourselves 
off from fundraising we need and 
commit students to paying some 
$800,000 over ten years and all for 
what?”

“Four football games a year!” Lamrock

who could use a little bit of help." 
Lamrock also feels that there are some 

student athletes on a number of fine 
varsity teams at UNB who could use a 
little more encouragement and a little 
more funding.

“I think it is offensive for alumni to 
say to students here today we are going 
to raise money for merit awards for other 
prospective students because we don’t 
see enough to contribute to here on 
campus now," he said.

Lamrock feels that while the ‘Friends 
of UNB Football’ may not intend it they 
are going to cannibalize other fundraising 
sources that are currently available to the 
university.

“We have already stretched, through 
the Venture Campaign, the fundraising 
capacities of our community to the max," 
Lamrock feels.

“If we are going to go out there now 
meritorious students on campus right and raise an additional $2,000,000 or

any guarantee that students will get their 
money back if this proposal does not fly. 
Lamrock also points out that a $10,000 
to $15,000 sum for annual merit awards 
seems too low. He feels that amount 
would leave about $250 to 400 for each

Gordon Loans-
The Brunswickan

recipient.
“That is not in keeping with a budget 

that will allow the team to be 
competitive," said Lamrock, referring to 
merit awards.

As for an endowment fund that would 
require over $2,000,000 to make the 
football program self-sufficient in the 
long run, Lamrock wonders whether it 
is possible to raise this amount.

“I think there is a chance that maybe 
they can do it."

The real issue for Lamrock is: “Why

nothing less than a twenty page
One of the major initiatives under the 1997 Federal Budget is a program to support | whitewash, 
research infrastructure at Canada’s Universities, and that suits Frank Wilson, UNB s 
Vice President of Research and International Cooperation, just fine.

“I think it will be positive" notes Wilson , referring to the budget’s $800 million I uncertain," said Lamrock, who intends 
fond for the establishment of the Canada Foundation of Innovation. According to to vote ‘No’ in the student referendum 
Finance Minister Paul Martin, “the focus of the Foundation will be to support | on football to be held next week, 
research infrastructure in the areas of health, the environment, science and

pm “It is an artful job of flushing out 
uncertainty, but everything is still

“We still don’t have any real answers
engineering." I here," said Lamrock. “There is still no

Over the next five years the federal government will be investing $180 million guarantee of any additional money from 
annually to support important research infrastructure. The fund will create partnerships outside."
with the provinces, the private sector, or the research institutions themselves in “They are still asking students to fork 
order to support individual projects. over an $800,000 commitment without

According to Frank Wilson, there are two strong points to the fund. “One is that making any promises ofraising one dollar 
it’s a very broad infrastructure program’’ which can be used to assist research facilities from anybody else,” Lamrock 
in numerous faculties. “Second is that it has few restrictions" so that UNB can take | emphasized, 
the lead and negotiate partnerships with many different interested parues.

Local MP Andy Scott is even more enthusiastic about the fund. “The budget’s 
$800 million in investment in the Canada Foundation for Innovation could lead to 
as much as $2 billion in support to accelerate Research and Development in universities 
and colleges, creating thousands of good jobs."

What the 1997 Budget did not highlight was that the Canadian Foundation for 
Innovation would probably make up for the drastic cuts to key federal departments 
involved in research. Under the 1997 Budget, strong research departments like 
Fisheries and Oceans, National Defense and the Department of the Environment

>t
er is there money out there for football 

when it is not there for something else?" 
“There are a whole number of

said.NC “Is that the best use of money we can 
come up with?" Lamrock asked.He said there does not seem to be

Iwb Over 2-mil needed to fund football
i teams at UNB, the arrival of a footballrequire a “soft surface."

Haggerty indicated that football program would put males one up.
“Our policy in our Faculty about 

based on

A Contingency Fund has to be 
included in any budget, according to

Continued from page i 
A further $40,000 would be spent on a 
free-standing dressing room and locker 
facility (possibly located in the parking 
lot behind die existing South Gym) and 
for bleaches for Chapman Field where 

for a long time acting as a support group | home football games would be played.
A Head Football Coach would be 

fund that would eventually replace die I hired to begin the recruiting process in 
kind of contribution students would | January 1998 at an annual salary of some

$40,000 to $52,000 including benefits. 
Other start-up administration costs 

period of ten years (40 percent of the I would ring up a further $11,000. 
annual operating budget) that would First year operating costs in the 
allow us to put a team on the field if in | $150,000 range would include salaries

for a head coach and four assistants

Haggerty. would “try it out" at Chapman. He
“In some cases, Mike Dollimore and acknowledged thatthe field might need gender equity is

much more work after a football game proportionality, so if we take the
faced funding cuts.

his group have indicated that a 
contingency has already been built into such as rolling and adding some sand, proportion of males and females in our 

estimates," full-time undergraduate program, then
the number of athletes we have on our

Friends sell football to voters
their
Haggerty said, referring 
to a high and low range 
for most all of the

Gordon Loane
to continue to donate to an endowmentThe Brunswickan tean s should map onto that same 

proportion within reason," the Dean 
said.

1

A spokesperson for the “Friends of UNB 
Football," Mike Dollimore made a soft 
pitch for votes this week before students 
go to the polls next Tuesday and 
Wednesday to deride whether varsity 
football will be revived at UNB.

Speaking to a noon hour audience in 
the Student Union building cafeteria on 
Wednesday, Dollimore said the football 
proposal is really about school spirit and 
social life on campus.

“It’s about bringing people out to have 
a good kickoff to the start of the year to 
do some of the kinds of social activities 
that aren’t in place right now," he said.

“When you come to campus, besides 
fiosh week early in the year, there is really 
not much else to bring a large number 
of people on campus together."

“We used to have 2000 to 3000 people 
down at College Field before football 
was cancelled at UNB for budget reasons 
in 1981," he stated.

“It was a social happening and 
activities were built around the football 
program and they can be built around 
the program again."

But Dollimore stated the issue of 
student apathy won’t be solved by the 
addition of a football program, but by 
each student themselves. “Football can 
be at least a start, a gathering point, some 
place where we can start to rally to 
change what this university is all about 
and bring some spirit, some social life 
back to the program," he emphasized.

Dollimore told students that his group, 
made up of Alumni, business people and 
students, is close to an agreement in 
principle with the UNB administration 
and the Athletics Department on dollars 
and costs for the football program.

“The Friends" also intend to be around

budget items listed in the ^ 
current proposal. ^

A contingency would g 
also cover any unforseen g| 
items, such as a possible K 
drop in student « 
enrolment, which might g 
reduce the total annual || 
student levy. ||

It would also take care |j 
of situations where a ! 
rainy home game date ” 
would reduce sales 
receipts.

Haggerty emphasized 
that the finalized 
proposal can contain “no 
risks’* as the university 
can not fund any of the 
costs of a varsity football 
program in the current 
fiscal climate.

Chapman field would 
be the home football 
field with the practice 
field located near the 
UNB Heating Plant on 
Road.

“We looked at a number of options

make, according to Dollimore.
“Your contribution is for $10 over a

“That was one of the reasons why 
we were keen on adding women’s 
soccer as a varsity program."

“Now we are matched," said

• m1 m:Â

Fl Haggerty referring to the male-female 
Hi balance in varsity teams.
JH “So anything we now do in either 
§11 direction throws that out," he said.
■ “One possible response for the futureH is to add Women’s Ice Hockey as a 
Ig| varsity sport similar to requests currently 
IS| being made at other universities."

Haggerty also acknowledged that 
I actual governance for a revived varsity 

ÜE football program has still not been 
PP worked out.
SS The “Friends of UNB Football" say 

! that the university will control the team 
Ilf: and Haggerty agrees.

“The Friends" hope to set up a Board 
of Directors with various representatives

fact the Alumni is able to raise the
$47,000 to $61,000, training camp costs 
$12,000 to $13,000, administration 
$9.900 to $11,900, fields $1,100, home 
game expenses $3,880 to 4,280, road 
games of some $16,000 to $20,000 and 
other expenses of $14,000 to 17,000 
for advanced scouting, trainers/first aid 
equipment and recruiting, etc.

A further $10,000 to 15,000 would 
be set aside for Merit Awards.

Revenues for the first football 
season would come from the student 
levy $71,000, home game tickets, 
programs, 50/50 draw and 
concessions max. $31,500, football 
camps maximum $10,000 and local 
donations of between $10,000 and 
$25,000.

The financial proposal also includes 
projected revenue and expense budgets 
based on an annual rate of inflation of

remainder of the money," he told the 
student audience.

Students would get into all home 
football games free of charge for their 
$10 annual contribution, Dollimore 
promised.

“We understand the fee dilemma you 
are in now, but what we are saying is 
that at least for the $10 you can have a 
say in where it will go," he said.

“It will go to something you think 
will improve the quality of life here on 
campus".

Dollimore told students that should 
his group not be able to raise the rest of 
the money required to get a varsity 
football program off the ground, the 
students money would be returned and 
could go to things like SUB expansion, 
for example.

Dollimore said some $200,000 would 
be the direct first year financial benefit 
to the university with the addition of 
some 70 new students on campus 
because of football.

“There would also be extra 
government grants directly associated 
with this enrollment," he maintained.

“Therefore, the net benefit would be 
a further $100,000 a year coming to the 
university," Dollimore said.

“You can view that as money that can 
safeguard the Athletic programs now or 
money that can be put towards hiring 
perhaps one or two professors," 
Dollimore concluded.

Is that the smell of pigskin in the air? Students going to
the polls next week will vote whether or not they wont from |he alumni conununityi spomo„, 
to pay a $10 student activity fee to finance a football studcnts and thc city „f Fredericton. 
program at UNB. Dirk Neilson file photo “How that is going to be structured 

would have to be determined,"
Haggerty said.

“’The Friends’ would want to have
for example.

“It would be labour intensive but it 
could be done to maintain a field,"

College Hill
1.5 percent to the year 2005.

Dean of Kinesiology Haggerty has 
pretty much signed off on the projected on where to practise and play, Haggerty 
budget for the start-up and first year of said.
operation. “Given our limited facilities now to

“That part of the budget has been play at any field other than Chapman
would incur costs that would make it

an input, an advisory role," he 
acknowledged.

The Alumni group is expected to 
at $8,855 would be purchased with the co-ordinate their fund raising

activities through the UNB

Haggerty said.
New physiotherapy equipment valued

arrival of a football program.
There are no current plans for new Development office.

“The intent of this alumni grouppretty mu h hammered out," Haggerty 
told The Brunswickan this week.

What has still not yet been finalized football proposal." 
are certain infrastructure costs such as 
the bleachers for Chapman Field for option as it would cost too much to 
example, where these costs are under bring up to standard , according to 
consideration.Two cost options present Haggerty, 
themselves when dressing room and 
locker facilities are being considered.

facilities or tor an increase in staff in 
this area, at least according to the is not to take money away from other

worthy varsity teams, some of whom 
must seek outside funds," the Dean

very difficult to follow through on the

football proposal.
“We will continue to allow student 

volunteers to gain valuable experience said, 
in this area," Haggerty said.

For those with questions about 
gender equity with regard to varsity already linked up," Haggerty said.

College Field would not be an

“They would not be going to knock 
on the doors of firms that we know areChapman Field is also the home field 

for women’s field hockey, which does
»
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Writer-in-residence protests low CanCon
seventy percent of cassettes and compact 
discs and ninety percent of magazines 
displayed in Canadian retail outlets are 
produced outside Canada.

“Is it any wonder we have an identity 
crisis?”, Harvey asked.

“It’s about time we realized that we 
are prisoners of American culture in our 
own country.”

“It’s time that we declared war on 
American culture,” he emphasized.

Harvey thinks young filmakers and 
authors should occupy projection 
booths and bookstores to protest.

50/50 promotes the implementation 
of 50 percent Canadian content quotas 
across the board.

Harvey notes that only the record 
industry is a cultural boom in this

A group calling itself 50/50, Canadians 
for Culture and Entertainment, 
occupied a Coles’ Bookstore outlet in 
the Regent Mall in Fredericton last 
Saturday night to protest the low 
percentage of Canadian books stocked 
in Canadian bookstores.

One of the founding members of the 
Association is Canadian author and 
UNB writer-in-residence Kenneth 
Harvey.

He is discouraged about the low 
percentage of Canadian content in 
bookstores, cinemas and record stores.

He cites figures to back up his 
argument, noting that ninety-eight 
percent of films projected on screens in 
Canadian cinemas are American made.

Similarly, eighty percent of books.

country, mainly because of Canadian 
content regulations imposed on radio 
stations by the CRTC.

Harvey said members of 50/50 will 
continue to occupy the Coles’Bookstore 
in the Regent Mall until a guarantee is 
secured from Chapter’s boss Larry 
Stevenson hat the retail chain will 
commit to increasing the percentage of 
Canadian tides stocked in house.

The group also wants Federal 
Heritage Minister Sheila Copps to 
explore the future possibilities of 
implementing CANCON regulations 
on cultural and entertainment 
industries.

“It’s preposterous that we have to 
fight for 50 percent of our own culture 
in our own country,” Harvey said.

Ooimdl /%SAc\k
the name change for the Dean of 
Students has been implemented. A 
committee will have to revise the job 
descriptions of the Dean of Student 
Affairs and Services.

Monique Scholten, Vice-President 
(Finance & Administration) will present 
the 1997-98 Student Union Budget at 
the next Council meeting, Tuesday, 
February 25.

Scholten also told Council that 
following a meeting with the auditor 
and the Editor-in-chief and Managing 
Editor of The Brunswickan, there would 
not be an internal audit of The 
Brunswickan. According to Scholten, the 
auditor did not feel that it was worth 
the expense of the audit.

Vice-President (University Affairs) 
Anoushka Courage has been revising 
the Bydaws of the UNB Student Union. 
She announced that her Constitution

presenting to the Senate Inquiry on 
Post-Secondary Education.

The NBSA will launch its “Education 
is our Future” campaign next week.

Business Representative Matt 
Hanarahan announced that die UNB 
Undergraduate Scholarship committee 
has recommended that Sports Merit 
awards be processed immediately rather 
than at the end of the year, in order to 
get die money to the students.

The UNB Student Union recognized 
the undergraduate anthropology society, 
which will represent students in 
Anthropology. It also accepted the 
constitution for SPARC (Student Pride 
and Alumni Relations Committee) 
which has been operating on the UNB 
campus for several years. It has a close 
relationship with the UNB Associated 
Alumni.

Richard Wiliams, Arts Representative 
and Chair of SMART-PACC, announced 
he is one of 11 Peer Alcohol Educators 
who were certified over the weekend by 
BACCHUS Canada. He also pointed out 
that SMART-PACC’s Smart Break

Joseph FitzPatrick

The Brvnshickan

The Council meeting started a half-hour 
late because of the Search Committee 
for Vice-President (Research and 
International Cooperation) was using 
the room. It seems that although 
Council had decided to have its 
meetings at 5:00 pm this term, the room 
reservation had not been changed from 
the 5:30 pm.

Vice-President (Student Services) 
Trish Davidson outlined the usage of 
the various components of the Student 
Union Health Plan.The top three claims 
were: Drugs excepting oral 
contraceptives (35.2% of claims), oral 
contraceptives (28.8% of claims), and 
vision (23.6% of claims). Davidson’s 
figures showed that the remaining 14 
components accounted for just 12.4% 
of usage. She provided further evidence 
that the cost of travel insurance ($20,973 
in total premiums) was not matched by 
a the number of claims ($648 in total 
claims).

The budget for the Health Han has 
been finalized, and the fee will remain 
at $95.

and Policy Committee has whittled 
down the 30 pages to a mere 24.

Anthony Knight, Vice-President 
(External) offered his congratulations 
to die students of UNB for organizing 
the rally in front of the Board of campaign is next week, with events 
Governors meeting last Thursday.

Knight also announced that New
planned throughout die week.

Cathy Clark, Law, announced that 
Davidson noted that the impact of Brunswick Student Alliance president Canadian Supreme Justice LaForest will 

the External Services review will not Sean Rouse and NBSA vice-president be appeared during Law Week, which
be felt for some time. At present, only (policy) Kelly Lamrock were in Halifax takes place next week.

pi■■A HOUSE 
TWICE CHALLENGE

The house that has ordered the most pizza 
between Friday January, 31st and February, 28th 
will win a Pizza party. House is still in %

/

12" Pizza with upto 3 toppings 
+ 12" Garlic fingers 1QÏÏ

r New Maryland 
Place

1111 Regent Street 
Village Centre Mall

457-9292 457-1787

t AA

[sIVVU

Dfc¥

Pre March Break Party
/

. jr
1

You Can Win
> ,$1000 ■ 1

$1000 gift certificate from Ton"y Music Box

For Members And Guests Only
UPS Career Talks 

Brown Bag Lunch Series
All talks will take place in the psychology lounge in Kierstead Hall between 12 and 1pm.

Drop in at any time!

Marie
Cashion

Wed.
Feb. 26

Educational
Psychology

Everyone welcome! Munchies will be served!
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Lit Heather Kristel
England

Joan Barb
McDonnell Eagle Wright Giles

Wed. Fri. Wed. Fri. Wed.
Mar.26Mar. 12 Mar. 14 Mar. 19 Mar. 21

Occupational
Therapy

Speech 
Pathology Psychology

Forensic Clinical 
Psychology Counselling

Career

,e e

Check out the Bachelor of Office Management Program (BOM)
Up to 57 credit hours in Arts/Science Electives 
Up to 33 credit hours in Business Admin. Electives 
21 credit hours in BBA Compulsories 
54 credit hours in Specialized Office Education 
Up to 33 credit hours in CS Electives

✓

Relatively Small Classes
Program Caters to Individual's Career
High Percent Employment Rate of Graduates

✓

Call 453-3508 to talk to an advisor or 
Visit us in Marshall d'Avary Hall 
Ask about credit transfer

✓

Correction\3° kfc. 
G£ 3.

m In the January 31 issue ofThe Brunswickan, a headline on page 5 that 
read, “Parolefor sexual assault,” was incorrect. The headline should have 
read, "Probation for sexual assault. ”

Hi apologise for attv misunderstanding.

3
\ s

Did you know?
The two main types of grapes grownThe Province of New Brunswick of $5 million in waste disposal and 

makes $200,000 in revenue from goods earned the service $5 million in revenue in Canada are theVitis vinifera and Vitis
labrusca. With the wine industry 
planting more vinifera varieties it allows

used to subsidize the $10,500,000 cost In 1994, Canada exported 9,026,833 wineries to compete successfully with
of providing institutional services and chicks, poults (young turkeys), domestic European wines in terms of quality.

fowl, turkeys, ducks, geese and guinea 
fowl worth more than $25 million to

and services sold to inmates of from the sales of recyclable fiber, 
correctional facilities. These funds are

programs to adult offenders.
The most celebrated Canadian wine

is Ice Wine, a sweet dessert wine 
produced from grapes which have been

reefs is the only known marine animals The Canadian dairy industry frozen on the vine and pressed while 
who are eusocial (living in groups produces enough milk every year to fill still frozen. This type of wine has been

winning the highest and most prestigious 
awards at international competitions.

The snapping shrimp Synalpheus more than 45 countries, 
regalis which lives in Caribbean coral

dominated by a lone “queen” like ants 29 billion glasses, 
or bees).

A yactogram is one millionth of a 
1 American in 6 lives in a community billionth of a billionth (10-24)of a gram UNB owns 7,700 acres, that s over

which has exceeded EPA safe water and is used in the measurement of 30 square kilometers, of property in
several provincial sites, including an 
extensive wood lot adjacent to the 

Scientists believe that dolphins have Maritime Forestry Complex, used for 
hectares. That’s 45% of Canada’s land individual “names” consisting of a distinct forestry education and research.

pattern of high-pitched whistles.
Dolphins are also able to imitate the 

UNB nets only $9,000 for all of its “names” of other dolphins, which
athletics camps. It costs $167,000 to run scientists believe is evidence of self

standards at least once in the past year, molecules.

In Canada, forests cover 417.6 million

base.
CANDU nuclear reactors supply 

one-fifth of Canada’s electricity and 60 
per cent of the electricity generation 
for the province of Ontario.the camps, and UNB raises $176,000 

in revenue from the participants, a return 
of just over 5%.

awareness.

The total budget for New BrunswickA recent poll showed 26% of
American male voters would not vote Legal Aid, which provides criminal legal

Between 1979 and 1993, fire, for a presidential candidate who aid to “that segment of the population
insects and disease affected 33% more happened to be a woman. who could not otherwise afford legal
area in the commercial forest than counsel” is $2.2 million. The expense
harvesting. On average, 163 million Each year, Canadian Citizenship and account of members of the Legislature 
cubic meters were harvested annually. Immigration officers process more than is $4 million, 
compared with the 137 million cubic 100,000 immigration applications, 
meters consumed by fire, insects and Canada sells more than 50% of its

Recent figures put die total value of agricultural exports to the United States,
snack sales in Canada at $817.6 miffion. 12% to Japan, a 10% share to the

In 1996, the US bagel industry The market is divided into potato chips European Union, 6% to China, 2% to
reported $2.6 billion in sales. Points of ($507.0 million, 62.10%); taco/tortilla Mexico and about 20% to nearly 200
sale: supermarket $779 million, specialty chips ($138.4 million, 16.88%); Extrusion other trading partners, 
shops $675 million, and $495 million products (such as “Cheesies” and 
at bakeries.

disease.

“Bugles”) ($76.9 million, 9.41%); Pretzels Every year, close to 39 million visitors
($20.5 million, 2.51%); com chips ($15.4 come to Canada.

A London cab driver must train for million, 1.88%); popcorn ($ 13.1 million, 
3 years before they can obtain a license i .60%); other $ 46.3 (5.66%). More than 97% of the beer consumed

in Canada is produced by Canadian 
The Adantic fishery accounted for brewers in 55 plants operating in every 

73% of total Canadian commercial province and territory except Prince 
fishing industry. The Pacific fishery Edward Island and the Yukon.

The average grocery order is 33% 
impulse buys.

The US postal service is the largest accounts for 24% and the remaining 4% 
recylcer on die continent, with over 100 i$ comprised of inland fishery, 
million tons. This allows for a savings

85% of magazines sold on Canadian 
newsstands are American.
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St. ‘Patrick's Day ‘pub 1* 

with Special 0nests 11
March 12 <5JUB* Tickets $12 § c 
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MARCH 15 ^yiL TICKETS $10
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c9Tickets $1520 Tickets $15 m

ATTENTION

FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY 

NOT IN RESIDENCE

PLEASE PICK UP YOUR 1996 T2202A FORM 
FOR INCOME TAX PURPOSES 

AT THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE, SECOND FLOOR OF 
THE OLD ARTS BUILDING 
ON THE FOLLOWING DATES:

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19 - FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1997

9:00A.M. - 4:00P.M.

«fssr I ■)
S-uP^ ; IK

BONUS!-
Up to $15

\X1 i
Visit our Web site at

wwwJslocanadeuoomi

s

« Students
• *, *, X SAVEVSf Rebate on 

future travel* 

from VIA Rail

PLUS, students 
save 40% on any 

economy seat, anywhere, 
any time. It’s easier 
than ever.

The ISIC, the 0116 and 
only card you need.

cm i 40%4

In addition to 40% off any VIA Rail 

economy seat, your ISIC can save you 
hundreds of dollars on accommodation, 

admissions to museums and cultural attractions, 

international airfares and a whole host of 
other valuable products and services 

across Canada and around the world.??????????????????????????????????????????? No hassles, no advance 

purchase requirements, 

no blackout periods. 

Lots of comfort, .

convenience, and i

savings. Any full-time 

student with an Inter

national Student 

Identity Card (ISIC) 

can take advantage 

of VIA’s 40% student 

discount. Takealookat 

the train today!

S

iVii

f : P

9 UNB Navigators present 9 ft.
r Drop by the ISIC issuing agent nearest 

you to find out more. Don’t forget to bring 
your proof of full-time student status.

•"vCREATED orEVOLVED? *?

B9 ■

* What is the evidence for evolution?
* Is evolution being observed today?
* Does belief in CREATION make any scientific sense?

? (ttrrwitniul 
tnwrtilnl Ihj 
tilt- CntuHlkm 
h\iUjnUinn

M TRAVEL CUTS
ir4 VGflAGES CAMPUSVIA h

?

the atudent travel expert»9

To hear the evidence, come to either of:

1 ) Science Room 111 (across from science library) ,
Tuesday, February 18,12:30 pm 

2) Chemistry Building - Toole Auditorium 
Friday, February 21,7:30 pm

The presentation will be followed by a question & answer time ?

???????????????????????????????????????????

University of New Brunswick 
Student Union Building — 453-4850?

-ilr VIA9

?
• Purcluue your ISIC and gw u vourhrr worth up to ,15 off your nntt VTA Roil UckH. The voucher he. no ceitli velue end la eppUoeblv ogalmn uny one Mudent in k« purchene. This in * 

limited-time oiler which moy be dlaoonlinued el any time. Certain reetrtctloiin may apply. Contact VTA Rail or your local Travel CVTS/Voyage. Cninjiun for t viiipM. deulla.

1 »>ttt 4../

eiecTtoNs
Elections to the 1997-1998 Editorial Board of The 

Brunsuuickon uuill take place March 14 and 21.g

Elections For tho positions oF Managing Editor and Editor-in-chieF 
uuill bo hold on Friday, March 14 ot 12:30 in Room 35 oF tho 
5U6. All stoFF mombors oro oligiblo to voto. Condidotos must 
submit lottors oF intont to Shono Hoath, Choir oF tho Boord oF 

Diroctors, by 5:00 p.m. on UUodnosdoy, March 12.

Toc
co ~0
111 5

Elections For tho remaining positions on tho Editorial Boord uuill 
bo hold on Friday, March 21 ot 12:30 in Room 35 oF tho SUB. All 

stoFF mombors oro oligiblo to voto. Eondidotos must submit 
letters oF intont to Shone Heath, Ehoir oF tho Board oF Diroctors, 

by 5:00 p.m. on Wednesday, March 19.
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Editorial

Sirtrisfrisr ssr?^. fe-
&S*8»S • - Other solutions to eduction funding challengeslr

SEX! Easy to do; hard to talk 
about

usi
would be placed in a fund, which would be 
used to subsidize the high tuition rates demanded 
of students. Over several years a gradual 
transition toward die implementation of SRB s 

b) Profits for the sole purpose of reducing throughout campus would be set in motion, 
tuition, across the board, for all students. Potential SRB s include convenience stores,

students and administration must look to c) Existing royalty payments allowing coffee shops,and fast food resuiurants. I stu ents 
increasingly creative mediods in order to alleviate exclusive rights to sell on campus would become know their money is going direct y tow $ t c

reduction of their tuition they will immediately

students, die following would apply;
a) Hiring students as a priority, thereby 

creating numerous part-time jobs, something not

To the Editor:

PROBLEM:
Tuition rates have increased dramatically in currently considered.

Will you still respect us in the morning? And will we still respect ourselves? the recent past and can be expected to do so in
This week, The Brunswickan presents its long-awaited sex feature. This project, like many future. As governments provide less funding,

relationships, began full of fun and potential but gradually evolved into a bit of a pain in
Wednesday was like finally breaking up withthe neck. Sending it off to the printer on 

someone you've stayed with just a little too long.
A couple of weeks after preparation for the sex 

an Editorial Board meeting. Several members 
explicit material we would be circulating, particularly off-campus, since The Bruns is 
delivered to FHS and to Kings Place downtown, where junior high students will have 

f, easy access to it. One member was concerned simply about our capability to produce a 
> feature of a quality warrenting the kind of attention we were likely to receive for it.

Some were worried about backlash to the paper, both financial and political, or about the 
for staff members looking for summer jobs in a conservative Fredericton

the current situation. No potential solution the property of the students who support the 
should be dismissed until carefully examined. products.
Hence the following:
POTENTIAL SOLUTION:

Businesses located on campus make a profit, agreements, 
or they would not be there. Paradoxically, several e) SRB’s would offer students the unique
companies, who extract large amounts of money opportunity to utilize and develop their newly viability of such a plan, 
from students, enjoy considerable profit margins, acquired skills in management, accounting, 
none of which returns to the students. If marketing, promotion and other associated areas. Sincerely, 
businesses were owned and operated bu the All profits from student businesses (SRB’s) Aaron McKinley Savage

feature began, we discussed the issue in 
concerned about what kind of sexually

recognize the benefits of SRB patronage.
If the aforementioned plan has merit ad) As existing leases expire selected business 

(SRB) operation, under standard lease feasibility study should be implemented. A
committee consisting of both the administration 
and the student union would evaluate the

consequences
business community.

Other members disagreed, arguing that as a student newspaper, we should be willing to 
go where other newspapers do not or cannot. They prefer to see The Brunswickan pushing 

A the envelope and being a little provocative and said they would be disappointed to see the 
paper give in to pressure from people who have a problem with sex. All agreed that there 
would be limits to what we would publish; reaching consensus on those limits became the

were not acceptable for anyone, but there

Maggie Jean Don under scrutiny from residents
Since the half-way mark of the second termmeeting questioned several aspects of the Don’s

behaviour. At this time. Dean Craighead also is quickly approaching, many of us feel less than
We would like to compliment Mr. Tom Wynn introduced the two new proctors who were hopeful that our concerns will at any point be
on his letter last week to The Brunswickan about brought in as replacements. We have had no taken seriously. We feel it is a shame that the
the Don at Bridges House. However, we would feedback from the residence office since this Maggie experience as described in The
like to know if he has possibly confused his meeting and do not know what the Dean is Brunsunckan three weeks ago is marred by the
Don with ours at Maggie Jean Chestnut? doing to address our concerns while we live in supposed ‘focal point of the house. This is truly

In relating his experiences with Mr.Workman, an unchanged environment. unfortunate as MJC is the greatest place to be!
Mr. Wynn has described our Don as well as his Like the house constitution at Bridges, ours We hope that the University is sincere in its 
own. We too have had many problems: we feel has been used to hinder the functioning of the review this summer of the residence system and
that our Don is unprofessional in her manner, house. We too feel that the home cooking of will take to heart the views of the students who
does not instill confidence in herself to us, and brownies and cookies at house meetings are a live in the residences and who call them home!

To the Editor:challenge. Portrayals of violence or degradation
still disagreement about just how risque we wanted our photographs and articles to

be.ÎÏ In the context of the Editorial Board's division on the subject of the sex feature, the 
word censorship was batted around. This was, I believe, an unfortunate use of the word.

I Since the Editorial Board was divided on the issue of the sex feature, 1 had asked that 
everyone have access to the material that was to be published and a say in what was and 
wasn't acceptable. In this way, I hoped to both dispel the fears of those concerned that we 
would be going overboard and ensure 
approving-with the feature. In the end, the Board vetoed only one photo depicting 
bondage, the concern being that it was of questionable taste and that, under Canadian 
Customs laws, portrayals of violence are prohibited. Other than that, choosing what to 
include or exclude from the feature was left up to me, to Jenn Brown (Features Editor), 
and to staff contributing to the feature. I would argue that this is not censorship in the 
political sense of the word, but the natural course of events in the process of publishing 
any material we put in the paper.

In the end, this became a lesson for all involved about the limits of consensus and 
personal limits when it comes to the issue of sexuality. For some, this 

feature is an example of how the journey can become more significant than the 
; destination.

that everyone felt comfortable-if not entirely

that confidentiality is an unknown concept to nice gesture but they do not compensate for 
her. So far this year, we have had three house the Don’s unbefitting behaviour, 
committees and two new proctors were brought 
in to replaced our first proctor. We were told by 
Dean Craighead that the first proctor resigned 
because of “professional differences’’ in working To the Editor:
with the Don.

Name withheld by request.

President underestimates protests relevance
willing only to talk, not act. This turns students’ 
real struggle into an intellectual exercise. Protests 

The residence administration claims to be With all due respect, I take issue with the and occupations, however, demonstrate the
concerned.This past summer several residents President’s comments on the tuition hike protest struggle in terms less easily turned aside, and

contacted by Dean Craighead and of 13 February 1997. Saying protest is the “least demand that the full range of consequences and
informed the Don was under review. They reasonable way,” and suggesting students make alternatives be open to public View,
were asked to relate their experiences in use of their “real opportunity” for “representation
living with her and if there were any problems within the process,” ignores that protest is part political agenda that is well coordinated by
with her conduct. Several issues and concerns of the process. Speaking from her position of particular and exclusively financial interests. As
were raised at that time. To date, these same wealth and power, she ignored the relative much as the President feels this pressure, she
students have received no further information poverty and impotence of students. This also exerts it; and is in a position to challenge it,
regarding the outcome of the review which impotence is partially redressed through or at least make manifest the entire rationale,
has lead some of them to question the collective action in addition to speeches. Students invest their lives in the university; in

The interests of administration and students curricular and extra-curricular pursuits.They are

about our own

Personally, 1 feel that access to information about sex is necessary and that it is an 
interesting topic for a student newspaper to tackle. Everyone either does it or considers 
doing it, and while I would personally recommend abstinence to young people, I would 
also like them to at least have some understanding of what they're getting into if they do 
decide to have sex.

Considering the rates of teenage pregnancy, for example, sex education for teenagers 
can't hurt. In her piece on page 4 of the sex feature, Cynthia Kirkby points out that a 
1994 survey of FHS students indicated that approximately 45% of students are sexually 
active. As well, the high school runs a day care centre so that 22 student-parents can 
bring their children to school while they go to classes. Meanwhile, condom machines are 
not available at the school, and very few students are exposed to sex education.

Sandra Byers, a professor specializing in human sexuality at the UNB Department of 
Psychology, agreed that sex education in New Brunswick is lacking. Byers considers that 
sex-negative attitude» in our society contribute to a variety of problem», ranging from 
sexual dysfunctions to teenagers having unprotected sex to pornography. And what about 
people concerned that sex education and readily available condoms will encourage 
youngsters to have sex? "The research clearly shows that sex education does not result in 
kids having sex earlier," Byers says (page 5 of the feature insert). "Not only that, but good 
sex education actually ends up in kids delaying having sex and also in being more likely 
to use contraceptives when they do have sex." Providing young people with information
about sex is, at least in part, an issue of control on the part of the adults. We may feel To ^ Editor: of the supervisor. These types of working entrances are done.They have been told not to
that we give up something when we stop attempting to control people's actions, but it conditions are very difficult to tolerate and keep the staff happy. How can they do this

clear that for many, we give up more when we do not educate those whom, really, since May , 1995 j havc watched and listened extremely demeaning to the employee and with some ignorant supervisor on their back
we can never fully control anyway. to many of the concerns of a number of Atlantic certainly uncalled for. The University of New all the time. They are told to concentrate on

For university-age students, it s less often a question about whether or not to have sex; Building Cleaning employees. It is about time Brunswick should be ashamed to have an
instead, there are more sophisticated issues about sex in relationships and how to enjoy ^ w(,0le truth be told.
the activities people do decide to engage in. As well, questions about sexual orientation jn ^ opinion, the employees have not been in such an insulting manner,
are relevant and, as several members of the Editorial Board pointed out, a discussion treated fairly. During working hours they have
about sexuality would not be complete without addressing the issue of homosexuality. been ridiculed, yelled at, swore at, and had their supervisors, but if they treated their employees mess then. Is that their fault? I do not think

J- Dispelling the myths and misunderstandings surrounding homosexuality and the relevance threatened while other employees and non with a little more respect and dignity, it would they have been given a fair chance.
5 that's been placed on it in our society Is one way for everyone to come to terms with the employees stood by and listened. As far as I am make everyone's work a little easier. These

reality of gay and lesbian people, hopefully leading to acceptance. Students with easy concerned a public form is not the place for employees are worked to the limit. How can
to the internet may be considering their own limits and definitions of pornography Df ridicule. Could this be the lack of one person clean offices, corridors, classrooms, employees. They have been told that they ate

proper management skills on the part of the lobbies, and washrooms in a three-floor building one big happy family. I really do not think they
supervisory staff? (I MOST CERTAINLY and still make sure that of all of the entrances have seen it yet. Will ABC loose a lot of their
THINK THAT THIS IS THE CASE.) This is are shovelled from six in the morning until employees because of their supervisors, or will
the type of working conditions you would expect two thirty in the afternoon regardless of how something be done before this happens? 
to find in a third world country where employees long it snows? On storm days they have been
are not allowed to lift their head in the presence told not to leave the campus until these Name withheld by request.

I Tuition hikes are part of an economic and

sincerity of the Dean in his efforts.
The Dean made another attempt to display are at odds, and supported by unequal resources as entitled to the whole story as those who

his concern for us when our original proctor and power. Protests, rallies and building merely invest money.The university is, was, and
resigned this fall. A special house meeting was occupations are opportunities as real as will remain the students’Alma Mater,
organized without the Don, in order to openly “consultation."The President, counselled by career
discuss her performance. Residents at this academics, financiers and bureaucrats, seems Jamie Segar

f

ABC employees not treated fairly

seems

the shovelling and then a week down the road 
employer on its campus that treats it employees their told that their building is a disgrace.

Atlantic Building Cleaning took over ther
no disrespect towards these cleaning contract in May.The buildings were a

In conclusion, I think the supervisors should 
ease up. It would definitely be an asset for the

access
and erotica, and questioning the things that turn them on. It’s a topic of which, perhaps, 
we could only hope to scratch the surface

Finally, mistakes and disagreements about the sex feature within our organisation will 
now be turned outward and left to the consideration of the community. Did we go too 
far? Did we not go far enough? What does sex really mean to our readers? We await your 
response; sometimes, it does all come down to this.

Mudwump Without malice what is hate?
.

"Others may hate you, but those who hate you don’t 
win unless you hate them. ” Richard Nixon, from his 

Farewell Address.

Joseph W.J. FitzPatrickj
I
.

Some might call this piece an olive branch, a belated attempt to contact thosethe degree to which it may reveal that I am willing to work with them. I am able 
to talk to people others hate, and not judge them. I am able to talk to people who people in my life that others have assumed that I dislike. And maybe, on some

level it is. But the self-fulfilling irony of my unassuming personality is that it is

No, this isn't Metanoia. And I am not John Valk.
Not that either of those things would be bad.
Some people, who know me little, would be surprised that I would make such think they hate me or what I represent, 

a big deal about something so trivial. But I have become increasingly aware that And I am able to offer constructive advice to many people on many things. Some just that, unassuming, 
a perception of me persists as distant and uncaring. of the people and places where I have offered advice would surprise those people If others chose to dislike me, 1 can't really prevent it. And like most things, it

As egocentric as it sounds, nothing could be further from the truth. Whether who dislike me.That I am able to reconcile considering myself friends with members becomes self-fulfilling. Those who dislike me because of something I did, or they
those people who chose to didike me want to believe it or not, I am a caring and of the Board of Directors of the Social Club and the Cellar may seem to be two- think 1 did, or somebody I know did, and. as a result, no longer want to deal with
sensitive individual. And, above all, I am gentle. While some may chose to believe faced. But it is one of the the least problematic dynamics in my life. me, will fuel their resentment with a lack of contact with me. I, like others, can't
otherwise, I don’t seek to maliciously harm others. It’s true, I, like others, can Being non-judgemental (didn’t somebody once say “judge not, lest ye be explain what is not asked of me. And I don't know why others feel about me the 
revel in the acrid language of political debates. But, at the end of the day, speaking judged"?) has often been taken as indifference or disdain. That is a dangerous way they do. 
any degree of bitterness invariably burns the speaker's tongue. edge on which to tread. How can one maintain a distance which allows one to We should all be aware that it's easy to hate people at a distance. It's much

One of the reasons I am reluctant to tell others about this aspect of myself is deal with difficulties without being distant? It is something I work at every day. harder to hate them, knowing that you have to sit next to that person on the bus.

:
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Amnesty International at UNBLent:
Listening for 

Silence

!

IM 1 Every day in our world, people go to to realize that Amnesty International is a involvement in violations of human rights 

prison simply for expressing their beliefs. non-political 
Often they suffer torture or execution. independent of all governments, responsible authorities, appealing for a
There is little pretence of legality, and political systems, etc. To maintain its prisoners immediate and unconditional
sometimes a person will just disappear, impartiality and integrity, Amnesty release. It attempts to raise the

International is funded mostly by small, international profile of each case, getting
Witness Dita Sari, and Indonesian individual donations, membership fees, publicity about each prisoner in the local

labour leader facing a possible death and local fund-raising drives. There are press. If Amnesty Itüemational can contact
sentence for involvement in riots, strict screening procedures for the prisoners family, relief parcels are sent

and correspondence with the prisoner 
begins.

There are more than 700,000

through letter writing campaigns toorganization.ft

/s
never to be seen again.rhich would be 

rates demanded 
jars a gradual 
itation of SRB’s 
set in motion, 

enience stores, 
rants. If students 
ctly towards the 
vill immediately 
patronage, 
in has merit a 
nplemented. A 
e administration 
d evaluate the

i
Lent is listening to God. It is listeningChristians throughout the world have tugging. I feel the need to work hard,

begun the season of Lent. Lent is that not to waste time. I feel the need to do to God speaking through the life and
40 day period between Ash Wednesday well, to have a good income, to have death of Jesus Christ. If I listen well
(Feb. 12th this year) and Easter Sunday things. I feel many enticing offers, enough, I can hear the question slowly
(Mar. 30). The number forty is well promises. To whom or what should I rising. Is what Jesus endured, stood for,
known in Hebrew and Christian listen? I am listening!

despite being in prison when the riots donations. No government monies are 
occurred. Or Daw Aye Aye Win and accepted.

Amnesty International’s primaryDaw Aung San Suu Kyi, sentenced to 
seven years of imprisonment for having concern is protecting the human rights members of Amnesty International, spread
in their possession tapes of a Nobel of political prisoners as specified by the out over 160 countries and territories.
Peace Prize Laureate’s pro-democratic United Nations Universal Declaration Members come L 
speeches. Theirs are not the only such of Human Rights. Its mandate is to:

and accomplished significant? Does it
None of this is easy. What will really impact the goals, aspirations, endeavours 

give me what I need? What will restore I set for myself? Does it make any 
to wholeness? What will give rest difference?

Scriptures. Noah and his family sailed 
in the Ark for forty days. The Hebrews 
wandered in the Sinai Desert for forty me 
years. Jesus fasted in the desert forty to a restless soul? That’s a big question

from all walks of life
and reflect a wide variety of viewpoints.

When I listen, I need to block out - seek the release of prisoners of We have our own chapter at thestories.
And although these events often take conscience- people detained for their University of New Brunswick, and are 

place somewhere far removed from our belief, colour, sex, ethnic origin, in need of volunteers and donations to 
lives as Canadians, in the present global language or religion, who have not used help us continue in this important cause,
economy we can no longer pretend or advocated violence. This Friday at 2:30 in Carleton 218
separation from the outside world. We - work for fair and prompt trials we will be meeting to discuss abuses of
all share a direct responsibility to put for all political prisoners and on behalf human rights, to sign letters of protest,
an end to abuses of freedom-to see the

for me, a major concern in my journey, all church institutional wrangling.
Lent is traditionally a period of The answer, while easy to state, is not prejudices, hurts, and frustrations.These

fasting, penitence and renewal. These easy to grasp. It is difficult to incorporate only distract me. I think only about
outward expressions and inward it into my way of being, because 1 resist, myself and the gospel message. 1 think

only about what the gospels say about 
Listening does not come easy. I am Jesus, and especially his last days on

bombarded by voices — subtle, earth. And then the question strikes me
hard. Does what Jesus did make any 
sense to me, and for me?

days.

reflections pertain to matters crucial for I need to listen, 
the here and now, and the life to come.
In this sense, Lent forces me to listen.

Lent forces me to listen to a life in seductive, screaming, annoying. A
of such people detained without charge and for further planning. You can

contact us for further information at e-world as a community of individuals, or trial, 
each deserving of certain intrinsic 
human rights, regardless of nation, race.

danger. My life can easily reduce to a cacophony assaults my ears, too many 
series of unconnected events. Daily are in my face. I need silence. I need to 
routine sets in with little effort. 1 need listen for silence.

- oppose the death penalty and mail q8b9@unb.ca or phone Kourosh 
torture or other cruel, inhuman, or at 451-6407. Check out our home page:s As I listen for the silence, the answer 

flows over me. The embrace is warm. degrading treatment or punishment of at http:Zwnvw.unb.ca/web/clubs/
unbai// It’s under construction now

or ideology.
It is the aim of Amnesty Intentational all prisoners without reservation.

Lent is listening for silence. Odd isn’t and it gives me peace and rest. I am 
it to listen for silence. An oxymoron? worthy. I am valued. I am loved. I am

to stop. I need to think about what I 
am doing, what I am about. How do 1
make sense of who I am? Why do I do But the silence does speak. That too is forgiven. I have new hope. Yes! 
what I do? Is there meaning? I need to odd. 
listen.

I also need to look around. I see many taking forty days to listen to the silence, endless striving, getting, asserting, routine,
the “bottom line,” noise, stress. But then,

the second term 
rus feel less than 
at any point be 
shame that the 

cribed in The 
s marred by the 
use.’This is truly 
itest place to be! 
f is sincere in its 
lence system and 
he students who 
call them home!

Amnesty International emphasises direct and should be completed soon.to further such a vision. It is important
t

Maybe life is an unending series of 
Lent is about quiet reflection. It is accomplishments. Maybe life is really

to think about who I am, what I amfaces — people scurrying about and 
around. I feel many forces pulling and doing, from what do I derive meaning, maybe not. The silence tells me.

There will be on important 
meeting of The Brunswickan 

membership today at 
12:30. All staff members 

ore osked to attend.

BLOOD^THJNDER
(__/ te me (Sauer Could the writers 

who submitted 
Forest Breeze and 
Womynsay this 

week please contact 
Mary at 453-4983. 

Thank you.

COShutting out the white men 5
■?his get-together.

That way, white guys will know that 
Re: Gabrielle Slowey’s Womynsay the presence of too many of them is 
article. If Ms. Gabrielle thinks white not appreciated, 
guys at a conference are not listening 
to her and the other women, and if Ms. She can take action for herself. She
Gabrielle is died of listening to white can stage her own conference. Get on
guys, then she is free to get together with it or get over it.
with women to talk and listen. And she 
should keep white guys from attending Phillip Ventzek

To the Editor: Olevance
is turns students’ 
exercise. Protests 
lemonstrate the 
umed aside, and 
onsequences and 
new.
n economic and 
coordinated by 

icial interests. As 
his pressure, she 
n to challenge it, 
entire rationale, 

the university; in 
pursnits.They are 
ry as those who 
ersity is, was, and 
i Mater.

Nobody can do this for Ms. Gabrielle.

ïGRADUATING?For the month of march the UNB Student Union 
will being giving the ‘Student of the Month " a 
beautiful Alexander Keith's winter jacket. The 
Jacket has a black exterior, and a soft green inte
rior. So if you or some one you know has made a 
great contribution to university life...

Ï
Teaching Jobs

for B.A. / B Sc. / B.Ed.

•]l

MSIMin
GUARANTEED FIT! 

EXTENSIVE 
FOLLOW-UP

COMPREHENSIVE' 
SERVICE PROGRAM
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
t HIGH SCHOOL yICAREAPPLY NOW TO BE THE 

UNB SU STUDENT OF THE 
MONTH FOR MARCH.

Sponsored by UNB Student Placement & Career Services
Put on by Recent Grads who have returned from Korea.

• Living conditions
• TEACHING DUTIES • VISAS. PASSPORTS

• KOREAN CULTURE
• JOB REQU’MENTS • DO*S ft DONTS
• Expenses

• SALARIES

# AGENCIES CERTAIN
APPLYEX EXPIRES FEB. 28

e Survival Tipsbeen told not to 
ran they do this 
or on their back 
» concentrate on 
:k down the road 
ig is a disgrace.
; took over the 
buildings were a 

? I do not think 
hance.
jpervisors should 
e an asset for the 
old that they are 
do not think they 
ose a lot of their 
ipervisors, or will 
s happens?

DAVID G. HARDING 
CONTACT LENS SPECIALIST 

SUITE 504, 1015 REGENT STREET 
FREDERICTON MEDICAL CLINIC 

458-0270

WEDS., FEB. 26th @4:00pm 
ROOM 103, SUBSee Joie Hellmelster in Room 119 for 

more details, E-Mail- suprez@unb.ca. 
or call her at 453-4955.

Can’t Come ? Still Want Info ? 
Contact : Student Placement® UNB

Or e-mail - mlewis@greynet net

Travel Service Centrer\/? X

\V

Student Employment
Retail Sales Associates 

May 10 to September 5,1997
)> v

4f*<•

v'J \ Student applications are invited for the summer positions of Retail Sales Associate 
with the Woodstock Duty Free Shop Inc. We require goal oriented individuals who possess 
excellent communication, interpersonal and organizational skills. Applicants must have 
completed one year of post secondary education and be enrolled to continue their education. 
Only the most positive, pleasant and productive individuals need apply. The successful 
candidates will maintain a flexible schedule that will include shift work, weekends, evenings, 
holidays and overtii te. Successful candidates will also have reliable transportation.

The Retail Sales Associates will combine their sales ability together with a motivation 
for achieving and an enthusiasm for success. The successful candidates will work well in a 
team environment while completing a variety of tasks that will include extensive training, retail 
sales, customer service, cash control, administrative and Inventory functions. Experience in 
retail sales and with customer service and cash control Is preferred. Second language skills and 
computer experience will be considered assets. Students with an exceptional attitude and high 
academic standing will receive favourable consideration.

The application deadline is Friday, February 28,1997. Interested individuals, who have 
the right combination of education, experience and attitude are encouraged to apply. 
Application forms may be picked up at the Woodstock Duty Free Shop Inc. on Rte.95 at the 
Woodstock - Moulton border crossing. Applicants may submit their resumes, including 
references together with their transcripts and completed application form, to the Woodstock 
Duly Free Shop Inc. in person, fax to 506 328-8212, E-mail to dutyffee@nbnet.nb.ca or mail to 
P.O.Box 2140, Woodstock, New Brunswick, EOJ 2BO. Interviews will be conducted during 
spring breaks. We will contact only those applicants selected for interviews.
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...music...films...exhibitions...theatre...arts..
Looking backstage at the ECMAs ECMAs’ Alternative Showcasel**

■ X x i
the energy that Madtiat began, with someJenTmtes

two in a tow. How cool is that? My parents are 
thrilled."

Great Big Sea offered a much more pleasant
attitude. The four men mentioned that their and don’t get out of your room, the East Coast
new album will hit record stores in May, and Music Awards brought mask galore to the had simply 
after winning the fin-determined Entertainer city of Moncton over the weekend just past 
of the Year Award, *L------- — j »•--« **-•.»-i&ivg|■>

zszsëz .....•- -
Canadians.They're concerned about the awards On Sunday afternoon, four alternative acts Fredericton’» own Smiley was the
and who wins.... This is our favourite awards set out to dazzle the audience and the media to-last band to play In the ahemadw shown
show. (Laughs.)” alike with a short set to each of their credit. bat l felt theirs was the most energetic end

But the artists appeared few and far between The first band, Burnt Black, had a pretty cool talented performance, that worthy of closing
backstage. Most of the press watched the awards Kicker but they didn’t leem to be aU that headliner act.
on television while other, stood and chatted, due interned in interacting with any of foe people the has, player, JefTOheaton, leapt on stage
to , minimal amount of seat,. they were exposed to over foe run of foe with a tube of toothpaste and introduce

The low point of the evening wa, Ashley Sunday performance. The three bands Aat band: "This is Smiley and this (the set) U h-,, „
Maclsaac's turn at foe mike. After the press followed, however, were refreshing examples so put on your Colgate smiles (tolling the
patiently wailed for him throughout the entire of budding Atlantic Canadian talent. toothpaste aside)." And that wa, die1 ’ ‘1
show, he quietly said. "I’m on display," a, Madhat of Lunenburg, NS. played the of their set. by far foe mo« dynat 
photographers snapped hi. image. He then second set with exceptional energy, line-up.

_________________ ceremonies itself. However, it certainly wasn't as mumbled something about his awards and fled considering the ‘Sunday afternoon' element So there you are, the band plzye.
The Bkvnshtckan glamourous as it appeared on television. TXvelve the stage. He didn't make it too fitr. Caught in of the show. This baud is comprised of four to their set.fmi there foe toothpaste

\
s- f.

those of you who don't watch television them. Spunk had to deal with a drum stir that
and don’t get out of your room, the East Coast had been knocked off balance and a stage that

had simply seen too roods action for one
MMMWIML.......... ............ .............. afternoon, to spite of these physical difficulties.

the group stated that “it’s Oise of the less prominent but more up-and- the band pulled the set together and -*
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Cookie Rankin and Natalie MacMastcr highlited the opening number at last iveekend’s East Coast Musk Awards.L
Peux J. Cullen

I of the twenty awards were won by Natalie a media scrum, he rattled off a couple of quotes
The East Coast Music Awards showed Moncton MacMastcr (3), Great Big Sea (2), Sloan (2) and but quickly departed again.

«£ more music than it has ever seen last weekend. Ashley Maclsaac (a record 5). But Sloan and Although the awards themselves were very 
^ With the 75 Hour Jam, EC MA showcases, album Maclsaac answered very few questions and actually interesting, those watching on television had

launches, ‘secret* kitchen parties and several insulted many reporters that waited to hear them almost as much insight as the media at the
^ unofficial ‘No Cases,* the music literally did not speak. event. Perhaps Peter Gzowski summarized The bands that folkw^d walfowed in

cease from noon on Thursday until the Awards “You people ask us how we feel about not everyone's feelings in the backstage area when enetgy that was initially generated by 
show ended late Sunday. winning. Well, hi, we won,” sneered Sloan's Chris he spoke into the microphone, “Is that it? Can who were definitely the ideal opening act.

Of course, the main attraction was the award Murphy from the winner's podium. “We won I go smoke now?” The dosing band was Spunk,* four man band didn't even notice how w*ll the band playe
• Ihi» young bond, until together, *, range of t,' ‘

St.John’s exclusively, so on, am only Thefrtctfozt -̂------------
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ut lor the ECMAs. They described » 1 had noticed—would hew bee»,
i encounter with • moo* as only one just hunting to them. But I dill el

of foe ingredients fort made their Afomoc travel, step on foe toothpaste. No one ww hurts#»
micyThe final injnedknt would their closing on * mi«»s»ri *1»» a/tumia»
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than Montreal, just because it warn t feasible, we really came to find out ’«mat we wereabout, awreh. it is tin* attitude that is so greatlwWtt •Theatre UNB presents "Ibm Stoppard’s The Real Thine, tonight an 
a fayi to; WW^mOwxoadaBdiefoire; ^ , M«si.Tbe> ff-fr AekaU^r foe fenjEW Hall. $4 stodenu/seniors. $5 othen.8pM.

., t^csu Mkto^efo^^ foe bend ^^ze^^befoe fob* ^o«b^

ttzsziszirsz, SSgesasS fpatsjsrdiara Ssïsàsi oü^-lr.è ^*,*,1, :Ânt^ into all Attia Rkhard Lllhn. B-U
o on, fo« should gnirentee trip, fo, “ Saturakti Helfo: Oslourfodd Punting in the l^munen, Coltoction. and Exotic Fc
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We’ve always been about being % ‘1______________ ______ ..., ' r j:.j-

55~H@ =^===353^5
:. comfortable Place to be.”

,- Kevm Young, Moist
tune weVe b^.,W"not for quite - while," zc-^fong to Yoon,

? ™«‘.‘>WeessermfoyfometmVzncouwr.'' togefoet. , Thecumm.dlxim h,s enough 6{ . H«e on the Flight Path. Uimte, snlllrolnLPhone 4M-7936 for detfos.

'I had presnously atterdeti Queen's University in whfie we don', want to kill oLlve, by being So, for f’»t.ada',to,d band, there am no major, ’ 45^5"* of boullkawl Mouttoy. F,h. 24,7.30pm, MacUggan Hfo.Room .25
Kingston,Ontario.The would-be Moist troupe ou «toro^ foetime, w*,fofoy foinlyfoatk, : chtoge, « they conotme down the mafo <$8*M°7- ^

U Mkiwxwm»'wmr-• Firamnindayjazz

the winners of last week’s contest (the Moist and ginger albums) F”=1<wi»
• Stace Leftmescots

ne three singles off the group’s Silver album.

Moist winners: ™EaUieJ
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• Stage Left presents T/ir of the the Water* WW. March 12-15.Memorial Hstil.Spm. $5.447-
3U7b. "

.$3 member», $5 non-

River Room, 8:00pm.
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The Moist question was: Ni
HT i’ Diane Parker

Tascha Chedore ’Jo|yr;Lyncit;' ||

4* question was: AVhat ant the tides of the

" ■till JU,B-

. Capital Film Society ptesenta Semis m>d Un «Tilley Hall 10?NU7,8 pm. $3 

memben. r .'1% ■

- New Bruniw tri. Muwrn. present, Jewel, eJFra,u a. Market Square in Son. joltn. N<
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r 21• 1997 €€The Real Thing** hits UNBThe CHSR Charts
Jen Trites __________________ niscent of the opening seem

The Brunswickan Henry’s own play.
The actors and actresses who

issues to the focal relationship 
of the play. iMy exposure to the play was 

The Real Thing is a play portray the characters created three nights prior to the play’s 
about Henry An up and com- by Tom Stoppard are indicitive opening, thus I was privy to 
ing playwright, who desper- of the potential that UNB the delays between scenes for 
ately seeks to capture love and theatre has. Jon Bartlett con- set adjustments and other mi- 
all of its components with his veys Henry’s pretensions in all nor setbacks. The audiences I 
own personal medium, English, aspects of life—music, litera- to the finished product will un- 
Synchronized with these ef- ture and even in his own pro- doubtedly 
forts are his own personal ex- fession. Meredith Phinney competant and entertaining 
periences with love, divorce plays opposite Bartlett as performance, 
and marriage. These are all Annie, she is the partner in
portrayed through his produc- extramarital encounters and this evening and tomorrow 
tions, his affair with the wife later becomes the second wife.

CHSR-FMTop 30
Compiled by Andrew DeMerchant

• • •
1 Thrush Hermit
2 The Poumons
3 Tticky
4 V/A
5 Star 69
6 Bjork
7 V/A
8 Orange Glass
9 Fluffy
10 Rheostadcs
11 Spoon
12 Knockout Pill
13 Damien Jurado
14 Jb3
15 Atari Teenage Riot
16 V/A
17 Space Kid
18 Aphex Twin
19 Conrad Simon
20 Bill Ding
21 Mcrackins
22 One
23 Karyn Ellis
24 Farley Mohawk
25 Mckenzie

Sweet Homewrecker 
By Surprise
Pre-Millennium Tension 
Punk O Rama Vol.2 
Eating February 
Telegram 
Scream Sndtrk 
Interstellar Interstellar 
Black Eye 
The Blue Hysteria 
Soft Effects Ep
Can I Open The Big Present First? 
damien Jurado 
Close Grind

Elektra
Indie
Island
Epitaph
Radioactive
Elektra
TVT
Squirt
Virgin
Cargo
Matador
Indie
Subpop
Novamute
DHR
Caroline
Humongous
Sire / Warp
Indie
Hefty
Shredder
One Music
Indie
Smallman
Musicor
Tim/Kerr
Work
Earache
Meathead
Clean Up

sè' encounter a

with some
anevendUk., . j \ The Real Thing will begin

evening at 8:00PM in-Memo-
of his leading man, the even- These are simply the main rial Hall of the UNBF 
tual union between the two character examples of the tal- pus. Admission is $4 for stu- 
adulterers and his final insecu- ent featured m this production, dents and $5 for all others. For 
rity about the fidelity of his Additional characters loan defi- further information 
mistress come wife,„aM"«mi- nition and catalyze the rising James Hum at 450-6890.

cam-r one

eh contact

he secondSmV ■v ,yend
Not Your Business Ep 
In Defense Of Animals Vol.2 
Cereal
Richard D. James Album 
Instrumezzo
Trust In God, But Tie Up Your Camel
Best Friend
Siboney Dub Style
Telling Stories
I Am Happy Here
Innu Town

n
■ ■
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forced to confiant his personal de- screen chemistry between the two 
The Brunswickan mons as a member of the volcano is excellent

SWAT team, sent to the small town If you’re looking for a nice break
Dante s Peak fits Hollywood’s for- of Dante's ftak. Opposite Brosnan from midterms in the next few 
mula for a successful action movie, is Linda Hamilton, who plays die weeks, I highly recommend this 
It's got believable characters and mayor of Dante’s Beak. Her charac- film. It’s rare in that it offers a re- 
incredible special effects, but it has ter is also somewhat heroic, not al- alistic look at natural disasters 
something more: realism.

One thing that impressed me to stop her from making the deci- documentary and a complete ac- 
about this movie is how it stuck sion to evacuate the town. The on- tion film, 
to scientific feet. It dealt with the —. 
actual details of volcanoes, includ- S4s|| 
ing the signals there is going to 1- J 
be an erruption, as well as the af- S sH 
ter-effects on the area surround- 
ing it. In feet, the production team UK.^ 
went to a lot of effort to make lk 
this movie realistic. They inter- Hi|| 
viewed real-life volcanologists and H|i| 
studied, first-hand, the eruptions SSP 
of Mount Kilauea in Hawaii, as ■gp 
well as Washington’s Mount Saint 
Helens.

Another of this movie's assets are 
its characters. Pierce Brosnan stars IBB
as a US Geological Survey scientist. Pierce Brosnan saves the day. Again

Jamie Brown26 David Thomas & T\vo Pale Boys Erewhon
27 Ruby
28 Napalm Death / Coalesce
29 Headcramp
30 Sneaker Pimps

Salt Peter Remixed (12" Lp) 
In Tongues We Speak 
No More Smileslxi'«
Becoming

j
•>

BeatBox Top 10! i lowing personal or political factors with an excellent mix between a

Compiled by Steve Hodgson
-tr «% *>■

k1 Redman
2 Jeru tha Damaja
3 KRS One
4 Roots
5 Ghostface Killah
6 Keith Murray
7 Mobb Depp
8 Rus Kuss
9 A Tribe Called Quest
10 House of Pain

That’s How it is
Wrath of Math
Can't Stop, Won’t Stop 12"
What They Do
Ironman
The Rhyme
Front Lines (Hell on Earth) 
Soul on Ice 
Stressed Out 
Fed Up

Defjam
Payday / FFRR
Jive
DGC
RazorSharp
Jive
Loud / RCA
Priority
Jive
Tommy Boy

ElKl :

§
1£

' if §§z,
Loud Top 15
Compiled by Andrew DeMerchant

■. ■
1 Helmet
2 Thrush Hermit
3 V/A
4 Fluffy
5 Atari Teenage Riot
6 Okara
7 McRackins
8 Napalm Death / Coalesce
9 V/A
10 Deadguy
11 Korn
12 Grip Inc.
13 Tool
14 The Offspring
15 StUlsuit

*
Mythopoeia: the making of myths _
Mythopoeia Web Review Upon further exploration of recent remake of Beam Stoker s

“The Holy” I encounter Jesus, Dracula. Again, be forewarned, 
John the Baptist, Lazarus, Luci- those of you with sensitive tastes 

I’ve got the “winter blahs” and fer and a Day-Glo Jesus. Each - there is some partial (although 
I’m bumming around the Net encounter is filled with bright tasteful) nudity here, 
trying to amuse myself when I colours and disturbing imagery 
suddenly discover a very strange and gives me a few choices, in- admit, this one’s the one I spent 
place: Mythopoeia: the making eluding adding my own writing the most time in, being especially 
of myths - this site could pro- or comments on other writings partial to the colour blue, I found

these photos to be the most ap- 
I must add here though, that pealing and intriguing. Sleep- 

journey begins on the title page some may take offense - the Je- ing Beauty hides in this section, 
where I’m invited to “... enter, sus portrayal is a woman on the complete with the traditional
follow your instincts. If ........ ■ story, as well as a Night
something catches your Each encounter is filled with bright Angel and an Ice Man

colours and disturbing imagery

Aftertaste
Sweet Homewrecker 
Punk O Rama Vol.2 
Blackeye
NotYbur Business EP 
Months Like Years 
Best Friends

Interscope 
Elektra 
Epitaph 
Virgin 
DHR
Spectra Sonic 
Shredder 
Earache

Violent World - A Tribute to the Misfits Caroline

m http://www.myth.com/

n

On to “Fables” I go, and I mustIn Tongues We Speak

Screamin’ With The Deadguy Quintet
Life Is Peachy
Nemisis
Aenema
Ixnay on the Hombre 
At The Speed Of Life

Victory
Epic
Metal Blade vide distraction for even the on the subjects, 

most apathetic among us. MyZoo
Epitaph
Building

eye, touch it; if some
thing draws you, go 
deeper.” Coming from a deep

who I would love to buy 
a poster of, if only they 

cross and Lucifer (who doesn’t weren’t out of them (but you can 
religious discussion with some have a story yet, by the way, all buy an original signed print for 
friends, I click on the icon la- you creative types) is a rather the low low price of about 
belled "The Holy.” I’m given a non-conventional, no-horned, $200!). 
poetic descriptive paragraph industrial looking ‘90s man. 
about “vanguards of the soul” I head back to the main page interesting to me, especially be- 
and more choices -suffering, and decide to try “The Immor- cause there aren’t any stories 
guided and old . . . with a test tals,” this time I meet Cephalus, with these, and because I am 
only a few hours away I decide The Furries, a Wood Nymph, unfamiliar with some of their 
I relate best to ‘suffering.’ Up Narcissus and Scylla. My names: Hohim,Luczetia,Anthea, 
pops this wonderful, digitally- favorite here is the image of Carmilla and Sorcerous. But 
enhanced, photograph/portrayal “The Furries,” which reminds they lead me to the contributed 
of Eve, complete with story, me of the female vampires in the story section (as do all the other

sections) and I begin my tour 
there. As with all things in life, 
there is some crap to be wad
ded through - idiots with noth
ing better to do than write per
verse, meaningless junk for all 
to read, but most of the bad stuff

%iV
• •

“The Damned” proves lessfill
n Pizza On Time... Or Pizza On Usl>.vr 

V* v
«i
'«Oo

Great Camps Special
Feb

Medium Pan 3 Items
$7.99 UNB India

plu* taxe».___

Students Association
Presents the Movie

Add aToonie for 8" Garlic Fingers with sauce or stuffed crust is shot down with comments 
from fans of the page, which are 
kind of fun to read. There must 
be about two hundred entries 
here, stories about death, the 
Moon Goddess and even a let
ter from a vampire. This site is 
filled with the eyes-open kind 
of magic and wonder of a child, 
but written with the eloquence 
and intensity of poets. I highly 
recommend that everyone check 
it out.

8pm.t5.4t

Only Greco Guarantees Kabhi Kabhi”ift.abets, $5 r
♦After 5 pm conditions permitting 

DunDonald St. Store OnlyFREE DELIVERY (subtitled)
Saturday, February 22,1997

2:00 p.m.

Dineen Auditorium, Head Hall 
$1.00 includes samosas and pop!

■v-ll#

454-3030in 30 minutes or FREE FOOD*
!

dû
Greco Student Number

We also deliver Free*
Donairs, Oven Subs, Garlic Fingers, Chicken Wings, Mozza Sticks 
* Minimum $8.00 order Except other specials •Jessica Audleyor by

BSce,

I
/

» *»,A
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ECMAs - Homegrown successes Reelin’ in MacKeel
It was only fitting that MacKeel closed out the Non-Stop Jam at Spanky s over the 
ECMA weekend. As the closing act to the incredible 75 hours of continuous music, 
MacKeel punctuated a weekend-long event of tremendous live music — some tiling 
that has boosted their popularity level to new heights as of late.

“Once we feel the crowd going, we just get into it,’ said Kevin Brennan, the 
groups main guitarist.“The crowd was into it 100 percent. And we were all pumped.”

The band has been exhilarated ever since their album was packaged at Sam the 
Record Man for the last two months of 1996. In those two short months, MacKeel 
managed to outsell all indie artists for the year. “We even made it to number four on 
the main chart. ... And being the number one indie for *96,1 sure didn t expect 
that.”

“And we didn’t have any radio play!" contributed Dave Hoare, the band’s bassist 
and vocalist.

A lot of the band’s popularity has grown from their fan club and an honest 
reaction to their live efforts. But the group is expecting even better things from their 
first authentic radio release, entitled “On That Day,” which just went to airwaves 
during the ECMA wèekend. “!> just waiting for friends in Vancouvfer to turn on 
the radio and say,’Holy crow, man! Î just heard your band!’” exclaimed Dave.

While their popularity in 
Vancouver might not amh 
immediately be apparent,
MacKeel certainly garnered ^^9 
recognition from the audienc es ^^9 
in Moncton during the ^^9 
weekend’s events. “There’s a lot 
of hype in this industry, and a 
lot of people were talking 
about us. People actually went 
out of tljeir way to speak to 
us,” said Kevin.

“Yeah, we tried to get 
wherever we could this 
weekend and meet"who we Jjp? 
could add not stick our feet in 
our mouths in the.process,” fSMp 
laughed Dave. ÿ.’ ÿj

“Yeah, we tried tp take in 
as much as we could,” Kevin | 
continued. “We've thet a lot ] 
of people we Consider J

I
With the confidence they’ve I 

developed over the ECMA 1 
Debbie Adshade weekend, the band is ready to I 

head off to Ontario and 1

Stories by Peter J. Cullen

Photos by Jud DeLong, except MacKeel by Peter J. Cullen

Reaching the higher ground For the love of music
Brent Mason has been establishing a credible reputation over die past five years. By 
playing numerous festivals, various cities, and his weekly gig at O’Leary’s in Saint John, 
the man lus developed a loyal following throughout New Brunswick and nearby provinces. 
But now he’s ready to impress audiences on a broader level.

Immediately after his Mainstage Showcase at the East Coast Music Awards last Friday, 
Mason knew he had made a lasting impression. “I felt great. It was better than 1 thought 
it would be,” he exuded. “We played - and this isn't egocentric - really well. We nailed it. 
Wc got dieir attention."

Mason pointed out dut the impact of his performance was immediate. “A woman 
who’s publishing a book just came up to me on her own and said,‘We saw you last night 
and you’re the best man we’ve seen this weekend. I loved it and I want to tell you that.’ 
It was great.”

Debbie Adshade launched her new album, Alchemy, at the East Coast Music Awards 
last weekend, and despite the number of events coinciding throughout the day, she 
still managed to attract a large audience for her album launch.

“There is just so much going on that it’s hard to get people to come to it,” she 
said after her performances. “But she (Adshade’s manager Moka Case) managed to 
pull in quite a few people from the media, so we got some attention for it.”

The Saint John-based artist has received attention over the past few years, and 
showcased at last year’s ECMAs. But she acknowledges that achieving any 

degree of success is a constant struggle. “It’s so funny how long it takes, but it’s all 
helping. I’m really happy with the way this album turned out, so I’m hoping it will 
open up a few doors.”

Very few have heard the new album so far, but Adshade is very hesitant to discuss 
the sounds and feel of the tunes. “I just can’t tell; it’s up to you. It’s like the trees from 
the forest,” she explained. “It. has a theme. The songs are all things that lift us up.
There are some pagan tilings, ritual things I wrote about, Christianity, Daoism, all 
different subjects and different angles.”

Adshade became well-known around Saint John and New Brunswick with the 
release of The Thunder God s Wife a couple of years ago. Its distinctive, mystical sound 

a hit with many, and combined with the success of Alchemy’s album launch and 
its ensuing launches, Adshade should build upon her support base. Although she 
hasn’t been performing to any great extent as of late, but she has been maintaining 
a relatively high profile in New Brunswick. “I was in Fredericton on New Year’s - I 
played First Night. St. Paul's church was 
beautiful. And 1 got a grant to perform 
at the Imperial Theatre. And the Imperial 
people booked us a show with some 
other artists in their next season.”

While Adshade loves her brand of 
music, she is noticing that her particular 
style has transformed her playing venues.
“This stuff has taken me away from 
playing bars and whatnotîNow it’s warm
ups or small concerts or festivals — that’s 
the big thing where I’m at right now.”

Although many attend the ECMAs as 
media, record reps or music connoisseurs,
Adshade was there strictly as an artist. “I 
don’t get involved in a whole lot of 
schmoozing, if I can help it” she 
commented. “This is one of the few times you have to hang out with your friends, beyond to make their name

known beyond Atlantic 
Canada. And Kevin and Dave

But Mason isn’t a stranger to the world of attention. He has released two albums — 
Douii To Heaivn in 1992, and High Ground in 1995 — and has a third on die way. “I’m 

t going into die studio in a couple of weeks, actually. [Fredericton-based producer Lloyd
Hanson] has a new studio space. It’s the first album coming out of it, [and] it’s a beautiful

To add credibility to his work. Mason has also bedp.'added to âsoiaekradù.The British 
Broadcasting Corporation were so impressed with his work that they decided to include 

: two of his songs in a documentary. "We were playing in St. Andrew^ and some people 
from the BBC were there and bought the album,” Mason said, explaining how die BBC 
came to hear of him. “I didn’t know they were there* but they phoned me a while later 
and said,‘Hello, were from the BBC!’So they used # couple of tunes offDmvttTb Heaven 

■ in a soundtrack about some environmental thing.” <•
Undoubtedly the most recognizable 

aspect of Brent Mason is that he is 
synonymous with O'Leary s.The Irish pub 

; in Saint John hosts a weekly open mike
• night that has featured Mason each and 

every week for the past five years. And
• the pub has been packed each and every 

week, too. “I’ve been so lucky with die 
O’Leary’s thing” he said. “Over the last

; three or four years I’ve learned how to 
1 play music live. And it’s such a great 

audience that indulges you and doesn’t 
care when you make mistakes. They 
appreciate the feet that you’re trying.”

Although Mason used to be a librarian 
to help make ends meet, he now seems
more focused on the music than ever You're all flaying together for the whole weekend; it’s like a get-away, so it connects
before, especially with the exposure the ECMAs have given hhn.’“I want to just play you with the musicians again." 
music and make a living to support my family playing music. ...\bH don't come.out of 
this (ECMA) weekend with a record deal, and a record deal isn't necessarily a gpod dang.
Its far better to remain independent as long as you can.... We came here to play White ÀllCnl lltolv Cnil *1 If f 1Î 4" Î All C 
here to play.We leave the hustle up to the others." ISlilCS.y SJSUIlKlSldOUS

With plans to head to the UK this summer. Mason believes his most brilliant days are
sdfl ahead of him. "The Showcase was dynamite. Twenty-five minutes of fame," he Spi°* 1501 hmous Nor » *e b“',d well-known outside of Newfoundland. But
laughed. “Yup, it’s starting.” *ey have two asset, going for them; their music and their humour.

m Colin Stoker (guitar, vocals). Jalon Denief (drums), Aneirin Thomas (bass) and
T n0 I3|lt3StlC Mal H ll at Stephen Guy (guitars, vocals) are a world of coversadonal consternation during an

f the four bands that nfoved the “«erview, hut they cdrtainly make dieir points. After forming only one-and-a-half
„ ° _ I— wÜÜZ. -; Yein “so. die group will have an EP distributed by Cargo Records in early March.

dut wil. soon get them press outside of St. Johns, 
dearly "Unless we"3b»Toujr across Canada, the ECMAs are about as far as were going

. . ___, to get right now" they saB. - ,.
No» Vrvvi - Although their exposure on the weekend was limited to a 7 am showing at the
C k conasan® NonStop Jam and the alternative showcase on Sunday afternoon, the band remained
IVfone ftL IPh'l 7 extremely cheerful about their performances. ,
and I nti r , . ... “This Sunday afternoon gig is weird. They can listen to church radio and then y°u haven't already succumbed to the Smiley machine you soon will,
. come on down,"Jason laughed. because, as the Maritimes are discovering, it’s pretty hard to resist them,
busin 3“w!Zrttd * _ emusic Stephen also joked about the early morning appearance at Spanky’s. "We played Scarcely a year old, the three man band has evolved rapidly from its humble
wlm lonS C at ^ odock “ the morning but there were some die-hards at the Jam. ‘Har, we’ve beginnings. With the release of their popular Snappy Times for Happy Feet
vuuiuiu.1 WM ribband” K dt «aid ^>een berc 6>r four days and we haven’t seen the sun and we haven't showered for 72 “Ihum last year and a quality video for the single "Old Man In the Woods,”
ycmnges one in band, . hours, but God damn, these boys are good,’” he drawled. Smiley possesses the basic tools for a high level of success. However, they

terms o touring, we ve to Apparently ‘these boys' are good. They draw crowds in their hometown with “*so maintain one other important asset; a creative attitude on stage. 
abOUt '0UrQmeS"0w And hardly any promotion. “St. John’s is great." Colin said. "We’ll be playing a gig and 

diete’s only a couple of posters up and the word of mouth works great."
“Yeah, it's like,‘There’s a show happening, party, let's go,” Jason added.
Then Colin whispered, “There's nothing to do in St.John’s, that’s why we sell out. the-top."

(Laughs.)" Their shows at the East Coast Music Awards were just that; Alex sported
“No, the fans in St. John's are great,” they continued. “And people dance, too. w‘ld pigtails while bassist JefFWheaton wore a smoking jacket and sunglasses.

They socialize, and jump off the stage. They get up on the tables and dance.... They Although drummer Shawn Poirier didn’t dress as wildly as his bandmates,
should try to get more active here.” his intensity was certainly on the same level. “Just before 1 get on stage, I

While the fans at the Sunday afternoon show may not have been overly enthusiastic totally erase my identity," Alex said.’T become something else just for the
in terms of crowd activity, the city seemed to pick up on the Spunk-fever. “Oh, the bell of being something else.
TV coverage is amazing. That's the best thing,” Aneirin said. "A lot of bands that “it’s like a movie,” he continued. "Sometimes people want horror, sometimes 

rditfu't-gzt showcased still have a chance to get out these,:Mope people haw said to they want a serious film. In our case, we’re thinking they want to
US,‘Hex resaw you on TV comedy or a Jackie Chan film. (Laughs.) ... It’s a wonderful thing for me, and
theochermoroipg.’Wejust hope for the audience. everyone to go nuts with me;
•ayt ’lfou were- up?! Whit’s forget about everything, hoot, holler and jump around. And at the end of the
wrong with you?’’’ the does the same thing as we duck out of the

The four young men said building, assume our regular identities and become our mild mannered selves.”
that they met a lot of new Smiley’s live show obviously a great deal of entertainment and
people, but they didn't theatrics, but the three men had to seriously evaluate their lives and then
come fist. the schmoozing. consider the effects their lives to music. was a band formed

As AivaO, Weekend: (Clockwisefrom top) Na^ieMacMaster displays her three trophies, i^d nght*^ hetV X,°i^”n«nYIng^verTudoverand over.’

HH ; ;; ; Ashjp' Matlsaac and the terhnicolour Cohn said. “(The ECMAs So, we said, ‘If we're going to do this, let's do it.’... We’te all mid-twenties

ï%r.T’ , f JBW “*1 something you go to ^^B “nd wc «M spent lots of time doing the classic rock thing. So, three people all
|||*|g Champlain Place for an ajiemoon to get exposure and make bit at the right time and thought, ‘Let’s do it.™

performance. contacts. ... Everyone's And so they did. After a scant two weeks, Smiley had already written a dozen
practicing their handshakes songs, a testament to their new pact. "You really have to make a decision and

and their smiles and their decide how far you want to go,” Alex stated. “Once you make that decision and
catd passing.” cross that line, it's risky. And when you lose, you really lose.”

Stephen piped up in his So far, however, Smiley hasn’t seen the losing side to the music game. Snappy
Simpsons Tunes for Happy Feet has drawn recognition from many, but it was the for

impersonation, “Yeah, it’s “old Man In the Woods” that caused people to do a double take when they
like,‘Hi, I'm Troy McClure. discovered Smiley was a ‘local band.’ “It wasn't so much a decision to make the
You may remember me 
from such music festivals as

studio.”
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Brent Mason

Kevin Brennan of MacKeel

are positive that their style of music will be a hit with many fans outside the 
Maritimes. “Celtic music is one of the best sellers. It can compete with anything” 
Kevin said.

“We did the COCA thing in Toronto and they see a bunch of guys and girls 
come on stage with kilts and bagpipes, and the crowd just went bananas," Dave 
laughed.

That kind of crowd response helped them claim the distinction of being the band 
to close out the 75 Hour Jam. “It’s an honour,” Kevin admitted.

But after they closed out the jam, they were loudly invited back for an encore. ”1 
had packed my stuff up and came off stage,” Dave laughed, “then I heard them 
stomping and was like,‘Let’s go!”’

"A lot of great bands played this weekend,” said Kevin. “To actually come in and 
close this whole shebang off is like, ‘Wow.’”

Red, hot & Smiley
4!

:

Sap
“We’re pure escapist entertainment,” said guitarist and lead vocalist Alex 

Madsen. “We think it’s time to bring in something time tested and true. 
Maybe get a little more theatric, a little more cartoonish, a little

we’ve played throughout the 
Maritimes, at university shows and 
stuff like that."

The band started recording on four 
tracks and contributing singles to EPs early on in their career, and they also spent time 
opening up for The Doughboys. But a major highlight for them recently has been the 
ECMAs — an event that greatly benefits the band, according to Kirk. “Just everybody 
cotnes here You bump into a lot of new people, too. It’s not like,* I met this guy in Ontario, 
an41 met this guy in Nova Scotia*Its at least once a year everybody catches up with each 
other.”

“And people look for you,” Hugh commented. “They try to get ahold of you while 
you’re here."

“Yeah, lots of people have been calling us for months but nobody’s answering because 
we re gone,” Kirk continued.“We run into them from walking around orjtist in the lobby 
of the hotel.”

UNB students may be familiar with Madhat from their performance at The Cellar last 
month with Cool Blue Halo. However, the band is hoping for a stronger profile in the 
near future. “We have an EP out right now called Hard Hitters,” Kirk said,“and were 
starting to work on a full-length right now. It should be out by the end of this year.”

more over-Kjrk and Jordi Comstock of Madhat iv . i
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anew p video as it was a 
natural thing to 
do,” said Alex. 
“It took four 
months; a lot of 
cold weather 
and a lot of 6 am 
mornings. But 
we receive four 
to six plays on 
MuchMusic 
now, and we’ve 
been on the 
Indie Spotlight, 
as well as 
MuchEast.

“And now 
bar owners are 
calling
instead of us 
calling them,” 
he continued.

... “Locally
speaking, bar owners are a lot more friendly with us.They were never unfriendly, 
but we didn’t stand out in any particular way”

m
North By Northeast and 
The ECMAs!’"

With regards to their 
show on Sunday, Aneirin commented that the "twenty minute set is Kite a bit of 
foreplay. ... There was no warm-up and the PA was terrible. Spanky’s had better 
sound, and that’s not saying much. I’ve got more bass power in my little toe."

“You can plug your bass into your toe?" asked Jason. (Laughter.)
In a serious tone, though, the group stated that “we came and met other musicians 

and others who are trying to do their thing.... When these people come to St. 
John’s they’ll have a place to stay with us, and hopefully it’ll work vice-versa.... It’, 
an invitation to any east coast band to come and stay with us. You’re welcome on 
The Rock.

Hp’_. ij

KillStephen Guy of Spunk0
.a

m

“The weekend was fun.That’s the bottom line.” L
And while the interview was winding down and the band start ed to spell their 

names out for the article, they took great notice of the pen they wire usfrg:

Colin - “Hey, you’ve got one of those erasable pens. I didn’t know they still made | 4 
those!” ™
Peter - “I just found it.”
Jason - “I’m going to spell my name wrong on purpose just so I use that darn 
thing.”

And that’s the flavour that makes them Spunkilicious.
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Shawn Poirier of Smiley
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at Spanky’s over the 
of continuous music, 
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te.
Kevin Brennan, the 

ive were all pumped.” 
packaged at Sam the 
art months, MacKeel 
it to number four on 
I sure didn’t expect

are, the band’s bassist

club and an honest 
tter things from their 
List went to airwaves t 
'ancouvfer to turn on 
exclaimed Dave.
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Swimmers split titles1
n

'

8th time mat winners
iMarja Paisley

‘
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Maria Paisley
The Brunswickan The Brunswickan

iIt was a bittersweet victory.
The UNI ' 'itsity Reds swim team 

captured one AUAA title over the week
end in Halifax. The Reds men’s team 
captured their banner while the women 
were 8 points short of capturing their 
own title.

Reds capture eighth on home turf.
The UNB Varsity Reds wrestling team 

didn’t play hospitable hosts on the 
weekend as they downed their compe
tition to secure their eighth straight 
AUAA title at the LB Gym. UNB fin
ished first with 44 points, Memorial fin
ished second with 33 and Dai took the 
last spot with 13 points. The Reds won 
gold in 6 on* of the 10 events and sil
ver in 4 of the events.
The Reds are currently ranked 6th in 

the nation as a result of the weekend

.. j

The men’s team went into the cham
pionship as the favorites and easily won 
their title with 225 points. Dal finished 
second with 151 points, Mt. A held 
down third with 54 points and MUN 
finished last with 15 points.

On the women’s side Dal narrowly 
won the title with 204 points with UNB 
close behind with 196 points and Mt. 
A held down the final spot with 48 
points.
The Reds captured most of the hard

ware out of the water with IainTennent

: rUmii
and rookie Tim Pomery is ranked 4 th 
in the nation in his weight class.
Teammates Tim Pomery (57kg), Denis R®ds dwff WlBO (ftlKtW)lvreetles MUN to the mat 

Gagnon (61kg), Carlos Spearing (65kg),
Kevin Manderson (76kg), Mike 
McDonald (82kg), and Mark Chesser 
(90kg) all took gold for UNB in their Coach Ryan and Tim Pomeroy took match.” Ryan believes “Tim showed

heart and determination coming back 
from an 8-0 score. His vic-

Rob Blanchard photo3 - v'r
The whole gang before heading to Halifax.

he started his comeback to win thever medals.Maureen Sparks photo

and Michelle MacWhirter capturing the tied but only lost by 9/1 OOths of a 
AUAA male and female swimmers of ond to finish second to Dal. The UNB 
the meet. Krista Morrison was named 
Female Rookie Swimmer of 
the Year.

REx v i.v of MacKeel

my fans outside the 
pete with anything,”

pie of what happened the whole year. 
It was an illustration of the process we 

women swam in 72 races and performed went through the coming together, the 
admirably but it came down to die last fights (against the competition), the vic- 
race, the relay, to determine who won tories and the excitment of the com- 
the meet. Cole states “It is a hard pill petition and training. The meet was an 
to swallow. But the fight and determi- example to how they pulled together 
nation they had to try to win the cham- with the women cheering the men on 
pionship is shown in the number of per- and vice versa.”
sonal best times and we have 9 CIAU

sec- honors off the mat 
as well as receiving 
the coach of the year 
and AUAA MVP re
spectively.

Reds’ head coach 
Don Ryan states “I 
am very pleased 
with the results not
ing that the team 
was the youngest 
team UNB has ever

*s5

ch of guys and girls 
went bananas," Dave r
on of being the band

I’WT ■ 
% ** ;*3d.

lack for an encore. “I 
“then I heard them I qualifiers. It was a great competition.”

I “The men just annihilated Dal. It
II wasn’t even close,” said Cole.The men 

all swam life time best times.

£

fielded. This year’s ^
edition of th< V- was an emotional vic- 
Reds has 7 • 10 tory which helped the Varsity Reds ca^ 
rookies, so we did ture the championship." Pomeroy h*S 

an 23-5 record for the season.
The next big meet for the team will 

be the CIAU’s March on 1st. Ryaubfct 
lieves that Pomeroy and Chesser wiH 

be able to medal there. He 
alsobe-

actu illy come in and
g

UNB’s “I feel for the women's team as they j 
head coach Andrew Cole has wanted it (the title) so bad and they 

mixed feelings" about the results of worked harder than any other team, 
the weekend. He commented “Look- They deserved it more, but that is life 
ing at one side of the coin at the and sport, just because you deserve
begining of the year, Dalhousie had something doesn’t mean that you get How did the men’s
more than doubled our point scores it.” said Cole. will sit with the team? Cole stated “The
against the women, a much stronger He explained in the end of the year women were happy for the men, al-
team with many more swimmers, team meeting “This meet is an exam- though the men felt their victory was
greater depth and, legitimately, I don’t somewhat deflated because the women
think everyone thought it was possible didn't win. They didn’t feel they could
to beat them at the beginning of the celebrate because half of their team
year.” In the last two meets of the sea- didn’t win. Whereas the Dal women’s
son the Reds beat the Tigers and ac- team were making lots noise and yet
cording to Cole “It was a little more they were in the same boat. It just goes
clear that we could beat them. Over to show how close our team is.”
the weekend we really out-performed 
them.”

For the women's title it came down 
to the final relay in which UNB bat-

Iey Proud wrestlers wtth their hardware.
Maureen Sparks photoine you soon will, 

i to resist them, 
dly from its humble 
unes for Happy Feet 
Ian In the Woods," 
ess. However, they 
de on stage.
I lead vocalist Alex 
le tested and true.
, a little more over-

respective weight divisions.These wres
tlers will all be going to the CIAU’s in 
March 
McMaster’s 
University.
UNB’s 
Ge r r y 1 
Gaudet I 
(52kg). Cory 1 
Palmer!
(68kg). Dave 1 
Stewart 1 
(72kg) and '
Jeff Allen 
(HWT kg) 
took home sil-

really well." The team is much 
younger than their MUN 

HHMH counterparts who have a 
number of fourth and 
fifth year wrestlers. I 

“We have worked I 
hard all year for this 1 

yflHR competition,” notes

at
lews
that
5» <1

I* ? g 
and

si
f NOS
f will
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craèk

Ryan referring to j 
why they were sue- ■: that; Alex sported 

cket and sunglasses. 
r as his bandmates, 
re I get on stage, I 
rig else just for the

K cessfiil. “Pomery is an 
1 example of the hard work to
I the team was willing to toP ^VCi 
™ put in as he was down 8- 
0 in his match at which time

The Reds next competition is this 
weekend when they will head back to 
Halifax for the Nationals. çSwimmers in ectton. Wrestlers showing their stuff.

Marc Landry photosKevin G. Porter photos

it horror, sometimes 
hey want to see a 
il thing for me, and 
go nuts with me; 

id at the end of the 
e duck out of the 
d mannered selves.” 
entertainment and 
heir lives and then 
was a band formed 
ip’s origins. “It was 
and over and over.’ 
re all mid-twenties 
So, three people all

Distinguished career at UNB

Burkitt makes Top 40
|UNB win McAdam Division

Reds post win in Playoffs
:

i !

£. Jonathan ClinchMark 1. McCreary ,Sjurday night.
The native of Oshawa, Ont was actu- 

ally recruited by former UNB Reds jg 
When Toby Burkitt talks about his dis- (Red Devils) coach Mike Johnston, who ^ 
tinguished five year career as a Varsity has since left to become involved with ■
Reds hockey player at the University Canada'sNationalTeamprogram.“Mike -y
of New Brunswick, he doesn’t talk long (Johnston) recruited me and I felt he '
about his personal scoring stats. He fo- was building a solid program" here at 
cuses on the “team" and a hockey pro- UNB. Burkitt said. "I was also looking ME 4w
gram that has prided itself in “quality for a good Phys. Ed. and Education pro- . *■; ’ «6* ... '

gramme added.
And how things have changed over

worth mentioning that Toby Burkitt te- the past few seasons with Danny Grant _ UïH -
cently surpassed. UNB alumnus George and now Mike Kelly at the helm be- ,
Wood’s (1976-80) 146 points, as the All- hind the UNB bench? “Every coach has
time leading scorer at UNB, with 61 been a first class individual,”Burkitt said UNwlTop40SCOfefToby BurkittgOMfof theptiCk.
goals and 96 assists for 157 total points with confidence. “I think Jim Bom did " ’ Christina Atkinson photo

ers in the AUAA after getting a goal When Burkitt is asked kbout someof -My actually Ute one who being only the best of three, and you
and an assist in last week s 5-3 victory his most memorable extterjtmces that told me that I was nearing the UNB so hard aU w„ You reahze how
ove, St. Thomas. He finished off the he’ll take with him, surprisingly it's not record! It’s nice to accomplish that, but mpOTtam it is to L ftKused and I guess
regular season with two assists, against his recent point scoring title that stands my number one priority is to win a 6
die Moncton Blue Eagles this past Sat- out championship. Playoffs are so quick BKMtt - tenU oh j* «

The BrunswickanThe Brunswickan goals to U de M’s 1 to lead the contest 
7-3.The Reds out shot Moncton 17-4 
in the second period alone. Goal scor
ers in this period included Wright, 
Kevin Barry and Jason Campbell.

Scott Muscutt continued the Reds 
domination in the thud, with his first 
of the contest Other markers in the 
third included Barry, Craig Minard, and 
Wright (completing his hat trick).

UNB’s big line ofDax MacLean, BiP 
Wright, and Jeff Andrews combined for 
11 points in the victory. Wright clain*g| 
‘Player of the Game’ honors, scoring^ 
goals and adding 1 assist.

Reds’ goaltender Ken Carroll had 
another solid performance, malting key 
saves early, not allowing Moncton to 
get back into the game. The Reds 
outshot Moncton 40-22 in the contest.

However, even though the Reds were

Hockey - con*t on pg. 12

The Blue Eagles probably wished they 
would have stayed at home on Satur
day night.

The UNB Varsity Reds hockey team 
hammered the Université de Moncton

-

Blue Eagles 11-4 on Saturday night at 
the Aitken Center in what proved to 

goal scoring clinic by the home 
sqpsd

Moncton jumped out to an early 2-1 
lead, but UNB proved once again how 
tough they are at home, firing on all 
cylinders in the final, 2 1/2 periods and 
claiming the victory.

Leading the UNB scoring outburst 
was Dax MacLean, who tied the con
test at 2. Before the first period ended. 
Bill Wright scored to send the Reds to 
the dressing room up 3-2.

The turning point of the game came 
in the second period. UNB scored 4

ady written a dozen 
aake a decision and 
ke that decision and

be aand sportsmanship.”
Even with that kind of humility, it’s

music game. Snappy 
it was the video for 
ble take when they 
iecision to make the 

video as it was a 
natural thing to 
do,” said Alex. 
“It took four 
months; a lot of 
cold weather 
and a lot of 6 am 
mornings. But 
we receive four 
to six plays on 
MuchMusic 
now, and we’ve 
been on the 
Indie Spotlight, 
as well as 
MuchEast.

“And now 
bar owners are 
calling 
instead of us 
calling them,” 
he continued. 
“Locally 

ire never unfriendly.

A

Upcoming UNB Games Results Athletes of the Week
1 V,Wrestling-AUAA’s 

UNB 44
MUN 33 
Dal 13

Tim Pomeroy, Wrestung Krista Morrison, SwimmingCM

V: V ■

Friday, February 21
Volleyball (W) @ AUAA’s (Moncton)
Volleyball (M) vs 
Swimming @ Nad

Saturday, Febry
Volleyball (W) ©WM"» (Moncton) ...-«g ^.y,
Basketball (W) WWli @ 6t30 (U$
Basketball (M) vs UCCB tit 8:30 (IB tiym)
Hockey vs U de M @ S|ij||n (Game JJf AUC) 
Swimming @ JMationals (Hsjifiç*)
Sunday, Fe^ary 23 Sÿ if*

Volleyball OWl^Mlpo-cton)*
Volleyball (M) vs MUtî ® 10:3fla«(M Gym) 
Basketball (W) vs UCCB @ lpm jff Gym)
Basketball (M) vs UCCB @ 3pmflSlGym)
Hockey vsUdeM@ 6pm (GalmTyXAUC) (If necesst

I Tim Pomeroy, a member of the UNBV-Reds wiej- 
I ding team has been named UNB’s male athlete of 
I the week. Pomeroy, a 1st year ComputerdUptce 
| student, led UNB to their 8th consecutisliiKlAA

Krista Morrison, a 1st year member of the 
UNB Minify Reds women's swimming team 
has been named UNB’s female athlete of 
the week. Morrison won the 200 Individual 
Medley at the AUAA swimming champion- 

ndjShc was also named 
(®t^trnimcr of the 
,ch Aipirew Cole su ted 
It ug|Pndous improve- 
Krm the season, and is 
why the women came 
second of winning the 
lÈyMorrison is a native

■ t, a.Gym)
tl',

Swimming -AUAA’sr'
Men

Dal 204 Jk
1W^S«

22 I wrestling championship on Saturday, and their 20th 
I in the last 26 years. In addition to 

%|! titi%a7kg weiglitdass, he wB^lso d 
head coach Don Rvan w 

trformaqêe and

SI
UNB 22$ his the151

- Mt.m54
MljWlS M’

“Tim "Krisu1II- ig his He•s#was over
itch showed fwt of lieart one of the(*6»ous

«score» within 9/lBof a 
i helpe^f AUAA
the sea- ' of FrederictoCVroTand is studying in the 

Fscnlty of Science.

rM 3 1
this past weekend’s 
s icon-like attention. 
"Wow, [your show] 

e interview, the girl

and unation back ftoU 
ry was atfpKodonal victory 

the 6$ds capture me championship! 
son, Pomeroy had an overall 23-5 record. He is a 

. native of Oromocto, NB. UNB head coach Don 
Ryan was also named AUAA Coach of the Year 
for his outstanding work in guiding UNB to yet 
another ‘Banner’ season.

His

UNB 58 
UNB 63

MUN 74 
MUN 72

UNB 77 
UNB 66

■

MUN 103 
MUN 72

back to their stage 
rant people to come 
t them to say,’What

UNB J STU 3 
UdeM 4 UNB 11 
UNB 7 UdeM 4 He was also named AUAA athlete of the week.

ruling.
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Taking it one game at a time Reds vball looking to join .500 club

UNBto host AUAA tourney
::

UNB vballers AUAA boundi:
::

then I think we can beat them."
The winner of the UNB-St. FX match 

up gets to play the Saint Mary's Husk
ies. The Huskies completed an unde
feated season with a 18-0 record and is 
the favorite to win the title.
“We feel we arc capable of beating 

St. Mary's because their power is in the 
offside Dana Olsen and she will be 
matched up against our power Chantal 
Martin," McGarvie comments. “I think 
that if Chantal can win the battle against 
Olsen then we stand a pretty good 
chance of maybe upsetting them." When 
the two teams met during the regular 
season the Huskies took both matches.

Maria Paisley Jonathan Clinch

The Brussu ickax h Thibault, this weekend “gives us a 
chance to try new tilings," meaning he 
will shuffle around his offense and 
defense in order to find the right com
binations. Thibault indicated that “our 
main goal this weekend is not neces
sarily to win, but to play well."

The Reds have not beat the Tigers 
this season, the most recent loss came 
last weekend in Halifax. But even with 
their winless record against Dal, UNB 
is still optimistic. Jeff Byrne is back from 
an injury, a return that Thibault says is 
“a big plus for our team."

So, how does a team who has virtu
ally nothing to play for stay focused? 
According to Chad Rennie, the Reds’ 
match against Dal is “more of a confi
dence factor than anything."

The Brunswickan Confidence is a necessity for the V- 
Reds. And, although beating Dal this 
weekend would instill this confidence, 
the Reds are not to be overdisappointed 
if they do not.

As Rennie states, “Beating Dal this 
weekend would be a plus, however, we 
are not in a panic to do it yet."

Probably more of an important statis
tic that the V-Reds are concerned about 
is the fact that 1 win out of the 2 
matches would give them a .500 record, 
something they have not accomplished 
in a number of years.

The Reds will hit the floor against 
Dal on Friday night at 7pm and return 
to action on Sunday morning at 
10:30am to take on MUN with both 
games at the LB Gym.

:
Just one at a time please.

The UNB Varsity Reds women's voir : 
leyball team will be heading to the 1 
AUAA’s in Moncton this weekend. !

: The UNB Varsity Reds men’s volley
ball team will play host to both the 
Dalhousie Tigers and the Memorial 
Seahawks this weekend at the LB Gym
nasium.

However, the tournament is a little 
on the anti-climatic side. Unfortunately, 
everything has been decided as far as 
placings are concerned between the 
three teams.
The Dal Tigers have already clinched 

first place, the Varsity Reds will finish 
second, and bringing up the rear are 
the Memorial Seahawks. Dal and UNB 
will face each other next week in the 
AUAA championship in Halifax.

According to head coach Mark

UNB placed fifth in the conference at b 
the end of the regular season and will P 
meet fourth place St. FX X-ettes in their È 
first game. UNB’s head coach Al y 
McGarvie states “Our only expectation ' j 
for the AUAA’s is to play well.”

The Reds and X met twice during Reds practice to go to AU’S. 
the regular season at UNB and X took 
both games. In the first match UNB 
lost not only the match but also their 
big power hitter Chantal Martin. The 
Reds were undetered and “returned the

■

■:

File photo

The Huskies are a much more expe- 
are evenly matched, although X has big rienced team with 6 players whereas 
middles and are probably stronger than the Reds have 8 rookies this year and 4 
UNB’s. But UNB counters with strong of them are on the floor.

following day without Martin to battle 
for 5 games and lost playing ping pong".

As for the key strategy that the Redspower.
As for strategy the Reds will be using will use at the championsliip. We are 

according to Reds head coach Al will involve ensuring their middles don’t just going to take it one match at a 
McGarvie. Although McGarvie is con- get the ball. The other tatic the Reds time." 
fident that UNB will be able to take will be using is keeping them off" their The Reds will be heading to the AU’s
the match against St. FX. guard so they can't get the ball to the with only one injured player, power
McGarvie says “We hope to be healthy middle hitters. McGarvie believes “The hitter Allyson Godin, who was injured

and that we will give St. FX a go and key to the Reds success is preventing about three weeks ago in the Saint John
upset them.” He believes the teams them from hitting the middle hitters.

World University Hockey Match-up

Candidates forTeam Canada roster announed:
■; tournament.

TORONTO — Darrell Young, Head versity of Guelph and Tim Both well 
Coach of Team Canada today an- of the University of Calgary. The Ca- 
nounccd the nadian coaching staff will be advised

candidates for Team Canada for the by Tom Watt, one of the most success- 
inaugural World University Hockey fill

Championship to be played at Joe coaches in CIAU hockey competi- 
Louis Arena in Detroit on April 4,1997. tion.

Candidates from 10 schools will be Team USA led by Head Coach Ron 
chosen forTeam Canada. Notable play- Mason (recently inducted to the Lake 
ers include goaltendcr Dale Masson of Superior State Hall of Fame) with 
die University of Alberta Golden Bears, Assistant Coaches Jerry York of Bos-

who sports a 14-2-1 record in the ton College, Don Lucia of Colorado
1996-97 campaign and, to anchor the College and Joe Marsh of St. Lawrence

University.

that Mike flitch has accepted the Hon
orary Chairmanship of the inaugural 
game of the World University Hockey 
Championship. “I consider it an honor 

to be asked to be the Honorary 
Chairman for this game. I am a great 
fan of sports, of hockey and especially 
of col lege hockey, and this will be a 

wonderful showcase for our student 
athletes from both sides of the bor
der,”

Mr. flitch said at the time.
The Canadian and American teams, 

composed of the best eligible univer
sity and college players in their respec
tive organizations w'ill compete for the 

World University Hockey Champi
onship. The inaugural game is the first 
step leading to a world university tour
nament in the year 2000. A two game 

home-and-home Canada-United 
States series is planned for 1998.

The inaugural game will be car
ried on TSN in Canada and Prime Tel
evision Network in the United . States.

:: Hockey conft When asked is there was a sense of
:: Burkitt con’tconfidence in the dressing room, Kelly 

better on this night, head coach Mike stated, “it’s not so much a sense of con-
Kelly was quick to point out that his fidence, it’s more a sense of anticipa- 
team “aren’t taking the Blue Eagles for tion.” 
granted.”

: ou try to pass that on to the younger 
guys.”

As for future plans, Burkitt is non
committal. He has half a semester to 
complete his Education degree and then 
he’ll reevaluate everything then. “I 
haven’t ruled out trying to play pro 
hockey in Europe or in the East Coast 
League, but I’m still undecided at this 
point.”
And how do the Reds feel going into 

the playoffs this year. “The team is feel
ing pretty good,” Burkitt said. “We’ve 
got to concentrate on our work ethic 
to be ready for Moncton.”

The playoffs began on Wednesday 
night for the UNB Varsity Reds when 
they took on the Moncton Blue Eagles 
in die best of three Mac A dam Division 
semi-final in Moncton.

:: That sense of anticipation came to end 
As Kelly stated, “Saturday nights game on Wednesday as the teams began their 

was more of an abirition. We caught best-of-three series in Moncton. Again, 
them (U de M) at a bad time, they are was die Blue Eagles wishing they 
normally a very hard working team.” never came to the rink as the Reds 

Coincidently, these same 2 teams will dominated them taking the first game 
do battle in the first round of the

::I
:

i ::
::

6-1.:
playoffs. And, as Kelly admits, “winning The Reds return home for game 2 on 
in Moncton is not easy.” The Reds are Saturday, February 22 at 7:30pm and 
a dismal 1 for 3 in the Blue Eagles home again on Sunday for game 3, if need be.

Both games will be played at the AUC.

blueline, Acadia's Paul Doherty and 
Calgary’s Drew Schonek, 1995-96A11-

:
The CIAU (Canadian 

Canadians. Others being considered Interuniversity Athletic Union) and the 
are Marc Beaucage of the Canadian Hockey Association named 
UQTRPatriotes, leading scorer in the Young and USA Hockey and the 
CIAU for 1995-96; Jarret Reid of NCAA Division I Hockey Commis- 
St.Francis Xavier, Chris Clancy of sioners named Mason respective head 
Guelph and Christian Skoryna of coaches at a press conference in To- 
Acadia, the leading scorer this season ronto on November 26, 1996. 
in the CIAU.

rink.

:
M:

; m<vk>tills ok! At a press conference held in De
Young will be joined by Assistant troit on February 6, 1997 it was 

Coaches Marlin Muylaert of the Uni- announed

:
;:
: la: *: yv
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•. Reds Scott Muscutt battles for the puck against UdeM.
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is a necessity for the V- 
Ithough beating Dal this 
Jd instill this confidence, 
lot to be overdisappointed ELECTIONS
states, “Beating Dal this 

Id be a plus, however, we 
anic to do it yet.” 

ire of an important statis- 
Leds are concerned about 
lat 1 win out of the 2 
j give them a .500 record, 
;y have not accomplished 

)f years.
vill hit the floor against 
night at 7pm and return 

a Sunday morning at 
ike on MUN with both 

LB Gym.

Elections to the 1997-1998 Editorial Boord of The 
Brunswickan will take place March 14 ond 21.\30 Yp

G

T Elections for the positions of Managing Editor ond Editor-in-chief 
uuill be held on Friday, March 14 at 12:30 in Room 35 of the 
SUB. All staff members are eligible to vote. Candidates must 
submit letters of intent to Shane Heath, Chair of the Board of 

Directors, by 5:00 p.m. on UUednesday, March 12.

oc
CO “ÜLU 5-Jt

a*inouned O
tch has accepted the Hon- 
ianship of the inaugural 
Vo rid University Hockey 
i. “I consider it an honor 
d to be the Honorary 
this game. I am a great 

of hockey and especially 
ickey, and this will be a 
ihowcase for our student 
both sides of the bor-

Elections for the remoining positions on the Editoriol Board uuill 
be held on Friday, March 21 at 12:30 in Room 35 of the SUB. Al 

staff members are eligible to vote. Candidates must submit 
letters of intent to Shane Heath, Chair of the Board of Directors, 

by 5:00 p.m. on UUednesday, March 19.

lid at the time, 
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Club News
Ski team hits the hill and...
UNB dominates with 8 medals
Brian C«others

rankings with 4th and 5th respectively. 
UNB garnered three more medals 

Ü 2m during Sundays Giant Slalom. The Jun
ior Women's category had Booker 
placed 2nd for a silver, while Little once 
again dominated the course with a gold 

^ medal finish and Andrew Stephenson,
a UNB veteran took home the silver. 
UNB s Ian West placed 4th, just a sec
ond short of 3rd in the Junior A men’s

: 'The UNB Ski Team competed in their | 
second annual race this year at i 
Fredericton’s Crabbe Mountain. I 
Amongst terrible weather conditions i 
UNB managed to take home 8 medals 
for their efforts.

: t

■
Lti

Saturday morning, UNB raced the Su
per Giant Slalom.With all three coaches UNB SkiTeam left to right: Mike 
in attendance, Peter Russel,Jason Jensen, Jensen, Kris Allen, Elliot Little, 
and Cameron Rust, unb won their 6r$t Laura Booker, Andrew Stephenson

and Ian West
category.

It is said rigorous training the nighttwo medals. Elliot Little, captain of the 
UNB Ski Team, edged out Nick Rutter tested UNB’s mettle with racing before left some racers too sore to com-
of Crabbe Ml to take the gold medal conditons that nearly cancelled the race, pete during the weekend, however,
in the Senior Men's with a time of47.46 In the very competitive Junior A worn- Brian Crothers, Vice-President of the
and placed 18th of overall of 69 racers, en’s category, UNB rookie Laura Booker UNB Ski Team commented that this
Kevin Forneris, a rookie with UNB, took home the bronze medal. The Jun- “was an amazing turnout for UNB and 
won the bronze with his third place fin- ior A men's division saw Andrew Ross we had lot of success as you can see in 
ish. Close on the heels of Forneris was again place 6th, with an excellent time our medal count. Captain Elliot Little
UNB s Mike Jensen who finished 4 th. of 51.69, and West take 7th place. In paved the way for our weekend’s suc-

In the Junior A category both Andrew the Senior Men's Super G, UNB once cess and with rookies like Ross, West,
Ross and lan West, also UNB rookies, again dominated the top ranks. Little Booker and Forneris, UNB will have a
placed 6th and 7th respectively. took grabbed the gold with a time of strong future.” Ski Wolf on Dundonald

Saturday afternoon the Second Super 47.36 and placed 17th overal of the 69 St. and Moosehead Breweries should
G was held and weather conditons went

s i
racers that competed. Forneris won the both be thanked for their assistance to 

from bad to worse. Freezing rain and bronze for UNB and Mike Jensen and UNB’s SkiTeam. 
warm temperatures around +3 celcius Brian Crothers rounded out the topEL.

c
CALL FOR NOMINATIONS 

OR APPLICATIONS
TtalnttrictHSdattRcauSitiiDItoMti.

Movie Night!
Ml 2Si9i » Hdagsai HallFeaturing:

6:30 the Tsvnn/rroR
8:20 Ta duoGEmrr o/h>\

________ I

10:45 Tke HigUander@|

University of New Brunswick
MARCH BREAK

Hours of Operation

Dr. James Downey Student Leadership Award

5» Field of Study: 
Value:
Number:
Duration:

Unrestricted
Approximately $500■B

BE One
E One year (may be received more 

than once)
Awarded on the basis of “outstand
ing contribution to student life” to 
a student who is a member of the 
UNB Student Union (i.e. paid the 
Student Activity Fee). The recipi
ent must be in good academic stand-

I Retail Food Service 
Student Union Building 

"Market Grille" 
Saturday 1 - Sunday March 2 

Closed 
March 3-7

Open 8:00 a.m. Closed 3:00 p.m. 

Saturday March 8 
Closed

Sunday March 9 
Open 4:00 p.m. Close 11:00 p.m.

IConditions: I

I
get
g

fl
ing.

Nominations: Nominations or applications to be
received by the Dean of Students 

Awarding Agency: A Committee formed by the Dean 
of Students to include representa
tion from the Undergraduate 
Awards Office
Intended for presentation by the 
Dean of Students at the annual Stu
dent Union Awards Banquet

■

1 Admission: a non-perishable donation to the Food 
Bank. All movies are the letterboxed versions!

All other retail outlets across Campus will be 
closing February 28"11997 
Re-open March 10h 1997 

Regular Hours

Timing:

Dr. Harry Bohnsack
and

■ Dr. Paula Steffler
S OPTOMETRISTS

Nominations and applications must be in writing and de
scribe in detail that person’s “outstanding contributions to 
student life”. While past accomplishments are significant, 
recent contributions will be of particular interest to the Se
lection Committee. To be eligible, the nominee must have 
been a student at UNB (i.e. paid the Student Activity Fee) 
this year. The written consent of the nominee must be ob
tained by the nominator and attached to the nomination. All 
Nominations and applications must be received at the Of
fice of the Dean of St. ants, Room 8,

*4The Management and Staff of 
Beaver foods Limited Special interest to contact lenses kl 

Eye examinations and Eyeglasses IP
would like to

thank you for your continuing Patronage 
and wish you all a happy and

SAFE MARCH BREAK

Executive Edge Building 
1148 Smythe Street. Suite 208 provided for your reimbursement 
Across from K-Mart Plaza

NEW PATIENTS WELCOME

Students: Blue Cross forms

455-2020

Ê§&) 22nd CNA/CNSAnnua[ Student ConferenceHELP! ! 1

March 14 -15,1997
Wu Conference Centre 
UNB Fredericton Campus

Registration is free. Registration 
deadline is February 27,1997.
Fill out the following form. E-mail Address 3ZZZZZZZZZZZZ 

Lisa Lai% Dept of (fan Eng, UNB. Jel: (5061453-5138. Fax: (5%) 453-3591. E-mail: fOvxêuàa

Chemical Engineering Department at the U(^ 
University of New Brunswick

Name:
Company:

Department:
Address:

■

[
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.
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Come out and cheer on your : 1
#6 Nationally Ranked Varsity Reds

naptfm. as they go after their first
AUAA Title in over 10 years
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9” Garlic fingers 
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Diego and Katherine

BA V and BA IV
"A humourless Scrouge" and "HAIRY palms - hmm... yummy!!!"

Brent from STU 

Defector BA V
"Must have mid-80's rock hair."

Jill Doe 

Mugged BSc III 
"Someone who's a crack-whore!!!"
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Erika Darling 

Bartend BBAIV
"A guy with a nice ass!"

Mike Coolness 
Bar drunk BA HI

"The girl who said 'a guy with a nice

Science Mutants 

Converted BSc ?7?'s 
"BALLS - the GUTSY kind!!!"tic
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And don’t forgot Studonts 
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Utopia

111 Ill

Morning Mist
once upon a merry trip 
I took a ride upon a ship 
sailed the waves into my head 
to a place I thought had long been dead 
as I sailed this vessel through my mind 
I found a Place of a different kind 
a utopian land to escape to 
where the minds of all are free to roam 
from head to head so all is known 
you can learn from one and learn from all 
all is open, there are no walls 
there's no better no worse 
and nothing is cursed 
you forget who you are 
and shine like a star 
in a cloudless sky where all is bright 
with a thousand points of shimmering light 
where you’re not a numberyou’re the mind of one 
caose everyone is equal with so much tot 
and now I’m thankfully lost in my utopian 
never again will I see a harsh hand 
never again will I have to look down

Ssiihu
KTÆâZt’Z
i**, « t . .Mji i_____

(only honeyou can conceive 
how happy I am in this Place *
tor never aeam will you see my face

__

I feel the touch 
Like cool, moist fingers 

Slowly wrapping themselves around my body. 
Face. arms. legs.

The dew bathing my sandalled feet.
I cannot see before me.

Turn, but cannot see behind.
It is as if time is still, unmoving.

I am enveloped in an ever shifting veil. 
Sometimes something ahead of me seems to move. 

But then it is gone, 
leaving me alone again.

Isolated.
Unseen, yet protected.
I know it will not last.

The cruel sun will lift my veil.
Exposing me to the world.

But for a brief moment in time 
It is only me.

I am the world.

fcî -
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il
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:Another promising social life beeped out by a 
library book.
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Tuesday, February 25 & Wednesday, February 26 

Polling Stations
Head Hall 
MacLaggan Hall 
Ludlow Hall 
Science Library 
McConnell Hall (meals)
Lady Dunn Residence

Advance Poll: Monday, February 24
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I iSUB - Upper Level 

SUB - Lower Level 
Marshall D’Avray Hall 
Tilley Hall 
Singer Hall 
LB Gym
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older brother is a student here. Hesham’s 
older brother isn’t even the first member 
of the Ezzat family to come to UNB. 
Hesham’s uncle did his Masters in 
Business here four years ago. “I didn’t 
want to stay in Egypt after I was done 
school. I wanted to travel and see some 
of the world. I got my chance when my 
uncle called me up and said,‘Why don’t 
you come here? The education is better.’ 
When I moved here, I lived with my 
uncle for six months and then moved 
out and got a place with my brother.”

Besides the difference in education 
there’s a couple of more important 
differences between Canada and Egypt. 
One of those differences is the political 
system, in Egypt they vote on a President. 
That President will be in office till he 
dies and is succeeded by another. ‘‘The 
President we have now has been in office 
for sixteen years. Each term is eight years 
long. When the President’s term is up 
the people always vote him back into 
office because they figure who else to 
better run the country than someone 
who already has die experience.

The other important difference is that 
Egypt is a Muslim country. “When you 
talk about your weekends here you talk 
about Friday, Saturday and Sunday. In 
Egypt our weekends are Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday, because Egypt is a Muslim 
country we go to mosque on Friday. 
There are open discussions at the 
mosques, for instance, we could talk 
about what is right and what is wrong. 
After that we would start to pray to God. 
In the Islamic religion we pray and 
worship only God. We believe in 
Mohammed, he’s our prophet, Jesus 
Christ and Moses.” In following Islam 
one is not allowed to eat pork at certain 
times, drink(liquor) or smoke. Also 
women are held with the utmost respect. 
In the last nine thousand years there have 
been seven reported rapes.” If your 
confused about the whole Muslim and 
Islam situation, don’t worry so was I.The 
Islamic religion is to Muslim as 
Catholicism is to Christianity.

I hope you have enjoyed this week’s 
Cultures column. I really must be off 
now, though. I’ve got in my possession 
ten million videos of Frosty the 
Snowman that I have to ship off to 
Egypt- It’s the only way the children 
there will see a snowman and I don’t 
think the children there will be seeing 
a snowman walking around town in 
fifty degree weather anytime soon.
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bodyEgypt;
Hesham

Ezzat u
m

Dennis German year round. During the summer months, 
like June to September it can get as hot 
as fifty degrees Celsius.” Ugh, can you 
say ‘AHH, I’M MELTING!’ There’s a 

The country in focus this week is Egypt big difference between fifty degrees and 
and the student is Hesham Ezzat.
Hesham comes to us from the land of being taken into consideration. So, how 
pyramids and pharaohs. Specifically, he’s is Hesham handling the snow anyway? 
from Cairo, which is the capital of Egypt. “The first snowfall was quite amazing. 
Hesham, 20, is a Computer Science It was a lot of fun. I like to skate and 
student. And this is his second year of slide. I’ve had enough of this winter 
braving the cold Canadian winter.

Okay now picture this, you wake up generally mild but plagued by the 
in the morning and you get ready for khamsin, a hot and bitter wind which 
school. You have your breakfast, kiss brings blinding sand and dust storms, 
your mom bye and head out the door.

bye and you can see the pyramids in 
the not to far off distance, now it’s time 
to go to school. Where exactly will you 
be going? “In Egypt we don’t have 
separate schools for elementary, junior 
high and high school.They’re all in one 
school. However there are different 
types of schools. There are English, 
British, American and Dutch schools 
among others. It’s hard to find a public 
school in Egypt because it’s such a big

The Brunswickan

Coping With Anxiety
Anxiety/fear refers to an unpleasant emotional state that all of us 
experience in our everyday lives. It often consists of an awareness or 
anticipation of danger, i.e., worry; a variety of bodily reactions such as 
increased heart rate, muscle tension, sweaty hands and cold feet; and 
avoidance behavior. The intensity of the experience varies with the 
circumstance.

For example, at the beginning of the term, a test anxious student who 
hears a professor mention in passing that the course will include a mid
term and a final exam will probably feel only mildly anxious and 
experience only some of the above symptoms. However, during the final 
exam itself, that student would most likely feel very uncomfortable and 
have thoughts of failure and panic that might well interfere with writing 
a good exam. Similarly, a student with a fear of public speaking could 
choose to avoid all courses requiring presentations in class.

Sometimes students experience a sudden “panic attack” of greatly 
increased arousal that may occur “out of the blue” and usually lasts for a 
few minutes. Typically, bodily symptoms of panic involve shortness of 
breath, rapid breathing, trembling or shaking and the pounding of the 
heart in one’s chest. Most often, these changes are given a catastrophic 
interpretation, “I’m dying. I’m losing control. I’m going crazy.” This 
usually makes matters worse. On the other hand, sometimes students are 
just generally anxious, they are usually worried and tense about most 
things in their lives.

Anxiety appears to involve a “fight or flight" reaction that is often 
inappropriate for demands of everyday student life. At the same time, 
lower levels of anxiety may help to motivate students to study for 
not smoke cigarettes, drive only when sober, be polite towards others, 
etc. It appears that many of our fears are learned either directly because 
of the occurrence of some nasty event, e.g., failing a calculus exam, or 
indirectly via observing others who are scared, parents, siblings, friends 
or obtaining information about something that has the potential of danger 
or harm, such as AIDS.

Students may cope with anxiety by improving their time-management 
skills, taking well-earned breaks contingent on completion of assignments, 
learning and practicing relaxation techniques, engaging in regular aerobic 
exercise or sports, improving nutritional intake. Attempts could be made 
to lessen catastrophic thinking associated with both worry and panic— 
by challenging their validity—and replacing them with positive, 
reasonable, self-supportive thinking. An appointment may always be made 
with a counsellor for help in overcoming all forms of anxiety. For UNB 
and STU students, information and help are available at Counselling 
Services (453-4820) and Health Services (453-4837).

minus thirty degrees, wind chill factor

though. It’s too cold.” The spring is

Cairo is the capital city of Egypt and 
Wait, what is that, that you notice in has a population of twenty-six million,
the not too far off distance? Oh, it’s Egypt’s total population is around
nothing really, it’s just the pyramids of seventy-five million. Let’s figure dus out
Giza.Yes, that's right the same pyramids together, shall we. Canada’s population
that are one of the seven wonders of is around the same as Cairo’s. So, in all
the world (this is of course excluding actuality you could fit the entire
the thing that has been growing in my population of Canada into Cairo, which
bath tub drain for the last four months), is just one city in Egypt.
“I live about four miles away from the 
pyramids.You can see them from house. transportation within Cairo despite it’s
It’s actually a very good view from my size. You have many options. You could
house because the pyramids are situated take a cab, the bus, the metro (subway),
on top of a hill with the residences a camel or a donkey. Camels and
situated at the bottom. I myself have donkeys are hired out by visitors to see
been there a number of times but I’ve Egypt’s historical sites. Cairo has all the
never actually gone inside them.They’re necessities of life, McDonalds, clubs and
a huge tourist trap.You can take a camel malls are all present.The only difference
out to the pyramids which are between walking in Montreal and
surrounded totally by desert. I have walking in Cairo is that you probably
never been on a camel myself, they scare won’t leave puddles of sweat wherever
me. I hate the way they get up and sit you walk in Montreal. Cairo’s night life
down. It looks like someone could fall exists in it’s malls.Yes, finally somewhere
right off them in any given second," I can shop and party at the same time,
laughs Hesham.

There is a good system of public

:

Aaron MacEachern photo

country. There are so many different 
types of people that have to be catered 
to.” The schools in Egypt go to grade 
twelve. Alas, I was at the point where I 
thought we were the only 
country (besides our friendly neighbours 
south of the border) that went to grade 
twelve. “I spent the first eight grades in 
an English school and then from grade 
nine to grade twelve I was in a British 
school.”

Hesham is not the first in his family 
to attend university. Actually he’s not 
even the first to attend UNB. Hesham’s

“Malls in Cairo are huge. They have 
Over ninety percent of Egypt is more than one floor.The clubs and bars 

covered by desert. Ever hear of the are in these complexes because liquor 
Sahara desert? Well it's part of Egypt, licenses are not available to street side 
You are probably thinking that with all stores or shops.There are also restaurants 
the desert coverage there can’t be that in the dubs." So, I could grab a pair of 
much rain. Guess what?There are heavy jeans, then grab a Filet-o-fish and then 
rainfalls during the winter months. “It’s jump on the dance floor and boogie 
really hot over there. The temperature the night away. Cool, 
won’t fall below fifteen degrees Celsius

M , v â

Mary Louise Luck is a counsellor with Counselling ServicesSo, you’ve kissed your mom good-

the number nine every time I wanted wet(incidentally, I think that this may
to call out. I got a headache, and so l have something to do with getting
decided to play on my computer, sick - this philosophy is much more
which gave me an even bigger effective in the summer). This made
headache. And then I tried to do my me think: I have to get out of here! I
laundry. Now, that just plain stinks. I was sick of my room, plain and

simple. It was not something a simple 
cosmetic change could fix, I just 
needed out.

So, I went for a walk. It was

nViffepfDMe? *l A*
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mm fantastic. Fresh air, the harsh crinkle 
Hgl of winter’s tears that have frozen and 

are crushed by my stumbling feet.
Buil This great routine I have come to 
^99 live over the past few months is 
^99 completely shattered by a simple I 
*3 walk. A routine I once thought was j 
■9 perfect, was instead driving me crazy.
!*•!>* It is interesting how reliant one can

become on a room. The room is life St.John River is a great spot to relax, of Canada, the outdoor hockey rink.
Fm an<^ Efe is that room. Expand. It feels Pack a lunch. You deserve a break, 
r 2 amazing. It is truly wonderful to go

' ' ',1 ;III■A residence is a house in which 
many students stay for the school 
year. It is that for me as well, but it is 
not my home. I, like many other 
people around this time, am getting 
tired, I am finding it harder to wake 
up in the morning and go to class. I 
don’t know how they can 
buildings so easily. The walk in the 
morning is now a million times 
longer than the one I made last term.

Now, the March break is rapidly 
approaching, but not fast enough for 
many of us. After about six months 
ot working, sleeping and hanging out 
in the same room, another break is

? fll i

A tennis court by summer, through 
some magical conversion it becomesIf you feel the need for an athletic 

for a walk in the Great Canadian workout, head down to the Lady 
Winter and glide through the woods. Beaverbrook gymnasium, where you to the love Canadians have for 

Fredericton has so much to do; If

move an ice palace oy winter, a testament

jna Kilpatrick photo can work yourself into a sweat in no nockey. Students, families, teens and
tots all sharing an ice surface together 
for that one word: Fun.

you are in a bad mood working in time, and have a lot of fun doing it. 
your room, tnrow on a jacket and With a pool, squash courts, a weight

needed. I need a break. You probably can't stand having those greedy wander out into the woods. Or, if you room, and so much more, it is really So, I touno a way not to go crazy, 
do too. I didn't realize it until I was machines suck up my quarters, and have come to treasure urban life, walk a great place to spend some time. Silly me, it was right in front of me
making a long distance phone call. 1 then I need more to dry my clothes, down one of Fredericton's wonderful Another option is to go skating; on tne wnole time. A simple walk. You
got really pissed because I had to dial Who cares! I would rather wear them streets. The path that runs along the Church street there is a classic symbol should try it.
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Office appoints a Resident Fellow 
every three years, to both LBR and to 
Bridges House.

Cameron’s large wooden door is 
always open for students to pop by and 
talk about academics, personal matters, 
simply to chat about house affairs, or 
to look for change for the washing 
machine. Students are always welcome 
in Ann’s apartment which houses many 
beautiful paintings and portraits from 
many artists.

The House Committee, Proctors, 
ARP’s, Don and Resident Fellow work 
as a close knit unit on fundraising

people UNB buries competition at fifth annual 
Snow Challenge

Heidi Hallet Heidi Hallett, a fifth-year CS 
student, whipped her classmates and 
friends into a fundraising frenzy, 
creating the team of Snow White and 
the Unconventional Seven Dwarfs. 
With the loyal support of Dawn 
McKay (“Hungover”), Mike Cox 
(“Muscley”),
(-Dopey”), Mike LeBlanc (“Preppy”), 
Cynthia Hutchinson (“Sporty”), 
Richard Kaine (“Nerdy”), Jody 
McDonnell (“Jody, Pat’s sibling”), 
Aynslie Morrison and Lisa Khoury, 
her team raised a total of $2200. The 
team accomplished their fundraising 
goals by holding several bake sales 
and a raffle for a Valentine’s Day gift 
basket, which was won by Colleen 
Kenny of Oromocto.

Valentine’s Day marked the end of 
the fundraising period and the eve 
of the Snow Day at Crabbe Mountain. 
In addition to skiing, events held 
during the day included snow 
volleyball, snow golf, a commando 
course (set up by CFB Gagetown), 
and the Super Slider Snow Slalom,

an event which tested the Beaver- 
bogganning abilities of all 
participants. Corporate sponsors Tim 
Horton’s, Beaver Foods and Wendy’s 
helped provide meals for the teams. 
At the end of the day, an apres-ski 
event was held at the Hilltop Pub, 
where the totals were announced and 
prizes awarded during dinner. Snow 
White and the Seven Unconventional 
Dwarfs were awarded a prize for 
having the most team spirit, due 
largely to their valiant but rotten 
attempt at the Super Slider Snow 
Slalom. When asked why he 
contributed largely to his team’s last 
place finish in the slalom, Jody 
McDonnell replied that he had “never 
Beaver-bogganned before.”

The New Brunswick Association 
for Community Living is a voluntary 
non-profit organization dedicated to 
protecting the rights and promoting 
the interests of people who have an 
intellectual disability. The annual 
Snow Challenge is their main 
fundraising event of the year.

The Bru\shickas
Aaron MacEachern teaching Psychology here at UNB.

Ann Cameron has been part of the 
residence community for the past five 
years and not only assists students 
academically, “Ann helps us to see 
through different lenses and works to 
empower us to look past the university,” 
says Nursing student Jennifer Dickson.

Cameron comments on the mature 
enviroment of LBR, “We have mature 
students intermingled with more junior 
students, this creates a mature 
enviroment, which is very much a 
pleasure.”

The job of Resident Fellow entails 
a large number of tasks. “The Resident 
Fellow is typically a faculty member, 
who has involvements in research and 
teaching, with as much community 
involvement as possible,” states 
Cameron.

“They also serve the students and 
enhance their experiences and 
environment here at university.” A 
person interested in seeking the 
position applies for the three year term 
and is selected based on their personal 
contacts throughout Fredericton, 
community involvement and related 
experiences and assets.The Residence

The Brunswick.™
UNB students proved themselves to be

Planning on attending LBR next 
year? If you are, then you’ll be lucky- 
enough to share your house with one 
of the two Resident Fellows on the 
university’s campus.

Ann Cameron lives on the second 
floor of the spacious and elegant Lord 
Beaverbrook Residence. She serves as 
a resource person to the student 
population, to enhance international, 
cultural and social environments. Ann 
works as a professor in the Psychology 

,, department and continues her research 
with young children, in both the fields 
of violence in the school system and 
interpersonal and communication skills.

Cameron began her scholastic career 
.at the University of British Columbia, 
where she obtained both her Bachelor 
of Arts degree and her Masters in Arts, 
with honours in Psychology. Ann went 
on to obtain her Ph.D in Psychology 
af the University of London, in London, 
England. Cameron worked for a short 
time in the Psychology department at 
Dalhousie University and has since 
spent the last twenty to thirty years

strong supporters of the mentally 
handicapped at the fifth annual “Sky’s 
the Limit” Snow Challenge held at 
Crabbe Mountain last Saturday. Teams 
from Computer Science, Law and 
Political Science were

Mike Morton

among more 
than 400 participants at the annual 
event, which raises money for the New 
Brunswick Association for Community 
living.

Thanks to a combination of

% i

enthusiastic fundraisers and excellent 
weather, the organizers’ goal of raising 
$40,000 for the NBACL was surpassed 
by at least $5,000. Particularly 
noteworthy were the fundraising efforts 
of the UNB Law team, who were the 
top fundraisers among approximately 
50 teams. Second place went to a team 
from Ste-Anne de Nackawic, and the 
UNB Computer Science team were the 
third-place fundraisers.

Aaron MacEachern Photo Christian Mission will afford an 
opportunity for pointed interrogation 
on the problem of the existence of God 
in particular and on religious questions 
in general.

Every human being has faith in 
something. If he is of the Yahoo type, 
his faith will not go beyond the belief 
that the toilet will flush in the morning! 
If he is a more intelligent person, his 
faith supported by reason will result in 
a more justified acceptance of God’s 
existence.

Religion, then, ought to be a subject 
of inquiry rather than condemnation.

iprojects and spirit oriented events. “The 
house held a coffee house in 
November. Some students performed 
and others spent the day in my kitchen 
baking fabulous goodies and mocha 
cider. Other students worked on 
promoting the event and selling tickets. 
By the end of it all, all most the entire 
house had become involved in the 
endeavour,” laughs Cameron.

Ann Cameron fully enjoys her 
present position as Resident Fellow of 
LBR and looking back, “would do it 
all again.” Cameron looks back on 
many memories and takes the most 
pleasure in reminiscing about student 
gatherings which she held in her 
apartment. “I fondly remember 
students sitting by my warm fireplace 
chatting with senior creative artist, 
Molly Bobak. Bobak did a lot of the 
paintings in my apartment. That just 
showed how artistically and culturally 
mature these students are.’

Cameron is unsure of exactly what 
the future holds in store for her, but is 
confident that she will re-apply for the 
position in 1998. Cameron, a mother, 
grandmother and teacher of all ages, 
expresses great happiness in holding 
the position of Resident Fellow.

“It’s wonderful, I love it.”
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god or anti-godFi
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% Greg Knight Many agnostics and atheists are 
regarded as virtuous and understanding 
citizens. These people have subjected 
religion to some system of reasoning, 
and analysis, and in consequence, have 
totally rejected religious belief either 
totally or in part. Many students, while 
undertaking their first course in Clay 
Molding 100, decide that they now have 
the knowledge and wisdom to refute 
the existence of God. Possibly they have 
great academic acumen, but they 
remain quite ignorant in religious 
knowledge. And yet in their cynicism 
they condemn religion.

Most people will agree that every 
religion has something to offer. For 
those of us who believe in God, the

Editor's Note:
The Brunswickan

This is your Campus Editor again (I 
always have something to say). / just wanted 
to say thank you to everyone who came up 
to me and told me that they liked last weeks 
Flashhax. I had a lot of fun doing this 
column last week and it makes me happy 
that people are enjoying it. However, I also 
want to say that this week’s column is 
obviously based on a more serious nature 
than last week's. All I can say about that is 
that it's important to me to show the full 
spectrum of the SO's, 60's and 70's thought 
pattern. I hope that you continue to enjoy 
reading Flashbax. If you have any suggestion 
or questions please feel free to e-mail me, 
Dennis German, at bruns@VNB.CA.

f A co-ed replied to a request for guinea 
pigs for a Sociology experiment and 
was asked this que$tion:*'Do you believe 
in God?" “Yes.” she answered. “Well," 
replied her interrogator, “I'm glad to 
see you’re a non-conformist."

Does this exchange illustrate a trend 
sweeping the universities across the 
continent, of agnosticism or even 
atheism? What is the Church doing to 
stave off the rising tide of opposition 
to Christianity? Is the Christian mission 
a step in the right direction? Can the 
mission answer the questions of those 
who reject God's existence?
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Tentative Exam Schedule: Report Conflicts to the Registrar
ABRGS696 
ANTHIU00 

. ANTHIono 
ANTH2174 
ANTU240I 
ANTH2S02 
ANTH30I1 
ANTH3II4 
ANTRIM I 
ANTH3340 
ANTHÎ502 
AN I MW,74 
ANTH3684 
ANTH4204 
ARTS 1000 
ARTS 11 >00 
ARTS 1000 
ARTSIU00 
ARTSI0U0 
ARTSI0O0

ARTS 1000

ARTSI00O 
ARTS 1000 
ARTS 1000

IB PLRILYI.
01 LOVELL. R
02 LOVELL. P
IB IX. AGUAYO. A. 97 
IB HOIDFR.M. 40

MCLAUGHLIN, M.
IB LOVELL. P.
IB WISER. M.
IB BLACK, ft 

BLACK. D.
E MCLAUGHLIN. M. 94 
IB DE AGUAYO. A. 43 
IB WIBFJL.M.
IB DL AGUAYO A. IS
01 ARCAEZ.G 16
02 LIKELY. U
03 DONAIDSON.W. 19
04 LIKHY.n 
03 KENT. R
06 SCHERE. K.
07 DONALDSON.S. IS
08 JOHNSTON. D 20
09 EVANS. K. 22
10 KENNY. J 17
11 MACDONALD H.16
12 BOURNE. K. 17
IS DONALD, H. 17
14 f KRAY. J. 15
15 MACGILL. N. 1»
16 MACGILL. N. 18
17 PUGH. A.
18 SLAULNWHinu* 19
19 MCTAVISH. L 9
20 THORPE. B. 18
21 MACTAVISM. L. IS
22 ROGERS K. 19
23 BOURNE. K. 20
24 ROGERS, K- IS
25 BOWMAN. C. 20
26 TURNER. S. 21
27 PUGH. A.
28 BOWMAN. C 19
29 DONAIDSON.W 6
30 DONALDSON. S. 17
31 MYERS. S.
IB BON NUL, A. 94 
EX BENSON. J.
IB BETTS. N.
2B BETTS. N. 72 
38 SCHOI TEN.C 68 
4B MAIM R. R. 49

H TRLNIIOIM.B. 6 
IB TRINHOLM.B. 31 
IE BENSON, J.
2B TRLNIIOI M. B 38 
3B MASTLRSON.P 36 
E ABF.KAII.J.
IB ABI.K All. J 
2B LAUGMI AND. A 38 
3B LAUGHI AND. A. 38 
4B MAIIFR. t. 35
IB GRONDIN. D 46
2B GRONDIN. D. 39
3B GRONDIN. D 46
II RASHID M 8 
IB RASHID M. 42
2B RASIIID M. 45
3B MITRA. I).
4B MITRA. D 
CE TOI I IVER.J. 32
IB TOIL IVER.J 43
2B T OI LIVER. J.
3B STOREY. R.
IB EJSE1 i. H.A. 21
2B KABADI.S.
3B KABADI.S.
E BIIADURY.J 43
IB BIIADURY.J. 47
2B BHADU 
IB DAVIES.
2B DAVIES. I.
3B DAVIES. I 41
IB I AUGHI AND A 39
IB ABLKAII.J 31
IB OTUn.YL.E. 26
L OTUTFYE. E. 43
IB SRINIVASAN.G 18
2B SRINIVASAN.G 36
IB riSElT. II. A 
2B NAIR. K.P.K. 56
3B NAIR.KPK. 48
IB DUPIESSIS.D 54
It COUORD.K. 38
2t IIOBART. H. 51
t CAMERON. H. 29
IB SMI III. A.
28 SHAKMA.B. 44
3B MIARM V B. 39
IB BOOTIIMAN. B. 34
2B BOOTIIMAN. B 31
3B BOOTIIMAN. B. 34
IB MAHER. R.
IB MITRA. D
IB OrVTEYLL 37
IB RAIIIM. A.
2B RAHIM. A.
3B RAHIM. A

SI.ABROOK/SAUNDIRX 310 2 PM 
2B SI.ABROOK/SAUNDERS 31 2 PM Eri
IB DYER. L.
2B DYER. !..
3B DYER. I.
4B I TVER. I.
SB DYER. I.

78 DVE.R.I
8B DYIR.L.

Willi TAKER.J 
El BURL M
IB RIDING. R

Cl ARK. D.
CASE NON. P 
MUI1JN.W

9 AM Mon 
9 AM Moo

Ap,
Apr BIO! .3132 

8101-3162

BIOL3602 
BIOL3670 
BIOL3702 
BK3I.3H0U 
BIUI4022 
BIOL4I62 
BIOL43S2 
BIOL4570

CHEJ002

CHEMI0I2 
CHLMI0I7 
CULM 11367 
CHEMI882 
CHEM2200 
CHLM2232 
CHLM2422 
CHEM2622 
CHLM2850 
CHEM3132 
CHEM3200 
CHEM3422 
CHEM4IIU 
CHEM4422 
CHLM45” 
CIIEM4632 
CLASI0I3

ECONI000 
LCON1000 
ECONIIlOO 
ECONI000 
ECONI000 
ECONIUOO 
ETON 1073 
ECONI073 
ECON2IU3 
LCON22U3 
ECON30I3 
ECON3023 
ECON34I2 
ECON3702 
ECON380I 
ECON364S

CASHION. P. 
CASHION. P. 21
RIDING. R. S

48 9 AM TTiw

9 AM Eri Apr 18 
73 7 PMTue Apr 29

SIVA.P./CROWE.D 35 7 PM Mon Apr 21
MACKINNON.B/CROWE D 28 7 PM TTtur 
BURSEY / FLEMING

Apr
Apr

ECON403S 
ECON4045 
EC ON5835

ENGlluOO 
ENGLI000 
ENGL 1000 
F.NGLI000 
ENGII000 
ENGL 1000 
LNGI.I00O 
ENGII000 
t'NGI 1010 
ENGVI0I2 
ENGLII03 
INCH 103 
ENGL 1103 
ENGIII03 
ENGI1104 
ENGIII04 
ENGI 1104 
ENGI 1146 
ENGI 1146 
ENGI 1146 
ENGLM63 
ENGI 1603 
ENGUOIO 
ENGI.2123 
ENGU203 
ENGI 2703 
ENGI 270.3 
ENGI 2900 
ENGI 2900 
ENGI 2903 
ENlil.3n«0 
ENGI 3260 
ENGI 3410 
ENGI 3540 
ENGI-3610 
L.NGL3640 
ENGI-3704 
ENGI 3814 
ENGI J973 
ENGI 3976 
ENGI 5022 
FNGI.5I3I 
ENGI 5154 
ENGI 5169

ENA T2124 
FNAT3000 
FNAT3002 
FNAT3II3

KENNEDY. H. 36
CASHION. M. 33
CASHION. M. 33
LATCHFORDS. 57 
LAMROCK.A. 47 
TAYLOR B. 47
TAYLOR R 58
TAYLOR R 44

MARTIN. M. 29
SULLIVAN.V. 18

LEBLANC, D 3
BREAU. M. 
SULLIVAN. V. IS
LEBLANC, D 5
PLUMMER G 12 
FTTTON.A. 
LAMROCK.A. 31 
FMWKINS. D 7

CLARKE. G. 13
THORNE. D 62

THORNE. D 42
NARRAWAY.J.J. 68 
BURGESS.
DOUGH.
TERVO. R. 
DORAISWAMI.R39 
STEVENSON. M. 49 
OI ANC. L. 21
COLPITIS. R 27
AL RIZZO. II. 23
MCGINN. J.

7 PM Frl Apr 25 
7 PMTue Apr 29 
7 PM Wed Apr 25 
9 AM Eri Apr 2$
7 PM Wed Apr 23 
7PMWM Apr 23 
9 AM Wrd Apr 23 
9 AM Wed Apr 23 
2 PMTue Apr 22 
2 PMTue Apr 22 
7 PM Man Apt 21 
9 AM Sat Apr 26 
9 AM Set Apt 26 
9 AM Set Apt 26 
2 PM Sat Apt 19 
2 PMTue Apr 29 
7 PRIS» Apr 26 
7 PM Eri Apr 25 
9 AM Eri Apr 25 
7 PM Wed Apr 23 
7 PM Set Apr 26 
2 PM Thur Apr 24 
2 PMTue Apr 29 
2 PM Tien Apr 24 
7 PM Ihur Apr 17 
7 PMTfcur Apr 17 
7 PM Eri Apr 18 
2PM Man Apr 21 
7 PM Thur Apr 17 
7 PM Eri Apr 25 
«AMT* Apr 29 
2 PM Mae Apr 28 
9 AM Eri Apr 25 
9 AM Eri Apr 25 
9 AM Eri Apr 21 
2 PM Set Apr 26 
9 AM Set Apr 19 
7 PM Set Apr 19

4B PAQUETTE. D 24 
MATT1ACQ.A. 25 
USTTRA./AUAINA

LEBLANC. D 13
LEBLANC D 12
SZLAVIK.V. 32

BROSTER/CHRZANOWSR1 63 
LANDVA.A. 3 2 PM Tbur Apr 24
BACHINSK1. D 322 2 PM Set Apr 19
BROSTELVCHRZANOWSKJ 14 9 AM WM Apr 23

SUSAK.N.
WILLIAMS. P IS 
WILLIAMS. P 3 
BACHINSK1. D S

KONISHI, H. 12
KONISHI. H. 3

GEREAU.S.
BUCKNER R 61 
PATTERSON, S. 37 
JOHNSTON. D 162 
HUCSON.C 43 
WILSON. R 39
TURNERS. 116 
THOMPSON, a IS 
ERJCSON. C 41

PATTERSON. S. 38 
BROWN. W.

MCTAVISH

MILNER M. 18

MACDONALD G. 82

7 PM Set Apr 26 
7 PM Set Apr 26 
10 9 AM Set Apr 26
7 PM Set Apr 19 
7 PM fri Apr 25 
7 PM Fri Apr 23 
9 AM Thu. Apr 24

9AMIIM Apr 23

PHFD305Z 
PH EX)3053

PHIL 1000

POTVIN.D 
SEXSMITH.J. 59 
TREMBLAY. M. 34 
BRISSON.T.

CUPPIFS. B. 75 
WILLIAMSON, G 56 
CUPPLES.B. 
WILLIAMSON. G. 39 
WILLIAMSON, G. 95 
CUPPLES.R 
1 ARMER R 82
LARMER. R 61
MACDONALD R. 21 
MACGILL. N. 9 
WILLIAMSON. G. II 
MACDONALD R. IS 
LARMER R. 
IWANICK1.J. 25

7 PM Fri Apr 25 
2 PM Fri Apr 18 
9 AM Mon Apr 28 
9AMVW Apr 25 
9 AM Set Apr 19 
7 PM Wed Apr 23

1194
1300

GEOLI0I2 

GEOL2I42

GF.OL3322

GEOL45I2

GRKI2I3 IB
GRKJ223 10

HIST 2015 IB
HIST220I IB

HIST.W0 7 |B
HIST3203 IB
HIST3301 E

HIST360I . IB 

HIST 3 7V 5 E

MATH 0863 IE
MATHI003 £
MATH 1003 IB
MATH1003 2B

THI003 3B

9 AM Wed Apr 23 
9 AM Thor Apr 24 
7 PM Fri Apr 25 
2 PM Man Apr 21 
7 PM Ihur Apr 24 
7 PM lue Apr 29 
9 AM Fri Apr 18 
2 PM Mon Apt 2» 
9 AM lue Apr 29 
9 AM Tue Apr 29 
9 AM lue Apr 29 
9 AM Tue Apr 29 
9 AM Toe Apr 29 
9 AM Tue Apr 29 
9 AM Tue Apr 29 
9 AM Tue Apr 29 
9 AM Tue Apr 29 
9 AM Tue Apr 29 
9 AM Tue Apr» 
9 AM Tue Apr 29 
9 AM Tue .Apr 29 
9 AM lue Apr 29 
9 AM Tue Apt 29 
9 AM lue Apr 29 
9 AM Tue Apr 29 
9 AM Tue Apr 29 
9 AM Toe Apr 2'1 
9 AM Tue Apt 29 
9 AM Tue Apt 29 
9 AM Tue Apr 21 
9 AM Toe Apr 29 
9 AM Toe Apr 29 
V AM Tue Apr 29 
9 AM lue Apt 29 
9 AM Tue Apr 29 
9 AM Tue Apr 29 
9 AM Tue Apr 29 
9 AM Tue Apr 29 
9 AM Tue Ape 29 
7 PM Ft. Apt 23 
9 AM Sh Apr 19 
9 AM Set Apr 19 
9 AM Set Apr 19 
9 AM Sri Apr 19 
9 AM Set Apr 19 
9 AM Mon Apr 28 
7 PM Wed Apr 23 
7 PM Wed Apr 23 
7 PM Wed Apr 23 
7 PM Wrd Apr 23 
7 PM Wed Apr 23 
7PM Man Apr 28 
7 PM Mon Apr 28 
7 PM Mon Apr 28 
7 PM Mon Apt 28 
7 PM Mom Apt 28 
9 AM Dnu Apt 17 
9 AM Hum Apt 17 
9 AM Hiui Apr 17 
7 PM Eri Apr 25 
7 PM En Apr 25 
7 PM hi Ape 25 
7 PM En Apr 25 
7 PM Eri Apr 25 
7 PM Eue Ap. 29 
7 PM lue Apr 29 
7 PM Lue Apr 29

9 AM Eri Apr 25 
7 PM Eri Apt Id 
7 PM Erl Apr 18 
7 PM In Apr 18 
2 PM W ed Apr 25 
2 PM Wed Apr 25 
2 PM Wrd Apr 25 
2 PM Due Apr 24 
7 PM Mon Apr 28 
7 PM Man Apt 28 
7 PM lue Apr 22 
7 PM lue Apr 22 
7 PM lue Apr 22 
2 PM Thur Apr 17 
2 PM Ihut Apr 17 
2 PM Duk Apr 17 
7 PM Mot, Apr 21 
7 PM Mon Apr 21 
7 PM Man Apr 21 
7 PM Diur Apr 17 
7 PM Sit Apr 26 
7 PM Sat Apr 26 
7 PM Sit Apr 26 
2 PM Sat Apr 19 
2 PM Set Apr 19 
2 PM Sm Apr 19 
2 PM lue Apt 29 
7 PM hi Apr 25 
9 AM Mon

Apr
PH1L1053
PIIIL2I03

PHIL2I0S
PHI12I06

50 9 AM Wed

22 2 PM Mon

236 7 PM Thur
194 9 AM Fri

ROSS.&/LEES.R. 24 2 PM Men
BENTON Jl/LEE. K.R 22 2 PM Thur
SHARP. A.
BENTON/LEE/LEES 47 
SHARP. A.

LEE/MACMILLAN 9 
VAN DER UNDE.

HAMZA. A. 8
BENTON. B. 12
BAI COM. B. 26
LEE/MACMILLAN 31

Apr
Apr87 2 PM Eri

7 PMTue Apr 
9 AM Set Apr 26 
2 PM Fri Apr 18 
2 I’M Mon Apr 28 
7 PM Wed Apr 23 
2 PM Thur Apr 17 
2 PM Mon Apr 21 
2 PM Sat Apr 19 
2 PM Sat Apr 19 
2 PM Set Apr 19 
2 PM Sat Apr

2£Pt ::
WHITTAKER R 77

CWYNARL. 72 
YOO.B/BANŒ.G. 7 
DIAMOND. T 58 
BENFEY.T.

AMOS. K.
AMOS. K.
AMOS. K.
AMOS. K. 
HILDEBRAND ELD. 79 
ÜISCHOFE, P 80 
BRXMNLRT. 62 
WAUGH. L 
THOMPSON. K. 74

BISCHOFF. R 69
MC AFFIX. R. 52
VAI SANGKARA 80 
MACQUARR1R K. 39

SCHR1VERA. 38 
VAISANGKAK. A. 14 
HILDEBRAND E.E. 26

Apr
Apr

Apr
Apr

:: Apr
Apr7 PM Set Apr 19 

9 AM Tee Apr 22 
2 RM Fri Apr 25 
9 AM Wed Apr 23 
2 PM Thur Apr 24 
2PM Mon Apr 28 
9 AM Tue Apr 22 
7 PM Fri Apr Id 
7PMWrd Apr23 
7 PMTue Apr 29 
7 PM Wed Apr 23 
9 AM Set Apr 19 
7 PM Fri Apr 25 
2 PM Fri Apr 18 
2 PM Fri Apr 18 
9 AM Thur Apr 24 
7 PM Set Apr 19 
9 AM Set Ape 26 
7 PM That Apr 24 
9 AM Men Apr 28 
9 AM Set Apr 26 
7 PM Thur Apr 17 
9 AM Mon Apr 21 
2 PM Man Apr 28 
2 PMTue Apr 22 
9 AM Fri Apr 2S 
7 PM Man Apr 21 
7 PM Sri Apr 19 
7 PM Fri Apr 18 
2 PM Fri Apr 
7 PM Set Apr 19 
7 PMTue Apr 29 
9 AM Man Apr 21 
2 PM TUe Apr 29 
2 PM Mon Apr 21 
2 PM Mon Apr 21

Î PIIIL30I4

PHIL3094

PHYSI040 
PHY5I045 
PHYS1050 
PEIYSI055

PHYSI9I8

PHY52032 
PH YS2052 
PHYS2057 
PH YS2072 
PHYS2077

POISI000 
PC >151000 
POI52200

PO1S3410 

POI53453

PS YC1000 
PSYCIOOO 
PSYC1000

PSYC2103
PSYC22U3

soaiooo
SOCI 11)00 
SOCIIOOO 
SOCI 1000 
SOCIIOOO 
SOCIIOOO 
SOCIIOOO 
SOCIIOOO 
SOCII503 
SOCI 1503 
SOCII503 
SOCI2303

SOCI3I03

SOC133H3

SOCH610
SOCI5U00

STAII2I3

STAT259J
STAT3083
STAT3V93
STAT3373

Apt
Apr

Apr
Apr

Apr24
2 PM Sat Apr I?
7 PM Mon Apr 21 
2 PM Fri Apr 25 
9 AM Thur Apr 17 
7 PM Mon Apr 21 
9 AM Mon Apr 21 
9 AM Fri Apr 18 
9 AM Wed Apr 23 
7 PM Sat Apt 19 
2 PM Set Apt 26 
7 PM Set Apt 19 
9 AM Mon Apt 28 
7 PM Mon Apr 28 
9 AM Tue Apr 22 
9 AM Wed Apt 23

2 PM Sat Apr 26 
2 PM Tue Apt 29 
7 PM Fri Apr 18

Apr
Apr

7 PM Fri Apr IB 
9 AM Fri Apr 18 
7 PM Fri Apr 18 
9 AM Fri Apr IB 
2 PM Thur Apr 17 
9 AM Fri Apr 23 
9 AM Mon Apr 28 
9 AM Mon Apr 21 
2 PM Fri Apr 18 
9 AM Sat Apt 26

LEES. R 89 9 AM Mon Apr 21
ZHAO. S- 80 2 PM Eri Apt 18
ZHAO/CHEN 3 2 PM hi Apr 18
VAN DER LINDE.J. $ 2 PMTue Apt 29
BA1.COM. R IS - PMTue Apr 29
BEDFORD.!)/WORK) ,,1 482PM Fri Apr 25
BIDFORDD/WORKMAN.T. 41 2 PM Eri Apr 25 
GRONDIN.C.R. 17 2 PMTue Apr29
WORKMAN. T. 26 9 AM Sat Apr 26
AI1EN.G. 13 7 PM WM Apr 23
ROGERS. K. 14 9 AM Ihur Apr 17
ROGERS. K. II 9 AM Thur Apr 24
BEDFORD, ft 33 7 PM Thur Apr 17
BEDFORD, ft 13 2 PM Tue Apr 22
ALIEN. G 17 7 PM Sat Apr 19
BEDFORD, ft 7 9 AM Sat Apr 26
WORKMAN. T. 13 7 PM Tue Apr 22
WORKMAN. T. II 
GUNN GRUCHY. C.
MCDONNHL.R/RELDS. 222 7 PM Tue Apr 22 
ROBINSON.G./CL ARK.D. 260 7 PM Tue Apr 22 
HARE/F1ELDS/MCDONNEI. 113 7 PMTue Apr 22 

127 9 AM Sat Apr 19
BENARROCH.S. 60 2 PM Sat Apr 26
l AM ROCK, A. 143 2 PM Set Apr 26
RENAUUC/CLARK.Di 44 2 PM hi Apr 18 

III 2 PM Moo April 
9 AM Thur Apr 17 

22 9 AM Moo Apr 28
34 9 AM Sat Apr 26

PM Fri Apr 25 
PM Sat Apr 19 

95 2 PM Tue Apr 22
168 2 PMTue Apr 29

7 PM Tbuf Apr 17 
86 7 PM Thur Apr 17
103 7 PM Wed Apr 23
43 9AMUM Apr 23
57 7 PM Set Apr 26
21 7 PM Sac Apr 19
42 9 AM Fri Apr 18
58 9 AM Moo Apr 28
29 9 AM Tut Apr 22

Apr

ARTSIOOO

ARTS I (h K) 
ARTSI000 
A RTS 1000 
ARTSIOOO 
ARTSIO0O 
AKTSI000

ARTSIOOO 
ARTSIOOO 
ARTSIOOO 

• ARTSIOOu

baH

BA24I3

: .BA2KM 
BA2504

t BA3423 
ï BJU424 
m BA3424

J177

ES.J.
RANAGAN.E. 18 
UN. K /KAN. K. 8 
WAUGH. L. 50

BENDRICM/LOWRY/CHAPL 73 7 PMTue Apr 22
MATFIIS. N. 36

CHAVUN. R 71

MURPHY. M 38 
COUTURIER. M 60 
THR1NG.R/BENDKJCH.G 17 9 AM

COUTU RJ1JL.M. 3 
VAN IIEININGEN. A.
ADAM/MATTAR 303

s Hi Apr

2 PM Thur Apr 17 
2 PM Set Apr 26 
2 PM Moo Apr 21 
7 PM Wrd Apr 23 
7 PM Fri Apr 25 
2 PM Thur Apr 24 
9 AM Wed Apr 23 
7 PM Fri Apr 25 
7 PM Men Apr 28 
7 PM Wed Apr 23 
9 AM Set Apr 26 
9 AM Fri Apr IS

9 AM Mon Apr 21 
51 9 AM Thur Apr 17

9 AM Fri Apr 18 
'.T. 58 2 PM Ihur Apr 24
’.T. 46 7 PM Ihur Apr 17

42 2 PMW.U Apr 23
7 PM Set Apr 19 
2 PM Mon Apt 28

14 2 PM Tue Apr 29
2 PM Ihur Apr 24 
23 9 AM Fri Apr 25
2 PM Mm Apr 21 

SEARS, M. 221 2 PM Wed Apr 23
SEARS. M 51 2 PM Wed Apr 23
KISSIMI/VIU.LMURE 297 2 PM Tue Apr 22
BOT rOMI EY/VILLEMURE 48 2 PM Mon Apr 21 
DECKEN.A.
MAGEE, ft 
MATTAR.S.
PFNNLR. P.
BREWER, ft/TONG. J. 19 7 PM Ihur Apr 17
VILLEMURE/BOTIOMLI.Y 17 2 PM Wed Apr 23 
SFTIADJI 31 9 AM Mon Apr 28
TONCy./TBA 7 7 PM rhu. Apr 17
CRUDDEN, C 17 9 AM Sa. Apt 26
DF5I.ONGCHAMPS. G. 25 2 PM Fri Apr 2$

12 2 PM lue Apr 29
Mill* M. 78 7 PM hi Apr 25
GEYSSEN.J 42 2 PM Fri Apt 25
KONISHI. H. II 2 PM Mon Apr 28
GEYSSEN.J. 30 7 PM Fn Apr 18
MURRAY. J. 29 7 PM Ihur Apr 17
RITCHIE. C. 62 2 PM Tue Apr 29
RITCHIE, C 49 2 PM lue Apr 29
NICKERSON. B. 20 9 AM Sa. Apr 26
POCHBC. P 112 7 PM Ihur Apr 24
MCANANY. ft 91 7 PM Thu. Apr 24
MCANANY, ft 89 7 PM Ihur Apr 24
RITCIIIL ft 102 7 PM Mon Apr 28
SWANSBURG. ft 57 2 PM Ihur Apr 24

70 2 PM Ihur Apr 24
87 2 PM Ihur Apr 24
154 2 PM Wed Apr 30
41 9AM Moo April 

2 PM Iri Apr 25 
9 AM Sat Apr 26

55 7 PM En
70 9 AM Wed
85 9 AM Tue
64 7 PM Sat
53 7 PM Sri Apr 19

67 9 AM lue Apr 29
68 9 AM Mon Apr 28
48 7 PM Set Apr 19
70 7 PM Sr. Apr

I AMOUREUX. M. 32 9 AM Wed Apr 23
IWDOURFK.J 27 2 I'M Ihur Apr 24
Ml Al IISIIR A. 36 7 PM lue Apr 29
MUIUN.I. IS 2 PM lue Apr 22
COOPER. R. 38 9 AM Mon Apr 21
POCHECP 36 7 PM Set Apr 26
HORTON. J. 40 7 PM Mon Apr 28
ITJJUWS. ft 21 7 PM Fri Apr 23

26 9 AM Fri Apr 25
23 2 PM Bit Apr 29
37 9 AM Fri

25 7 PM Wed
42 7 PM Thur
54 7 PM Thur Apr 17
67 7 PM Thur Apr 17
98 7 PM Ihur Apr 17
•2 7 PM Ihur Apr 17

■J

STEVENSON. M. 5 
DORAISWAMI. R. 11 
AUSTIN. ft(CO-ORD) 27 9 AM Thur 

R 22 9 AM Thur

W Apr

VTSWANATHAN. B 78 
MAT HIS. N. 83

ARCELUS. M. 59 
GEGENBERG.J. 41 
MONSON. B 
NI CHUIV N. 69 
CRAIGHEAD J. 15 
GEGENBERG.J. 63 
ARCELUS. M. 72 
SULLIVAN, ft 23

SUUEMAN.H. 72 
N1 CHUIV N. 10 
SUUEMAK H. 71

TINGIEY. ft 
TTNOLEY. ft

VTSWANATHAN. B. 54

RICHARDS, E 113 
RICHARDS. E. 49 
SULLIVAN. D 89

MCKFJl-AR. R 90

THOMPSON 
MCKE1LAR

BONHAM, ft

7 PM Sa Apr 26 
7 PM Set Apr 26 
7 PM Sat Apr 26 
7 PM Set Apr 26 
7 PM Set Apt 26 
7 PM Sat Apr 26 
9 AM Set Apr 26

2 PM Fri Apr 18 
2 PM Fri Apt 18 
2 PM Mon Apr 28 
2 PM Men Apr 28 
7 PM Set Apr 26 
2 PM Thur Apr 17 
9 AM Thur Apr 24 
9 AM Thur Apr 24 
7 PM Mon Apr 28 
7 PM Mon Apr 28 
7 PM Mon Apr 28 
2 PM Thur Apr 24 
2 PM Thur Apr 24 
9 AM Wed Apr 25 
7 PM Wed Apr 23 
2 PM Mon Apr 28 
9 AM Toe Apr :2 
9 AM Wed Apt 23 
9 AM hi Apr lb 
9 AM Set Apr 26 
2 PMTue Apr 29 
9 AM Moo Apr 28 
9 AM Wrd Apr 23 
9 AM Wed Apr 23 
9 AM Wed Apr 23 
2 PM Thur Apr 17 
7 PM The Apr 22 
2 PM Thur Apr 17 
9 AM Sat Apr 19 
9 AM Mon Apr 28 
9 AM Tue Apr 22 
2 PM Wed Apr 23 
9 AM Fri Apr 25 
2 PM Wed Apr 23 
9 AM Thur Apr 24 
2 PMTue Apr 29 
2 PM Thur Apr 17 
7 PM Wed Apr 23 
7 PM Men Apr 28 
7 PMTue Apr22 
7 PM Wrd Apr 23 
2 PM Tue Apr 29 
2 PM The Apr 29 
7 PM Wed Apr 23

Apr

Apr
Apr

ADAMS, M. 
COCKBURN, R 23 
ADAMS. M.

Apr
25 9 AM Thur Apr 17
25 9 AM Thur Apr 17

9AM Hue Apt
21 9 AM Thur Apr 17
20 9 AM Thur Apr 17

RiMMER.M 31 9 AM Thur Apr 17
MURRAY. M.(CO-ORD) 9 7 PM Mon Apr 21

(CO-ORD) 24 7 PM Men Apr 21
ITZ, C (CO-ORD) 35 9 AM Sm Apr 26

MUI IAIY.E. 37 9 AM Sm Apr 26
DHAIIIR S. 21 7 PM Sm Apr 26
SPACER R. 20 9 AM Sm Apr 26
PEACOCK. S. 16 7 PM hi Apr 18
WIIKJF, R. 27 7 PM Fri Apr 18
HARPIXR 19 7 PM Fri Apr 18
DHAIIIR S. 83 9 AM Moo Apr 21
STILES, ft 101 9 AM Mon Apr 21
DHAIIIR S. 113 9 AM Mon April
MARTIN. R. 21 7 PM Tue Apr 29
STILES, ft 17 7 PM Sm Apr 19
MURRAY.M.(CO-ORD) 6 7 PM hi Apr 16
STEELE. I. 21 2 PM Sm Apr 26
DOLRKSEN. ft 28 9 AM Set Apr 19
COLSON. T 24 9 AM Thur Apr 17
TRYPMONOPOULOS. ft 35 9 AM Thur Apr 17
DOLRKSEN.D. 32 7 PMTue Apr 29
BEI YEA. E. 29 7 PM Tee Apr 29
COCKBURN. R. 56 7 PM Fri Apr 23
CAN ITZ. C. 24 9 AM Wrd Apr 23
MAR I IN. R. 39 2 PM Mon Apr 28
RJMMEK.M. 22 2 PM Sm Apr 26
AUSTIN. IX 22 7 PM Mon Apr 21
PRIESTLEY-BROWN. S. 7 7 PM Thur Apr 17
MACKIN1 EY-tlAY. I- 29 9 AM Thur Apr 17
TRYPHONOPOUIOS, ft 31 9 AM Fri Apr 25
BAI I .J 19 2 PM Thur Apr 24
CAMERON. B. 50 9 AM Moo Apr 21
SPACER R. 13 2 PMTue Apr 29
MURRAY. M. 4 7 PM Mae Apr 21
KIMMER.M 8 7 PM Thur Apr 24
DOIRKSLN. D 8 7 PM Wed Apr 23
COCKBURN. R. II 2 PM Tue Apr 22
CIIUI.Y. 32 2 PM Bee Apr 29
SHORT. C. 32 9 AM Tim Apr 22
ROBAK.E- 32 7 PM Fri Apt Id
RICKARDS. J 17 9 AM Sm Apr 26
SHORT. C 24 2 PM Ihur Apr 24
MITCHELL ft I 2 PM Wed Apr 23

14 7 PM Wed Apr 23
II 2 PM Mon Apr 21

2 PM Thur Apr 17 
9 AM Mon April 

144 9 AM SM Apr 26
107 9 AM Sm Apr 19

9 AM Thur Apr 24 
98 9 AM Mon Apr 21

7 PM Wed Apr 23 
84 9 AM Ihc Apr 29

71 9 AM SM Apr 19
9 7 PM Wed Apr LI
16 7 PM SM Apr 19
22 7 PM Sm Apr 19

IER .J 13 7 PM Tue Apr 29
.’A. 20 2 PM Thur Apr 17

25 2 PM Thur Apr 17
18 2 PM Thur Apr 17
17 2 PM Thur Apr 17

.A. 27 2 PM Sm Apr 19
ft 21 7 PM Sm Apr 26

21 7 PM Sm Apr 26

IIU 7 PM lue
41 9 AM Sal
44 7 PM Ihur

Apr
Apr MATH 101J SB 

MATHIOIJ 68 
MAtlHOU 7B 
MATH 1063 IB

MATHI623 3B 
MATH 1823 4B 
MATHI833 IB 
MATH 1133 2B 
MATH20I3 IB 
MATH22I3 I» 
MATH2S03 IB 
MATH2S03 2B 
MATTI25I3 IB 
MATH25I3 2B 
MATH2SI3 30 
MATH2SS3 IB 
MATH3063 IB 
MATT 13073 IB 
MATHJI13 IB 
MATM3243 IB 
MATH.! S03 IB 
MATH3SI3 IB 
MATT15623 IB 
MATM4443 IB 
MATTI4903 IB

CE MURRAY. M
; 1823

1823 BOURQUE. W. 93 
POULIN. C.

FITZGERALD L. 33 
PRICEL/BYERS* 48 
OEVINRR

DODSWORTH.R24

WRIGHT? P.

STACEY. C.

KIEUSBERC.A. 10 2 PM lue
COLEMAN, ft 
ClIRZANOWSKI. A. 26 9 AM Fee
LANGLEY. R. 15
VANICEK. P 27
DERENYI. E. 15

VANICEK. P 24
COLEMAN, ft 6 
NICHOLS. S.

;

?
Apr
AprFEliOWS.D. 

MCANANY. ft

MCALI ISIIR, A. 64

NSON. L. 
MUILIN. U 
OBIMH. >. C 
L AMOUREUX. M 
LAMOURLUX. M 
POCIUC, P.

SABAT.J.

7 PM Ihur Apr 24 
7 PM Eri Apr 18 
2 PM Mon Apr 28 
2 PM Mon Apr 21 
9 AM Sa. Apr 26 
2 PM lue Apr 29 

17 7 PM Writ Apt 23
COLEMAN, ft 26 2 PM Tue Apr 29
LAUTARIE H. 28 7 PM Mon
VAN DEN HOONAARD.W 38 7 PM

7 PM Mon Apr 21 
7 PM Men Apr 21 
7 PM Mon Apr 21 

71 7 PM Mon Apr 21
7 PM Mon Apt 21 
7 PM Mon Apr 21 
9 AM Tue Apr 22 
9 AM Tue Apr 22 
9 AM lUe Apr 22 

RICHARDSON.J. 139 2 PM Thur Apr 24
POL ST LR, C 56 7 PM Mon Apr 28
MCLEOD-MACKNIGMT. W. 31 9 AM Mon April 
LONERCAN. S. 148
LAUTARD H. 60
RICHARDSON. J. II 
LAUTARD H. 32
IVERSON. N. II
NASON-CLARK. N 60 
NEIISON. L. 46
BOWMAN. C. 12
MCALLEN. S. 6
NE1LSON, L. 19
BRYANT. J. 13
PIQUER. M 25
BANERHJEE. P 76
SUI ILMAN. H. 55
F1NGLTY, M 49
TURNER. R. 41
KNIGiri.W. 24
BANERJEL. R 46
TINGIEY. M. 4
BISSON, a

SULLIVAN. R 41
NADKARNI.G. 42

BONHAM, ft 5$
VENART.J.

HOLLOWAY. G 76
SMITH. T.
HOI TOW AY. G 8 
HUSSEIN. E 17
FIGUEROA. F. 5
SULLIVAN. R 35

CAMERON. R 45
WASSON, ft 22
MACDONALD, H. 19 
MERRITT-GRAY. M. 25 
MERRJTT-GRAY. M. 14 7 PM Wrd
MORIN. C 22 2 PM Thur
WOOOSIOE. R. 17 2 PM Thur
WASSON. D. 14 2 PM Tue
DAVIDSON, R 14 9 AM The
WIGGINS, N. 14 2 PM Set
KINGSTON. J. 67 9 AM Thur
RUSH. K. 62 9 AM Toe
STORR.G 61 7 PM Fri
GIBSON. C 25 9 AM Thur
DUPUIS. M. 38 9 AM Ihur
POTVIN.D. 95 7 PM Tue
GLENN. J. 99 9 AM Set
FE1XA.T /WOOOS.R 101 9 AM Tue

114 2 PM Thur
9 AM Thur Apr

MEI 
Ml 2w UWZ3

J BJ0t03 
6*3703 
BA3703 

J 8JO704

BA.18I3

Mon Apr 21
MIIDEMA. B. 42 
WISNIEWSKI. L. 82 
MACDONELLA. 37 
BRYANT. J. 
BOWMAN. C. 37
MCAUJ-N, S. 60
roisrucc 37 
STAPLETON. A. 60 
ROISTER. C. 45

2 BA4624 
B |A
* BA
' AKXiBIl 
U BK>I Iul2 
» » 104 *017

;
a BUM 1017

: ME5833
ME58B8
MC59F.13

y
JOHNSON. L HORNSBY. R 14 

ZUNDEI, R 92 
JORDAN. G 
SAVIDGE.R 
BOURQURC 89

WIGHT MAN. R 8

JORDAN. G./ERDiLT. 
QUIR1NG ft 
BROWN. A.
URLANC. ft

GAUTHIER. J 
ALLA IN, A.

MATHACa 
PAQUE-rra 
GAUTHIER. J.

9 AM Fri Apr 25 
7 PM Set Apr 26 
7 PM Thur Apr 17 
9 AM Mon April 
9 AM Set Apr 26 
7 PM Fri Apr Id 
9 AM Wed Apr 23 
7 PM Wed Apr 23 
V AM The Apr 22 
7 PM Mon Apr 28 
2 PM lue Apr 29 
2 PM Ihur Apr 24 
2 PM hi Apr 18 
2 PM Wed Apr 23 
2 PM Wed Ap. 23 
7 PM Fri Apr 25 
9 AM Ihur Apr 17 
7 PM Mon Apt 21 
7 PM Wed Apr 23 
9 AM Thui Apr 24

IBNURSI022 
NVRSI022 
NU RSI 03 2 
NURSI032 
NURSI042 
NURSI042

NURS2052

Apr»
À7

SEPHTON. R 
DICKSON. V.

Apr
Apr53 2 PM Fri

53 2 PM hi
51 2 PM Fri

42 2 PM hi

52 2 PM hi

206 2 PM Sat Apr I
7 PM Wed Apt 23 
9 AM Dew Apr 17 

236 2 PM Mon Apr 28
131 9 AM Ihur Apr 24
102 9 AM Fur Apr 29

LYNCH.W./GORDON.K. 161 2 PM Fri Apr 18

Apr
Apr SFPHTON. R

MCCAW. R /KHAN. R. 63 7 PM Ihur

82 7 PM lue

29 2 PM lue
17 2 PM lue
18 9 AM hi

23 9 AM Mon

Apr
AprAl* »
Apr I 
r Apr: Si Apr

Apr
Apr
Apr

NtHAN.J. 
MCCAW. R 
MURRELL, ft 
MCCAW. R 
BRANDIR, J. 
DiCKSON.V 
MURRE1J. ft 
BRANDER.J.

Apt
AptApt

Apt

» BKM 1929

•gjEj
BIOL2482

PHEDI0II

PHED2052
PHED206I
PHED209I

IB Apt
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CLASSIFIEDSinnual

The Rules: Classifieds are a free service offered by The Brunsirkkan to the staff and students of UNB and STU. Content: 30 words or less each of which should be inoffensive on its own, or in conjucdon with others. Duratii of publication: One week. Disclosure: Classifieds are not 
confidential. If you are ashamed to submit your name with your classified, then it's not for us. Please don't use someone else's name. We will check. (Names are not necessarily printed, but we like to have them for our own rejrds. We’re anal that way.) When submitting a classified 
in person, bring your ID. Inclusion: Acceptance of a classified does not guarantee publication.There are many many places to lose things in this office. Especially if that thing is your sanity. And finally: The Brunswickan reservithe right to refuse to publish any classified. Offensive 
classifeds_have^asjnuch^chance_o£gemngjublished as we have of getting over through February without some tears._____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________tested the Beaver- 

bilities of all 
orate sponsors Tim 
Foods and Wendy’s 
eals for the teams, 
e day, an apres-ski 
t the Hilltop Pub, 
rere announced and 
iring dinner. Snow 
'en Unconventional 
arded a prize for 

team spirit, due 
valiant but rotten 
uper Slider Snow 
asked why he 

ly to his team’s last 
the slalom, Jody 
1 that he had “never 
i before.” 
iswick Association 
iving is a voluntary 
talion dedicated to 
;hts and promoting 
copie who have an 
i>ility. The annual 
;e is their main 
of the year.

For Sale Research Forum Provides Training for Student 
Writers - Fishing quotas, adolescent depression, 
midwifery and German literature will take center 
stage at the 1997 Arts Forum. The annual event 
highlights research activities in the faculty of arts 
at the University of New Brunswick in Fredericton, 
and it provides a training ground for student writers.
This year’s forum will be held Feb. 25 at 7:30pm 

in Carlcton Hall, Room 139, on the UNB campus. 
The public is invited to attend. Arts faculty 
professors Lianne McTavish, Chris Lorey, Melanie 
Wiber, and Heather Sean will showcase their

December 1996. Price 82,250 Negotiable. Phone To sublet May 1st - Aug. 31st. 3 bedroom apt. 
451-1199 and please leave a message.

UNB’s Amnesty International group is meeting at 
2:30pm on Friday 21, in room 218 of Carleton 
Hall. All are welcome.

Attention International Student$:The Intigtiona! 
Student Advisor/CIDA Coordinator’s fice is 
hosting an Information Session on Comping an 
Income Tax Return on Tuesday, Feb. 25d^97 at 
11:15am - 1:15pm in the Alumni N%orial 
Building Room 18. For more information!]The 
International Student Advisor/CIDA Coorptor s 
Office at 453-4860.

Great location. 5 min to downtown, 10 min. to
campus. 8525 option to take over lease. For more 

386SX Computer, monitor, dot matrix printer. 5 info, call 454-4495 & leave message.
Megs Runs Windows, Word Perfect for windows,
Quatro pro for windows, Sound card. Modem, Sublet with option to take over lease. 19 Forest 
speakers and accessories. $450 obo. Call 454-0400. Hill Rd. Large 2 bedroom apt. dishwasher, security

building, minutes from campus. Phone 455-3021.

Sofa bed 8200, couch 8150, IKEA-style chair 840, 
wooden cabinet 880,3/4 wooden antique bed 8150, 
2 wooden antique chairs S50/ea. All prices 
negotiable. Call 455-0750 (leave message).

UNB/STU Gay and Lesbian Alliance meets every 
Wednesday at 7pm in Room 19E1 of the Alumni
Memorial Building. GALA provides social and peer 
support for lesbigay university and pre-university 
students and university faculty. Next Meeting, 
Wednesday February 26: A show relating to gay 
youth will be shown. There will be no meeting 
over the March Break.

486 DX4/100 with 16M RAM, 14400 modem. 
2M video card, 1.1 gig hard drive, 2X CD-ROM. 
Asking 81050. Call 454-6020 and ask for Mike or 
e-mail u6ud(& unb.ca.

Yuppie Clearance Sale! Pro Kennex Silver Ace 90
tennis racquet, 4 5/8 grip $75, Dunlap MidProfile Going to Montreal for the Summer? Looking for 
Revelation tennis racquet, 4 5/8 grip, $75, Atomic a place to live? Room to Sublet with option to 
Arc skis, 203 cm with lyroha 380 bindings and carry Renew. Heat, Lights, Electricity, Furniture included, 
bag 8150. CaU Dave 454-4424 and leave message. Next to McGill $386 or best offer e-mail

vnettetg po-box.mcgiU.ca.

“ Homeward-spun Philosophy Lectures atNB" 
The Department of Philosophy announces i fifth 
almost-annual homecoming by philosophcwho 
studied the subject at UNB and ate paying stum 
visit to their intellectual roots: This tar’s 
“homeward-spun” philosopher is Dr. Danieltem 
who, after receiving his BA from St. Tinas 
University in 1983 graduated from UNB v« an 
MA in Philosophy before going on to Mclfcter 
for his doctorate. He has taught at a nurnlr of 
Canadian universities, and this year is at UB'j 
Saint John Campus. His first book. Nktzs* as 
Cultural Physician 
State Press. During his visit. Dr. Ahren willve 
two public lectures to which all are invited: Flay, 
Feb. 21st at 2:30pm in Tilley Hall. Rooi28 
Nietzche » Critique of Socrates (Coffee served wn 
2pm). All are invited to the free lecture.

research during 15-minute presentations. Each 
presentation will be followed by a brief question1987 Chev Celebrity. Great shape. Needs a little 

work. 81000. Men's size 9 cowboy boots. Great 
shape. 840. CCM Supra hockey pants. Men's small, 
black. 840. Two men’s leather jackets. One black, 
one brown. Great shape. 8250 each. Call Rob at 
454-6518.

Are you dealing with body image concerns? Wright 
and eating issues? If you are interested in talking 
to others who share the same concerns, there is a 
new self-help group on campus. The group meets 
on Monday evenings at 7pm in the lower level of 
the Alumni Memorial Bldg., Rm. 17. For more 
information, e-mail y9fp(5 unb.ca or call Kristel at 
453-4966. This is a place of support, where 
confidentiality is assured, and informal interaction 
takes place.

Microwave oven for sale! in very good shape. 
TUrntablc. 860 obo. If interested call 455-0480.

period.
Cheap and beautiful room for rent in Tamarack 
Park. Male or female, shared house facilities, cable. 

Old snowboard for sale. Cheap! 50 bucks. Goofy. washer & dryer, parking, non-smoker. 8250/month.
Salalom. CaU Becky at 455-9373.

In a talk titled Food for Thought: Who Owns 
the Right to Produce Our Food?, Dr. Wiber will 
look at the legal and social issues arising from 
quotas in such fields as the dairy industry and the 
fisheries. Dr. Sears wiU give a presentation titled 
Depressive Symptoms in Adolescents. Focusing on 
the history of German literature. Dr. Lorey will 
give a lecture titled From Silence to Voices to 
Screams: The Lesbian Disturbance in German 
Literary Canon. Dr. McTavish will present a talk 
titled Picturing Midwifery in 17th century France.

Along with informing the pubUc about am- 
oriented research, the forum also provides an 
opportunity for UNB student writers to hone their 
skills by composing articles describing the 
presentations. The articles are then edited and 
submitted to the media for publication.

For more information, contact forum organizer 
Mary Rimmer in UNB’s English department at 
453-4676.

CaU 455-9791 or (506)758-2359 or e-mail w3ÿ.

Futon frame only. L-shaped asking 8100. Ski boots 
Nordica, the old red and white ones, size 6.5 
ladies, wiU take best offer. CaU 457-3959 or e-tnaU 
h4dx(g unb.ca.

Sabien 18" HH Chinese cymbal distinctive. Asking Room in basement apt. immediately. Close to 
8125. Phone 454-9150. Ask for Jozyea. downtown and also on bus route. Semi-furnished, 

clean and private entrance. Includes everything, heat. 
Rossignol skis 185cm with bindings great for lights, power,cable and free laundry. Male or female,
beginner or intermediate skier. $70. CaU John at Can't be beat at only $200. Phone 472-0110. 
472-0656.

published in 1995 hymn

Magna for Canada Scholarship Award - Value $5,000 
to each Regional Winner (10) and an additional 
$5.000 to the National Winner (1). National Winner 
wiU also be offered a paid, one year internship with 
the CEO of Magna International Inc. and the 
Regional Winners wiU be offered paid summer 
internships within the company. $10,000 wiU be 
granted to the college or university of the National 
Winner. How to Participate: 1) Submit a maximum 
2,500 work proposal typewritten on 8 1/2" x 11" 
paper, in either official language, responding to the 
quesdon:Mlfyou were the Prime Minister of Canada, 
what would you do to improve the living standard 
and unite the country?" 2) On a 
1/2" x 11" paper, please 
Full name, permanent address and telephone 
number, b) College or university, area and year of 
study c) Extra-curricular activities. 3) An official 
transcript of your feU 
a finalist, you wiU be required to submit complete 
transcripts. 4) Please 
this scholarship program. Submission: Send your 
submission to the following address, postmarked 
no later than June 15, 1997: Magna For Canada 
Scholarship Fund, 337 Magna Drive, Aurora, ON, 
L4G7A9.

Dresser 830, table + 3 chairs 830, bed (like new) 
8150. Phone 455-9638. 2 bedroom apt. with bath, kitchen, & living room. 

Extra Empire Strikes Back tickets for sale. Friday's 9 Forest Hill Rd. Available from May - July in a 
show at 6:45pm. 88 each. Call Peter 450-6926.Pair Specialized Ground Control shoes, still in the 

box, size 45 (11) 850. Pair aluminium barends 825 
these are the top of the line Specialized units-Tiega 
seatpost 27.2 x 450mm 815, LX Cantilever brakes 
front 8c rear with Dia Compe grey matter pad $20 
each. Call 459-5910 ask for Randy.

security building. Wishers 8c dryers in basement. 
5650/month (utilities not included). For more info 
or to view call 455-7869 anytime after Sunday 
7pm through Thursday 1:30pm. Possibly anytime.

Check out the BBQ Report, the webpage dadied 
to New Brunswick Independent bands! htaf/ 
members, tripod.com/ - c teed/inde x. html.Wanted

>n will afford an 
>inted interrogation 
he existence of God 
i religious questions

Anyone interested in Anthropology T-shirts n- 
up with Diane at Anthropology Office, AnnnC. 
Price $16. Deadline is Feb. 28th.

Reward Offered: Seeking information on a hit and Reduced! Income prop., 2 min. walk to universities, 
run in front ofKeirstead Hall that happened Friday Seven bedrooms. 2 1/2 baths. Ig. living, dining,
between 10am - 4pm. Someone hit my black 4- kitchen, laundry rm., tec. rm; brick paved drive 8c

3 drawers 825. small desk 85.TV stand $5, Video door Pontiac Sunfire. Call 357-2566 or e-mail walkway, lg. storage shed plus many features too
cassette case 84, colon computer with 5 1/4 and 3 k57w(S unb.ca ask for Joel 
1/2 Floppy drives, 20 Meg Hard Drive, monitor,
WP 5.1 and games for 8150; Phone 457-0975.

For Sale: dresser with six drawers $30, dresser with

French Historian to speak at UNB - French histofi 
James Pritchard will speak at the University of Nr 
Brunswick in Fredericton onlbesday Feb. 25th. e 
event will take place at 8pm in Tilley Hall, Roe 
5, on campus. Admission is free.

Dr. Pritchard of Queen’s University will look 
the French attempt to recapture Acadia ■ 
Louisbourg through the naval fiasco known as 
d’Emilie expedition. In his lecture titled Ansae 
of o Naval Disaster The 1746 French 
North America, he will discuss 
surrounding the expedition am

NB Artist to give eighth Milham Lecture on Books 
that are Objects of Art - NB artist Michiel 
Oudemans hopes he will be able to help people 
see books in a new way when he gives the eighth 
Milham Lecture at UNB in Fredericton on 
Wednesday. Feb. 26.
Artists, sculptors, craftpeople. foresters, and anyone 

who enjoys books will find of interest the artist’s 
explorations on the form and structure of books, 
which raise questions about what constitutes a 
book. Titled The Book as Creative Medium. the talk 
wiU begin at 7:30pm in the Stewart Room on the 
fifth floor of the Harriet Irving Library. Everyone 
is invited to explore the structure of books as art 
forms with Mr. Oudemans and to attend the 
reception which follows.

numerous to list. Price reduced for quick sale. CaU 
454-4010 for appt. to view.

piece of 8 
in this order: a)

being has faith in 
of the Yahoo type, 

O beyond the belief 
lush in the morning! 
telligent person, his 
reason will result in 
cceptance of God’s

Rooms
RidesZenith 19" color TV. Stereo stand bought new in 

October 1996. Mint condition,
8250. Also ladies figure skates, size 7. Barely used, 
like new. 820. Phone 455-3001 ask for Lisa or leave 
a message.

Apt. to sublet from April 30th with option to take
over lease. 3 Bedrooms, 10 minute walk to the Help! 1 need a drive to Halifax on Feb. 27 or 28. 
university. 8885/month. Heat, lights and laundry Will share gas expenses. Please call Kim g 455- 
included. Great neighbourhood. Call Joanna at 455- 0991.
4661 or e-mail gmxndg stthomasu.ca.

grades. If selected as

how you learned about

For sale 1985 tempo. It is in rough shape. It can be 
fixed or used for parts. Motor was replaced in 
September. 8375 OBO. A few new parts. At is, 
where is. Battery not included. Battery can be 
purchased separately for 870. It is bsknd spanken 
new. Phone 455-1489 or e-mail o2a5(g unb.ca.

Hey! Are you going to Ottawa? Leaving on March 
TO SUBLET: Room in «pmment on Grelum Ave. 27th rod returning M.rch 31 it! Cm I com,! 
Security building, puking. 2 minute walk to Willing to .hue expeniM. Pleuc call Trevor u 
campus.Very reasonable rent. Roommates to share 738-8629.
utilities. Option to lease after September. Phone 
455-4312 or e-mail g28x@unb.ee.

ught to be a subject 
tan condemnation.

Dr. Pritchardk book Anatomy of o Naval 
won the 1996 Keith Matthews Prize for Best Bo 
in Canadian Nautical History and the J. LehnW 
Book Prize awarded by the North American Sodr 
for Oceanic History

The lecture is sponsored by UNB’s military ai 
strategic studies program. For mote 
contact Marc Milner in UNB’s history 
at 453-4621.

Scholarship - Canadian Students with Disabilities 
National Access Awareness Week - Student Awards 
Program Field: Unrestricted - Undergraduate, 
Graduate and Diploma Programs. Value: Max. $3,500 
annually for full-time scholarship. Apply: Canadian 
Awards Program, International and Canadian 
Programs Division, Association of Universities and 
Colleges of Canada, 600-350 Albert St. Ottawa, 
ON KIR 1B1.TM: (613)563-1236 Fax: (613) 563- 
9745. Application Deadline: March 15.1997.

Looking for daily ride to Sheffield, on ThmsCanada 
hwy, close to the Oromocto Bridge (25 km from 

Single ftimlshed rooms, only a minute walk to F’ton). Willing to share expenses. Leaving F'ton 8-
campus. facilities shared with other male students. 8:30 AM .Please, call 455-0480.
Rent negotiable for the rest of this semester aU 
inclusive. Damage deposit required. No lease! CaU 
455-0263, leave message.

Personalsttpus Editor again (I 
g to say). I just wanted 

everyone who came up 
if they liked last weeks 
lot of fun doing this 
d it makes me happy 
ing it. However, I also 
tis iveek’s column is 
i more serious nature 
l can say about that is 
> me to show the full 

60’s and 70's thought 
you continue to enjoy 
ou have any suggestion 
eel free to e-mail me, 
buns@UNB.CA.

New computer memory 8 Meg EDO RAM $50, 
16 Meg EDO RAM 8100. Pentium 100 computer 
16 Meg EDO RAM. 1.7 GIG Hard Drive, 1.44 
Floppy Drive, 8x CD ROM, 16 bit sound card, 
speakers, mouse, mouse pad and holder, 33.6 kb/s 
Fax/% >dem, 14" SVGA color Monitor, the whole 
system for 81499. e-mail w6rx@unb.ca.

XT, Jennie.
No wrinkles, no sagging 
No hair in your ears.

XPartd University Servie* of Canada (WUSQwf It's hard to believe 
be holding a meeting on Friday Feb. 21st at 2:30pt You’ve been around 35 years,
in the International Studenu Office, Alunu Anonymous 
Memorial Building.

Looking for a ride on Wednesday, Feb. 26 to 
Montreal. I will share the gas expenses. CaU 458- 
5519.

I

Reduced rent for Feb. 10 min. walk to campus. 
Free laundry, basic cable, free utilities. Stored 
accommodations in house on Mitchell St. Call 
André at 454-1073.

Need a ride to O. MacDonald's Farm, Feb. 28th to 
visit my beloved goat Billie. Call Pater at 453- 
4983.

Snowboards: Kemper kevlar comp 170cm, 
Apocalypse "green monkey" 145cm, Burton 1.5 
PJ carving, Burton M6 carving 160cm. Macintosh 
LC II 8c Style Writer laser printer phone modem. 
1988 Dodge Dakota 125.000km, 2wd, $3590 obo. 
One piece K-way lined ski suit. Fieri soma road 
bike 19" profile bars. etc. Easton alum carbon stick, 
used once. Phone 474-0707 or 455-7390.

“Wre HOT for a CURE". Come and be the Judge 
at the First Annual Chili Cook-off in support of the 
Canadian Diabetes Association. Fredericton's Tbp 
Chefs will be sampling their Best-ever CHILI at 
the Boyce Fanner’s Market on Saturday Match 15, 
1997 from 5-8pm. Admission $5 (6 and 
Door Mses - 
Mazucca's or by calling Nancy Jones at 455-2390.

Thanks to the Chicah’s 
for the birthday party. 
MicheUe - get the Chicah

Arts Grads - Grad pictures are being taken agsl 
in T222.The photographer will only be here on 
day Friday, Feb. 28. The sitting fee b $15 an Dance ready for the 
includes your picture on the Arts faculty 
Best price in
walk in. For info caU Jeanette at 455-5389 or e PS Heather - girls’ bathrooms 

at h8cK@unb.ce.

Be still your beating heart! One bedroom in a 2 fm looking for a drive to Montreal for the March
bedroom apt. 10 min. walk to Campus. 8300/heat Break. If you Ye heeding that way 8c want someone to
inch Pado/deck, fireplace, washer 8c dryer and a help cut the cost, pleaae call me. Andri at 454-0772.
big living room. CaU Jamie at 455-7900. Available 
immediately.

visiting Chichah!
Sign up in the deant office o Love Lilly

free).
Tickets available at

I am looking for someone who b going to Nova 
Scotia, in the general direction of Halifax. I would 

Roommate wanted to share a two bedroom apt.. like to be dropped off in Oxford, NS. Would like 
close to campus and downtown. Partly furnished to leave Feb. 28 around about 5:30 pm. Please pbo^f 
end only 8200/month. Hot water and heat is 472-5689, ask for Patty 
included. Available may 1st - Aug. For more 
information caU 455-0027.

have ‘girl’ signs on them...
Snowboard - Option/Never 157 Freeride series. 
Used only 12 days. Mint condition with Burton 
Freestyle XS bindings included. Asking $450. Call 
Sean at 454-7100.

The University of New Brunswick and Umea 
University in Sweden have entered 
Agreement: Pay your feet to UNB and 
University in Sweden for one academic year) The 
exchange b open to UNB 
3rd year of study depending on the availability of 
courses in English at Umea University. Further 
information b

1 Mother Earth - “You can lean on me if youUNB Arts Centre Dlusioa of Brerier: An 
by Artzooe, the UNB Art Club, Showcase ’97| protect me." 
Featuring UNB and STU students.
Reception Thursdey Feb. 27th at 4pm. Exhibit 
from Feb. 27 - Mar. 30. Free admission.

Opening Wanted to say thanks for watching my head and
hit* nunPSA’s water. You left before the end so there wasin their 2nd or

ixcmper 153" freestyle snowboard includes bindings 
8c leg rope. Used only 1 season. A real steal at 
8300. CaU Mark at 457-2315.

chance for introductions or a thanks.
Ideal locations for intersession and summer session.

There wiU be a meeting of the Undergraduate 
Anthropological Society on Moo. Feb. 17.1997 si 
4:30pm in Room 103 of the SUB building. Anyone, 
interested please attend. Agenda: T-shirts, and 
upcoming activities.

2 bedroom 575+ on Windsor. 1 bedroom 425+ on Children of Divorce. Did your parents separate 
University Ave. Negotiable leases. 450-7368.

My Marathon Man (Chris Home):
Happy 20th Birthday Sexy! Aren't you glad you're 
not jailbait anymore?!
Hubba Hubba!
Loua Dawn Parke XO
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in the International Student 
Advisor’s Office. Room 18, Alumni Memorial 
Building Phone: 453-4860 Application Deadline: Feb 
28th. 1997.

or get divorced during your childhood? We need 
five or six young people over the age of eighteen 

Share furnished downtown bungalow. 5 min. to who would be willing to appear on a Fundy Cable 
Superstore. Parking, all utilities $32S/month. Non- television broadcast to share their experiences as

children of divorce and separation. We are 
particularly interested in bsues dealing with access 
to the non-custodial

1984Volkswagen Jena Diesel. Features and benefits: 
Safety inspected, very efficient - over 50 MPG 
Highway, body b in very good condition, Color: 
Blue, Sunroof, New AM/FM Cassette Stereo with 
anti theft feature. New winter tires Installed in

smoker. Call Elaine at 457-1054. The University of New Brunswick and the 
University College of Swansea has 
Exchange Agreement: Pay your fees to UNB and 
attend the University College of Swansea for one 
year! The exchange b open to UNB students in 
their 2nd and 3rd year of study 
is available in the International Student Advisor's 
Office, Room 18, Alumni Memorial Building 
Phone: 453-4860 Application Deadline: Feb. 28th,

Jennie,
Valentines Day has arrived again,
1 believe number seven is the tally. 
It's peak after peak with you, Jennie, 
There's very seldom a valley.

Are you interested in learning 
Reform party, becoming a member or helpingand how that may 

have impacted upon you as a child. Confidentiality 
assured. If requested, individuals may appear 
behind a screen to conceal theft identity. Contact 
Melynda Jarratt at 455-3568. (Leave a message 
during the day).

in the next election? For more information
Laurie at 450-7841.

information
St. John Ambulance Courses for March - 
March 4th 8:30-4:30 cost $20; 
with CPR March 7-8 6:30-10:30/8:30-4:30 flj I'm searching for any Irish Descendants of mine. 
March 17-18 8:30-4:30 cost $60; CPR-A (Adult > I Va heard that there will be some in the cafeteria 
March 9 from 1-5pm 8c March 19 from 8:30-12:30 on March 13. Anybody know anything more?

$20; Standard First Aid March 10-11 8:30- 
4:30 cost 845; CPR-D (Infant Be Child); CPR-C 
(Adult. Infant 8c Child) March 14-15 WO-IO^O/1 

8:30-4:30 cost $35; Fim Aid on the Farm Marcti 
16 from 9-4 cost $15 or $25/&mily; Emergency 
First Aid March 24-25 from 6:30-10:30 cost $30. will return.

I Always. I.

433 Charlotte Street 
Haircut

Fim

1997.

$5.75
Thanks for the memories. A,J, and I's top 10 cross- 
atlantic tour was a BIG hit.Thanks for an amazing 
weekend girls. Hopefully someday us honeybees

Monday to Saturday 
10:00a.m. to 4:00p.m.

458-2907 "BEJIÆÏF, TYPING SERVICE 
LASER PRINTER 

Laura Anderson 
201 MacDonald Avenue 
472-3286 • 472-6309

1
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Apr 24 ri Editlnig and Writing 

Services
j

Essays Typed Miami Tanning iApr 22 
Apr 19 
Apr 26 
Apr 22 

Apr 28

RBNTWORKS j

■W

Copy editing, 
structura! and 

styllslllc editing, 
proofreading, etc. 
Research papers, 
project assistance, 
graduate student 

theses, etc.

MONDAY MARCH 10,1907
Information, pltut cellIIIIVl ISSU—Iwl l| ps^^HUw SSUII

rrv at our Saint John Outlet

• Fast Friendly Service 
* Free Delivery 

* Tutoring Services 

$1.50 per Page 
Phone Doug at: 

459-0715
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44 2 PM Hi
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Looking for someone 
to sublet your 

apartment? We have 
people waiting to rent.

For more 
Penny or Shi

J
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DIOXK■PURR

7EXTERX
Ph 451-9813 Foxffl-9317 jcall 450-RENT I

’“ s
Tel: 458-9771 - 97York St i

Expira» Fob 28
E-mail: cadam@nbnetnb.ca 
http://www.discribe.ca/adam/

KingfisFO IA/I er BooksLooting for a Job?
Let the Canadian Employment Network help you find 
your ideal job. We are linked to more than 5,000 
employers in New Brunswick and across Canada. CaU 
(506) 455-JOBS (5627) for more information.

Mid-Winter Pick-Me-Up Wl ere Inquiring minds meet

Ore it books, great atmosphere, 
• and fast order service!
101 k student discount on books

Apr 22 
Apr 29 
Apr 22 
Apr 22 
Apr 24

$1Apr 21 
Apr 26 17$ 358 Queen St. 

458-5531 
klngfish@nbnet.nb.ca 

ittp.7/www.brunswickmicro.nb.ca/ 
~kingflsh/klngfish .htm

Apr 23 
Apr 291

Apr 21 
Apr 2.
Apr 21
Apr j.

Apr 22 
Apr 22 
Apr 22 
Apr 24 
Apr 28^ ^

Apr 23 
Apr 26 
Apr 17 
Apr 28 

Apr 26 
Apr 18

DRAFT J Mon-Wed: 9-6 
thu-Fri: 9-9 
Sat: 9-5 

Sun: 1-5

The Canadian 
Employment Networkmum

KEITH'S
BLUE

r.W.31 9 AM

SOFT CONTACT LENSES7 VBUD y
f D. ^j, 1 Year Supply

$149 $169SATURDAY'S
4PM - MIDNITE
Feb 22nd, March 1st & 8th)

Colored 
$215 Disposables

9 AM Wed Apr 23

VAMTu* sSn
2 PM lue ApT29

2 PM Hi ApTl#

2 PM Wed Apr 23 
2 PM Wed Ap, 23 
7 PM Hi Apr 23 
9 AM lhur Apr 17

7 PM Wed Apr 23

(Valid With Student I.D.)
REGENT OPTICAL LTD.

162 Regent Street
Stefan Bohnsack - Certified Contact Lens Practitioner

A

366 Queen St. 458-8360
30% off all hemp products for student*

rSOME
X RESTRICTIONS 

- APPLY 454-064215c WINGS 4PM ■ 10PM EXPIRES j 
APRIL 1 -Z

I,;4 ?
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EDITOR'S NOTE

yl'ij-d n v_i i! ; ( h. !.. 1. - <1 X
I ■ ■ V 1 A l1 • 1* Contents

•Sex Myths 
•Whada’ya Know!
•TV Sex
•Sex Education in School 
•Interview With Sex Therapist 
•Sexual Harrassment 
•S.W.A.T.
•Yes to Good Sex
•It Takes Two: The Condom and the Pill 
•Testing 1.2,3
•A Feminist in the 90*s Looks at Free Love 
•Men Hunt Down the Beauty Myth 
•Sexual Orientation and Academia 
•Wardrobes of the Sexes 
•The Sunday Night Sex Show 
•Sex Therapist fcon’tJ
• Porno’s: The Good, the Bad and the Ugly 
•Psychology 2343: Let’s talk about sex 
•-Love is Heir Cartoon
•The “Dull” Life of a Lesbian 
•These Are a Few of My Favorite Things 
•Bisexuality: Fence Sitting or Real Feelings 
•Decoration, Mutilation and Reclamation 
•Interview With a Prostitute
• Taking the Picture 
•Purity Test

Page 3: Well, here it is.THE SEX FEATURE! What a 
task this has been. I don't mind admitting that 
being the editor of a project like this has been 
one of the most difficult jobs I have ever done. 
When we first discussed the possibility of doing 
a sex feature, I, being a new and fairly naive 
editor, thought that it sounded like a lot of fim. 
While I won’t deny that there was some fim 
involved in the project, it was definitly not all 
about fim. Sex is a very controversial topic. People 
have many different opinions about sex and it is 
a topic that most people feel really strong about. 
This can cause some pretty major problems when 
deciding on content. Some people feel that sex 
is something that should be discussed only in 
the privacy of one’s bedroom while others have 
the opinion that it is a topic to be openly and 
freely discussed.The idea that some of the more 
sensitive readers of The Brunswickan might object 
to a sex feature happening at all was brought 
up. There was also discussion about the feet that 
some readers might expect us to push the line 
and be a little racier with the feature. So, it was 
my job to take all of this into consideration and 
decide exactly what I wanted to include. Tins is 
when the project became considerably more 
difficult than I ever could have imagined that it 
would. I found myself between a rock and a 
hard place. From some people I heard that die 
chosen topics and photo ideas were too 
controversial while others expressed concern that 
the topics were just fluff. Putting my personal 
opinion aside I had to decide which way to go 
with this. What you see here is the end result of 
all the careful delibertions. After many discussions 
among the members of the Editorial Board these 
are the topics that we felt would best serve the 
students of UNB in being informative, 
educational and entertaining. It was my intention 
to put together a feature that would leave people 
thinking about sex and exactly what it means 
now. It has long been a very controversial topic 
yet it is something that a large majority of the 
population is doing. I did not intend to favour 
any one point of view. My hope is that this is a 
broad range of articles on the topic of sex. I 
trust that each person will read the feature and 
get from it whatever it is that they need. Please 
enjoy!

Page 4:

Pages:
Page6:

Page 7:

PageS:

Page9:

Page Ilk

Page 11:

Page 12:

Page 13:

Page 14:

Page 15: 
Page 16:

The following people have made the Sex Feature possible:
Andrew Johnson-Model 
Nadine Donovan-Model 
Tim Matheson-Model 
Catherine Atkinson-Model 
Vanessa Sutherland-Model 
Scott MacDonald-Model 
Rebecca Emlaw-Model

Jenn Brown-Features Editor 
Drew Gilbert-Photographer 
Pat Fitzpatrick-Photographer 
Judson Delong -Photographer 
Dennis German-Creative Consultant, Model, Writer 
Trina Kilpatrick-Write^ Model 
Jethelo Cabilete-Writer, Model 
Mary Rogal-Black-Editor In Chief 
Aaron MacEachem-Writer 
Elise Craft-Writer 
Tristis Bhaird-Writer 
Jim Budrow-Writer 
John Valk-Writer 
Charles Teed-Writer 
Cynthia Kirkby-writer 
Jessica Audley-Writer 
Catherine Ahem-Writer 
Michael Edwards-Writer

. t Iv -, t W.ri • •

A special thanks goes out to the Sexual Health Centre and the team 
from SWAT for the articles they wrote for us.

The photographs in this issue do not necessarily portray the sexualityof 
the models. All models are over the age of 18. Model releases on file.The 
Sex Feature is a publication of The Brunswickan. However^ its portrayal 
of sex and sexuality does not necessarily reflect the opinions of individual 
members of the staff or Editorial Board or Brunswickan Publishing Inc 
In fact, not all members of the staff and Editorial Board agree that The 
Brunswickan should be in the business of sex education.

Cover Photo By Drew Gilbert. 
Suit courtesy of Peter Roberts.
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IVM '7 V X 5 ‘ Sex Myths
Trina Kjlhatrjck

You can determine the 
by your sexual position

Nope, that is in the hands of your

sex of your own baby! Size Matters

Sex in TV's 
top shows

h*™ i,-, how^uA^;i'”“|K" ***you 6,h-
The Brunsmckan and e6K i worm, especially since

« s the stimulation at the bottom of the vagina 
by the hâî£ of the penis that brings 
pleasure.

If a boy masturbates he will:
- go blind
- break out in pimples
- grow hair on the palm of his hands
- become sterile
- lose his penis
- go insane

—masturbation is not only healthy, but an 
important part of learning about sex. This goes 
for women as well.

Women don t need to experience orgasm.
~ OH YES THEY DO. Disregarding the fact 

that only men need to ejaculate for conception 
to occur, women need orgasm just as much as 
men do

a woman

Urine can come out of the penis during sex 
— This is physiologically impossible

Men need sex more than women, and women
who lUte sex are sluts I Let's face it... the media bombards us with
DrocreaIery°ne ha- $eXUal,needs and aside ^ $ex ev«y day. From the radio blasting hits 
procreation, enjoymg ,t what it is all about with sexual messages (“Doin' It” and

Ltr r - 5=-'—
«os“d °f,« „

I everywhere. Television is no exception.The
v_ „ ., I $hows listed below are just a few of the

• Y CaT,!!e fsomeone has m STD, the HIV examples of sex on television, 
virus, or AIDS just by looking at them.
-°fCOUrSe "°V Pe°P,e who has an STD', I Seinfeld - TV's most popular sitcome is 

HIV virus and AIDS may look healthy.The filled with blatantely sexual situation 
,„UJ. | Entire „,,„d„ t„.,,^ “ Id ^

famous masturbation episode, for example) 
are frequent. Each of the main characters 
is single and promiscuous, which is not a 
very enlgightened way of portraying people 
in an world plagued by AIDS and other 
STD’s.

Charles Teed

The Brunswickan
In order to please her partner, a woman should 

pretend to have an orgasm simultaneously with 
his to make him believe he is a good lover 

Not only does this mean that a woman 
doesn't get to orgasm for real, it often leads to 
very bad sexual relationsChildren aren’t sexual

—they are - both boys and girls have orgasms

If a menstruating
- bakes a cake, it will fall
- washes and does her hair, her style will

- eats fruit, she will fall ill

woman:

not hold

- a girl should not study at this time because 
mental effort will damage her brain and/or
her sterile

- if a man has msex with a women during her 
period, he will become impotent or sterile

— a menstruating women can do all the thing» 
she usually does ; play sports, work, even have 
sex, though this might be messy(try doing it in 
the shower!)

You can’t get pregnant if:
-it is your first time

- you are standing up
- you use withdraw!
- urinate afterwards
- the girl is menstruating — Wrong, love doesn't equal sex (or vice

—Abstinence is the only 100% guarantee that versa* for that matter)
you won’t get pregnant.

3rd Rock from the Sun - Much of the 
comedy generated in this show comes from 
sex. Duke’s (John Lithgow) kinky 
relationship with (Jane Curtain) is usually 
good for a few guffaws each episode, 
the sexual innuendos that are often

\Y
: nk as are 

uttered.
■

THE BRUNSWICKAN (NOV. 12, 1971)
\

If you love your boyfriend/girlfriend, you will 
have sex with them

The Simpsons - This show is hit and miss 
when it comes to sexual content; some 
episodes have a lot. while others have none 
at all. Much of the sex found in this cartoon 
comes from innuendo and freudian slips. 
But, there are a few episodes where the 

. ,how becomes blatantly sexual, such _ 
episode where Grandpa and Homer 

I their love elixir.

THE BRUNSWICKAN (Nov. 12, 1971)

Wada'ya know! The Science of Sex as the 
sell

Michael F.iw^yp<j
r«»ran« 3000 muZZ?”"1 ^*k”' * lak hypaàtrmc 1)Tmge. I EA - The #1 d,»m, on l.lcvision do„n t

So when the sex life of an animal involves, say, when male number two has a stab at a female promiscuity.

æit-ïî'c t
=«.o.,o„mbiMUwju„,lkD„ld „„ ,„bi„.

and answen that dry to demonstrate the variety What they do ZcT is not k^J" BU* h°W ^ ^ « a«“a% produced? condemned by DUnewId^'ot surorhin .
morTbi? tHat haPTn When °ne’*"° or thought they may be invoked to snecie** A'Numbe" do vary between individuals, but ‘he show was put on hiatus 
mom individuals get together and have sex. And recognition. ,peC,es °“ averaKe. * « approximately 500 sperm per
there may even be a few (acts about human gram oftestis P« second. It does, however, take NYPD Blue - This ton ten online a

"P" UCOOn ”°* hlve lmown' Q-True o, fib.: AH tam.n b.bk, ’“'’"V 6* ««b*etm toimbueM, -■'«d eyebrow, when it bed ,cene, w"h

^ '^to^bto | ntboôoTd. ” ”• Th* ,,,OW h“ ,h-"

-^«StSrÆSi^r jay - "”"“k - »- ■-

t.*U#»f* 1 WC.fl •- :
team

Or to
lityof 
e.The 
bayai 
idual 
g Inc 
it The

Married with Children - How this ever
ha^rjc" 0pini0n ®fDe$mond Morris, I «itcomes is beyond m^.TheThow^portTay! 
have breasts become sexulized? women as sexual objects (Kelly Bundy

A-He thinks that it is because of their doesn’t recognize a car until she^uts the 
resemblance to the buttocks. But then again, he «at down in one episode) and shows men 
thinks that everything looks like buttocks.,or as fools who neglect their wives and spend 
breasts, and genitak I wonder what Freud would ‘heir time at the “Nudey Bar’’ (which is
didn’t ha" ““‘b6" 7e.U'balanced male who Probably closer to the truth than some men 
ditto t have stereotypical ideas... | are likely to admit...). Complete and total

garbage.

was a
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1 Sex Education in 
School Sexual Healing: Problems,V\

the day we die. We’re sexual whether we're orgasms: vaginal orgasms and clitoral orgasms. It
involved in a sexual relationship or not, whether wasn’t really until Masters and Johnson that we
we’re engaging in sexual behaviour or not, and had the empirical research to show that there’s
so for most of us, it’s important to feel good only one kind of orgasm in women. Certainly
about ourselves sexually.
What kinds of treatments do you recommend for dysfunction is not having an orgasm. Virtually 
people who are having problems, say with response all women, one hundred per cent of women can

have orgasms, so we like to say that women are 
Well, not everyone needs a sex therapist. Often pre-orgasmic, meaning that they haven’t had an 

when people call me I start off by suggesting a orgasm yet, not that they're non-orgasmic. 
book that they might read. There are actually a Boys talk about sex with each other.They talk

Cynthia Kirkby Mary Rogal-Black
The Brunswickan

The Brunswickan

Sex education remains a controversial topic in 
area schools, despite the increasing need for it.

At Fredericton High School, only one course 
broaches the topic, according to the school’s 
registration guide. This course is Family Living 
120, which is neither compulsory nor a 
“University and College Entrance Credit." A 
maximum of 231 students (out of approximately 
2650) can take the course this year. This means 
that only 8.7% of area secondary students are 
being taught (in school) about “the influences 
of... sex education, anatomy of the human 
reproductive system, birth control, pregnancy, ... 
and sexually transmitted diseases."

A survey conducted by several graduating 
students between October and December of 1994 
found, however, that 45% of the 2040 students 
surveyed reported having had sexual intercourse. 
As to whether or not these students “practise[d] 
safe sex or use[d] birth control," 69.5% indicated 
they always did, 24.1% indicated they sometimes 
did, and 8.3% indicated they never did.

To help students with children, FHS opened a 
daycare in 1990, according to Sue MacLeod. 
Students who enroll their children in the daycare 
are required to follow a program including a 
parenting course and a support group. “We are 
more than just a babysitting program,” she said. 
“It was developed to keep student parents in school 
so they could graduate. I think we've had sixty 
graduates through die program since 1990."

Currently there are 22 parents (and 23 
children) enrolled in the program. The parents 
are all mothers, although MacLeod noted “we 
do have one child whose parents are both coming 
to school. Fathers are welcome but they’re usually 
not in the picture."

When asked about condom machines, 
MacLeod said hesitandy: “My personal opinion 
is that yes, there should be condom machines in 
the school."

MacLeod believes that sex education should be 
compulsory for students. “But I think that when 
they take it in grade 12 it's a bit late." She added 
that the presence of mothers in grade 10 would 
suggest some level of sexual activity in Junior High.

FHS Principal Jim Thorburn declined to 
comment on this and all related topics.

Area Junior Highs follow the provincial 
Human Growth and Development Curriculum, 
which coven such topics as the reproductive 
system, AIDS, pregnancy and childbirth, child 
abuse, and decision making.

“We have 11 to 16 year olds," said Patricia 
vanRaalte, a guidance counsellor at Nashwaaksis 
Junior High. “Abstinence is the underlying 
message that we give to students.”

However, 9.0% of all respondents in the FHS 
survey reported having had intercourse for the 
first time at age 16,15.1% at age 15, and 17.5% 
at age 14 or younger.

Although there is a set curriculum for each of 
the Junior High grades (7,8, and 9), parents have 
the option of opting-out their children. "While 
the school board strongly recommends that every 
student take die units, it recognizes that some 
parents may not want their children to be involved," 
says School District 18's Information Bulletin for 
Parents. “An optional independent unit prescribed 
by the Department of Education will be assigned 
to students whose parents wish them excluded."

It is possible, then, that students could graduate 
from High School without ever having taken 
•ex education

Amid the mysteries and controversies inspired 
by the subject of sex and all it’s implications, 
some people maintain the ability to speak frankly 
on the subject, reminding the sex-crazed that, 
after all, it just is what it is. Sandra Byers is a 
professor in UNB's Psychology Department and 
has a professional practise as a sex therapist. It’s
an interesting job, and one that Professor-Byers , ... , . , „ .
is happy to report affords an excellent success fcw books that are supplementary books that go about masturbation, they talk about orgasms.

with my course on Human Sexuality that are There's a bit of that macho thing-growing up. I
good for everyone. One is on female sexuality don’t know many girls who talked about
and one is on male sexuality. They’re books just masturbation or orgasms with their friends in
for personal growth, but also both books have their teen years. Girls hear about it but don’t
suggestions in terms of dealing with some of necessarily learn a lot about orgasm, about their
the more common sexual dysfunctions. So own sexual response. Many women masturbate,
reading is a great thing for people to do. Talking the majority of women masturbate, but more

for women, the most common kind of sexual

or desire?

rate among patients. After doing graduate work 
in clinical psychology at West Virginia University, 
Professor Byers says she knew that human 
sexuality was a field that interested her. A 
somewhat empty field...

I got my Ph.D in 1978 and at that time, even 
in clinical psychology there was very little 
discussion of human sexuality or courses or books 
in sex therapy. It’s changed a little bit since then 
but not much to tell you the truth, not much at

"If you don't know yourself what would bring you to orgasm, it's 
hard to-give your partner feedback to tell him or her what to do. It's 
like you're trying to drive from here to Saint John and you don't have 

the road map. How do you know if you're even on the right road?"

all.
Why do you think that is ?

Oh, I think it reflects the fact that we live in a 
sex-negative society. Even though sexuality is 
important to most of us, most people find it hard 
to talk about, hard to talk about in their personal 
lives or with their children or with their friends 
or in therapy. People avoid things that are difficult.
What might make someone decide to go and consult 
a sex therapist ?

Well, there’s a range of kinds of sexual 
problems people have. When we talk about sex 
therapy, we’re usually talking actually about sexual 
dysfunctions which means problems with your 
sexual functioning in terms of the sexual response 
cycle, problems with not feeling desire, problems 
in getting aroused, with getting erections or, for 
women, lubricating, problems with orgasms; 
discrepancies in desire between yourself and your 
partner also can cause a lot of stress in a 
relationship. If one person frequently wants to 
have sex when the other person doesn’t, it can 
become the basis for a lot of arguments. Those 
are the kinds of problems we treat in sex therapy.
Pain with intercourse would be another example 
of problems we might see. And there are others.

When you’re doing therapy in the sexuality 
area, you end up also seeing people for other 
issues that aren't really sex therapy, but are part 
of your training in sexuality. I might also be seeing 
a number of people who are dealing with sexual 
orientation. People who might consult me might 
have concerns about how to talk to their kids 
about sex, or about their children’s sexuality.
Sexual abuse would be another therapy issue, as 
well as illness and sexuality. When I first did this 
I didn’t realise that I would end up being 
consulted on a wide variety of issues related to 
sex and sexuality. The work of a sex therapist is 
certainly broader than just sexual dysfunctions.
That was one of my other questions: how closely Is 
sex linked with a person’s emotional life? So I guess **’ out 5UCCe*5 rate i$ b*» or worse, but the of the clitoris. Every one of us is slightly different
that would be one efthe things that you would find va,t “4°"* of P60?!® who come with a sex in terms of the relative position of our genitals.
yourself addressing. problem, we’re able to help deal with it.

For some people it’s more important, for some When there’s both relaaon$hiP Problems md better, for some women it works not as well, 
people it’s less important. For some people, their individual Pr°blems or sex problems and Some people, they have a lower orgasm threshold
own feelings about themselves sexually and their individua, problems, those are the situations that biologically, just like some people have a lower
sexual relationships are very very important to ,ake longer and sometimes may not end up pain threshold. For them, indirect stimulation
feelings of self-esteem and emotional closeness endre*y satisfactorily, 
and satisfaction with a relationship. For other But **sex theraPy TOrks ver* weU" 
people, while it still may be important, it’s not a, *>, a lot of year,,thew have been questions and myths
central and there are other thing, that are more ahout female orgasms. Why do you think it’s such a that somehow, an orgasm with intercourse is
important to them. So, we’re each individuals. U,ut? ... bettcr *“> an or8asm before or after intercourse
But I would say for everybody, we are sexual Freud did a big disservice to women through other kinds of stimulation. We also have
people. We’re sexual from the day we’re born to when be claimed 1,131 lhere are two types of this myth that somehow an orgasm through

openly with your partner-you know a lot of men masturbate. And some women don’t know
people can solve their problem on their own, how to masturbate or what would bring them
they don’t need a therapist if they can bring up to orgasm. The easiest way to have an orgasm is
the subject with their partner and talk about it . to bring yourself to orgasm because you get
with no one feeling blamed or defensive or immediate feedback. If you don’t know yourself
responsible. For some people, that doesn’t work what would bring you to orgasm, it’s hard to
because it’s complicated or because it’s too hard give your partner feedback to tell him or her
to talk about it on their own.Those people may what to do. It's like you’re trying to drive from

here to Saint John and you don’t have the roadneed a therapist.
Even for people who come to me with sexual map. How do you know if you’re even on the 

problems, sometimes I don’t recommend sex right road? If you’re lucky, you’re on the right 
therapy. Sometimes I might recommend road and all of a sudden, an hour later you end 
individual therapy, for example. I’ve seen people up *ah! the city sign for Saint John!’Then once 
who I've also determined that they were seriously you've been there, you know how to get there 
depressed and I thought probably the sexual the second time. But you might have ended up 
problems were actually the result of the on a different road, on the ring road going around 
depression and if we treated the depression that in circles or whatever. For men their genitals are

right out there, they’re obvious, they see them;
I see a lot of couples who come in for sex when they look in the mirror, many women have 

problems and I think they have serious marital never looked at their genitals, they don’t know 
problems.Then what I always say to them is that what they look like exactly. There are a lot of 
you can't feel good about your sexual relationship cultural reasons why women don’t know 
with someone, you can’t be comfortable having themselves sexually as well as men do. Women 
sex and being that intimate with someone when who know themselves find it easier for women 
you're arguing with them, fighting with them, to be orgasmic, but every women can become 
So sometimes I might recommend relationship orgasmic, 
therapy-and then maybe sex therapy after-but

would deal with the sexual problems.

Now, another myth about orgasms, besides the 
deal with the relationship problems first. vaginal-ditoral myth — it's dear that there is

There's a range of options, but I think certainly only one kind of orgasm for women and whether 
for students. I’d always say start by reading a you have it through manual stimulation or oral

stimulation or intercourse, they’re all the same 
Can most problems that people come to see you about physiologically. But we know that there are some

women who, physiologically cannot have orgasms 
That’s one of the things I like best about sex through intercourse alone. For the most part,

therapy, which is that it has a very high success when a woman has an orgasm through
rate. Depending on how complicated the problem intercourse it’s because of indirect stimulation

book.

be overcome?

For some women, the indirect stimulation works

(
iworks well; for people with a higher threshold, 

it’s just not enough stimulation.
We have a few myths in our culture. One is

I
I
1
i
I
L
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pleasures and educationis;1
Sexual
Harassment

And
Sexual Assault

intercourse has to be just the penis and the vagina,

going to work for them for phyTiofo^ca'l reborn s °fC?UrSC*, give = *ot of messages about safer

to have an orgasm through intercourse alone, so the com^Lvarion haTto r“ld ^ *he Same thin8 for schools. I think sex
they and their partner can learn a way for have sex If you can’t comm hT you educabon starts way too late in the schools in

their partner to stimulate them at the same time outside the bldroom ™ . ab°ut sex New Brunswick. It should start in grade one
as their having intercourse, with his hand, for to comn.umÏatnbout ^rCidT^8^ ^ $hould ** ^-appropriate.We need
example, or for them to stimulate themselves. The chance of you bein* aH^t ^ ^ b*dl°0m- to 8ive kid* ‘he information they’re

I guess the point is that we have these ideal what you want tell thfm wh'Vd PamiCr deveIoPmentally ready to hear. I think kids can
executions. Like, it should happen this way what peases you is also orettv yt^’ learn about intercourse at a very early age. They
(thercs a lot oP should,'in sex) and if it doesn’t beingable tocoLnunicare 7 $h<>Uld leam about intercourse way before th^
happen that way there’s something wrong with both partners get whaTÏ^nÏd JÎ [°^$° **? ab°Ut lex’ way before it becomes . _ , .
me. If people can get away from that and accept want is imporLt Y SOmethmg embarrassed about. We tend Z , a“d eVery day “ ®ur society, males and
• T T for Wh° ^ “e and be more flexible Then* always some auesHon ahnu, fc . . *° d° “ “ gradc by grade six, many girls felMa1** m violated and assaulted, physically,
in how they make love and how it works for people parents or _ ‘hou’early should have aheady started going through puberty — mentaMy» and emotionally.
Î? ",d What fcck ®ood’then they’re going to are your feeling, on that? “* We necd to do it in grade four or S!xual Hamssment Policy combined
endup enjoying sex a lot more. M ^ A three, before they’ve started puberty. Wlth «formation from the novel After Sexual

•Ok most common dysfunction for young men, birth Of course, at birth™ don’! ri» b ^ ** “ *** ,0 * V**’" ***£ ***** ** foUowing definitions for sexual
by the tray, is rapid ejaculation. For young women lecture on sexuLl interco^etut wL • * I****’” **<"** ^nioi ha~"‘ =”<« sexual assault: 
n not having orgasm. The re are a few men, but holding children stroking the^, chines «'■ schools, that means they’re going to run I Sexual harassment is a conduct of a sexual
seTlfr Tn,Wh° d0"t ,UVC 0rBamu dur'n8 education. wê’rTtüÏchin* Them^f”1! 0H,™,,t*rth*viugœ.Do you think that* accurate? natu« as verbal abuse or threats, unwanted 

j mCn W°rry ab°Ut “ «>ming too comfortable with their bothes LdrobL in, t ’ $ °"e °f ** bi86e“ myths that’, Umtat,ons or «que,u, demands for sexual

mentioned earher. like The New Male Sexually, things we often dTwSTÏÏI L ^ i”0” ^ *° "** contraceptive, when they do emPloymen‘. f°‘ academic purposes, status, or
these techniques are described in there. But games.You point to vlln a pby haVC sex’ safer about it. accreditation decisions, or c),uch conduct
asically we do know that as men get older, that?’ and they say ‘nose ’ AriUf ^1 “v ^i! $ The P°*nt “’ whcn rm talking about good m^rferes "“h m individuals work or academic

they tend to have better control. When you’re in naming games Z play w^vt Sn “ u V ?iac*ioa-Vm a°< talking about just teaching Performance, or creates an intimidating, hostile.
rehoonship longer, you tend to have better chin, beUH>utton.P.kLes the biology. That’s all we teach. I mean, if you or offenalve workmg or academic environment,

control. If you have sex more frequently, you between no ng m look at the sex education curriculum in most Sexual assault is intimate sexual contact with
tend to have better control. Control over when And so the second thine we w™,, ^ . Sch°°1$’the word is not in there. Because a"other Perso" against his or her will, including
you ejaculate is something you can learn and so first message is to makelddl feel comfor^M~ T ed“Ca“°n “ *= xhooh * not about pleasure. fassmg;1fondling, touching of sexual organs, oral
men have to learn techniques that they can use their bodies, to not rive nee ri «able with But what do kids want to know about? They *** *“d Vagmal or anal sex, this includes rape.

fr *«» -r JL HZZZ Z-*" - “ T “ k”OT *°* I*— .nd ■»“" -d «el ,«L
ejaculation. It s the same as orgasm for women: to give them a vocabulary. We .Wr T* communication. So when I talk about good *° Ae b,g ddes ^ New York and
for some men, control is easy, for some men, it’s cute little name fewTL don’t In “P * f* educadon- of cour$e you have to teach the Chl”g°’or Montreal and Vancouver. Right here 
hard. Some men don’t even feel that they have your carrot, and we sht^LTt^t "7 fact$’ b« V0" *«> ‘o teach kids about how M ^ ** UNB =«d STU campuses, these
to learn to control ejaculation; they just have it. h gemtals* ‘o make good decisions, how to clarify their own vlolatlons “* occurring, even as I write. In 1992
And we think partly it’s a threshold thing. For a survey was taken of the previous year, in which
some men, the threshold is just biologically lower ’ f a_____________ ______________________________________________ males md females from all walks of life and all
and so to delay orgasm, they have to learn . *~ert&tnly JOT WOltiett, the most COtnttlOtl kind ofseXUdl dvsfuttrti*» backgtDUnds and ethnicity’, participated. This 
techniques. For other men. it seems to be easier. « not having an OtgUStn. Virtually all Wnntn nL U. A , aUrVey ofUNBF “d STU students was entitled
But all men can learn to delay ejaculation. Women CM have Otvaetrre cz, 1. V a ' , *""*** PCT CCtlt <>f Unwanted Sexual Experiences, ” and determined
Do you ever talk to young people who are considering . . rSastn^r SO WC like to Say that Women are VTe- ^ foUowing statistics :
having sexfor the first time? OTgUSmtC, meaning that they haven't had an orrasm VPt ttn* I 35 % of women reported

------------- aaa-k’ y
o'TSL, most tidslol" ***, 'f** values-include that, then hopefully at least

it. It s something they have to decide on their body it does two J“« part of your some of these kids will say ‘wait a minuteV Instead
own. Many of them don’t even talk to their message about thehhodT OZl ajpoS1Üve ofjus‘ going with the flow, going with the err- »!”■- k <•*? I. «. »r ntSSXIÏîST "7 r ^ “ 4happens, hke they didn t expect it to happen, this is somethin* we’re Z u. l d° 1 Want? wha‘,s right for me?’They can m3lr»
it happened, which of course is why so many our family’ Kids notice when ° ^Z?* Z bett6r dedsions* and often, often,
don t use birth control either the first time they beUv-buttL ro t ^ 6001 the will be to delay.

That b u be something we don^Lk lbou^ri om fa3y Kt pmblems a,sociale‘l ^speed with

concerned if people could actually think raising issues with kids^ P ab°Ut . D° 1 see Problems? WeU, I think people
things through, talk their decision to have Sometimes parents say ‘well I’m readv » , », JU$t Z™ to know themselves. For some
intercoursé through with their partner, and to my kids about sex anriim a ^ * Î* peoP,e‘ havtog sex too early in a relationship
make sure that when they make that decision, ask me a question.’ I saTtfyou’re wlitfoe foV COnPusionThe relationship moves too I ^ °fmen reP°rted one °r more unwanted
they re making it at a time and place that is them to ask you a questùZ voJre off h 18 q“lck,y and tha‘ sometimes is the demise of exPencnce m the past year. Over 90% of
right for them. I guess that’s the advice I We don’t wait for them’ro , t basealready- ‘he relationship. When you meet somebody aggressors were women,
would give to people, whether it’s the first about stars or who theft grandparent aleTrtrfT “f $eXUally involved and ‘hat creates . A$ dcpicted w-ith *•» above statistics, sexual
«me or anytime. It’s first of all. do it for the things that are important ^ iTst rcUUds t ‘ , • of*trong 'motions, sometime, the ha~"‘ sexual assault is a very serious 
right reasons, because you want to do it, not then they ask us restions wl hav , a T* [elat,onsh,P “self would be better if things ’ whîch does occur' even m the tiniest of
because you feel you’re doing it for your same thing with sex wZ ymL a happCned a ,ittle «"ore slowly. It’s not the sex T ,
partner or because it’s expected or because the streetLh your'cMd and you see^mrfZ! F' ^ thc %peed of ^«ing into it a I . To C,0$e’ * you ,or one of ^«r friends has
you might lose your partner or whatever. Sex who’s pregnant, you need to ITv ‘oh he^ rielaUonsbip. bcen ‘cx“aUy assaulted or sexuaUy harassed. teU

wb° l”d c“foTf' Xr'kTt.aVü'h'.’t zi
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Aaron MacEachern

The Brunswickan
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S.W.A.T. (Sex Without Aids Today)
The Swat program is designed to help students 
acquire the knowledge, attitudes and skills to 
practice safer sex if they choose to be sexually 
active. It also helps students feel confident about 
their ability to make informed sexual decisions, 
including whether they wish to engage in sexual 
interactions and what other options there are, 
including ‘outercourse’ activities. The program 
consists of games and exercises designed to 
ensure that students'knowledge about AIDS and 
other sexually transmitted diseases is accurate, 
that they know the risk of different sexual 
activities for infection and that they have the 
skills to use condoms correctly and feel confident 
in this skill. Students who participate in this 
program will have a good time as the subject is 
approached in a humorous manner. All questions 
are welcomed. The evaluation of this program 
demonstrated that students significantly increased 
their use condoms when sexually active, after 
participating on the SWAT program.

The students who are peer educators have 
participated in a training program designed to

give them extensive knowledge about HIV and 
other STDs and safer sex and how to carry out 
the program. This program is available as a 
voluntary training program, for one weekend, or 
can be taken with more extensive content, as a 
credit course, N3154. This course is open to 
students from any faculty, who wish to learn the 
teaching skills associated with an interactive 
program about sexual issues. Anyone who is 
interested in this training or course should call 
Grace Getty at 4534642. Information about AIDS, 
and other STDs, condoms and other sexual health 
issues is also available for students who are writing 
a paper or presentation for other courses.

Free condoms are provided at each SWAT 
program. They are also available in the hall, 
outside Room 120B, MacLaggan Hall. Students 
who have questions or concerns about their 
sexual health, or need to discuss their personal 
concerns about sexually transmitted diseases, 
pregnancy, friend or family with AIDS are 
encouraged to drop in to talk to Grace Getty in 
Room 120, MacLaggan Hall.
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Yes To Good Sex il
another’s pleasure and gratification.

Humans are sexual beings. Our sexuality 
touches all aspects of who we are: o our spiritual, 
emotional, moral, and physical selves. Our 
sexuality is part of our intimate self. That intimate 
self can be shared with someone, but not just 
anyone.

Being physically intimate with someone is to 
stand naked before them; it is to be vulnerable. 
And what is done with that vulnerability? Is it 
used for self-satisfaction? Or, is it treated

TohnValk

special to The Brunswickan

2MAh, sex! How much does it not preoccupy our 
thoughts! And our actions?

Hormones work actively at university. Mix them 
at any time with a little alcohol and they go into 
overdrive. Passion bums hot, and bodies unite. 
Ah, the pleasures of sex! But what makes sex 
really good sex?

Sex is all around us. No denying it. People are 
doing it. Books are written about it. Movies 
centre on it. Advertising revolves around it. Babies 
are bom because of it.

Sex is a powerful drive. It impacts us. It 
pressures us. It can even consume us. Who can 
resist it? Who would 
want to?

Sex is good! It is 
beautiful, fulfilling, 
and pleasurable. It 
can strongly unite 
two people in 
passionate ecstacy and 
enduring convental 
commitment. Such is 
affirmed, without hesitation, in the Biblical book, 
“The Song of Songs.”

But alas, sex can also do, and become, the very 
opposite. It can just as easily unleash resentment, 
pain and sorrow. It can lead to exploitation, 
aggression, and destructive behaviour. This too 
we see around us. A moment of physical 
engagement, forced or otherwise, can bring regret, 
hurt, misery and hardship. Perhaps we have 
experienced this, in ourselves, in friends, in parents. 
How do we come to recognize and affirm good 
meaningful sex, and distinguish it from lustful 
exploitation? How do we ensure that what was 
intended to be good and pleasurable indeed 
becomes such? Perhaps we need to be honest 
with ourselves. Is much of what we have seen, 
read, and been told about sex simply false: that 
“everyone is doing it"; if it feels good it must be 
OK”; there is no harm in it" and “abstinence is 
boring and impossible"?

Today, sex is too often reduced to something 
merely physical It becomes a glorified commodity 
Sex sells, and women become objects. That’s die 
stuff of current advertising, and Playboy centre
folds on dorm walls. Yes, sex is physical. No 
doubt. But no person should be an object for

r %gpi111

i
Drew Gilbert photospreciously?

What is often forgotten is that, the desire for faithfulness. They control and discipline themselves,
physical intimacy is at the same time a desire for and encourage each other to anticipate the moment
emotional intimacy, a longing for emotional when their physical intimacy will be most 
togetherness. Humans have deep emotional needs, meaningful, when their sexual union will bind. 

Relationships form
because two people established in a way that nothing else can. Here
recognize the and only here is sex really good sex. To this one
potential 
emotional sharing
and caring, for ideal world. No doubt. But why not strive for
being there for each the ideal, as we do in other areas of life, where

linked to the most intimate and pleasurable 
moments two people can share?

Perhaps for this reason: babies are born 
extremely vulnerable. They enter the world 

seal and celebrate the covenant they have requiring a safe, protected and attentive
environment. What better environment than a 
deeply committed and long-term relationship 
between two people?

Sexual intimacy expresses, and deepens, a long
term committed relationship. It is the ideal context 
for children to grow and mature. Little wonder 
that the church has consistently affirmed that 
genital sexual union and the begetting of children 
belongs exclusively within the bonds of marriage, 
where two people have committed themselves to 
lasting faithfulness.

Why is it that humans are made with such 
powerful sexual urges— urges that require discipline 

and control. It has 
been argued that 
humans have, through 
some evolutionary 
process, become so 
gendered, motivated 
and equipped. Our 
survival as a species 
depends on it. 
Perhaps. But such

Some argue that emotional and spiritual months pregnant. I need some support. If you are still explanation seems rather cold and bland, 
intimacy can grow from physical intimacy Perhaps, as nice as you were fiosh night / know you will help -
but there is no guarantee, as statistics clearly Desperately needing help 
indicate. Regret, even betrayal, is common
following the breakup of that involved physical and consequence, to the wind. Better to be wise,
intimacy but Btde emotional and spiritual intimacy

Regret and betrayal are absent when partners pregnancy today may be the least, 
first establish deep emotional and spiritual intimacy
and long-term convenantal commitment, before two people together, physically emotionally and it produces, is a gift of God. It is meant for humans,
engaging in sexual intimacy When a covenant spiritually Biologically it is for producing children. not in brief, chance encounters, but in longterm
of trust is first established, both partners are Isn’t it odd that sex has all of these seemingly committed relationships. This is wisdom that one
protected by the promise of loving and lasting different functions? And, why is conception so ignores at a price.

Sex can strongly unite two people 
in passionate ecstacy and enduring 

convental commitment. Such is 
affirmed, without hesitation, in the 

Biblical book, "The Song of Songs."...

I
for should say yes!

Sounds ideal, you say. But we do not live in an
f.

I

other. discipline and control is also demanded? It may 
Emotional be difficult to resist die pressure, especially when 

intimacy finally a passionate partner whispers, “if you really loved
longs for spiritual intimacy. Our spirituality me you would want to make love to me.” But 
touches the essence of who we are. From our control is not impossible, 
spirit springs our heart’s desires and longings, our 
aspirations, dreams. Are these intimacies also 
shared and respected?

Emotional and spiritual intimacy is not instant. few years ago, I read 
It takes considerable time, commitment and trust. the following in the
It is easy enough to become physically intimate. classified section of 
It is more difficult to be emotionally and spiritually 
intimate, to encourage one’s partner in his/her
emotional growth and spiritual journey For sex probably don’t remember 
to be really good, to be what it was meant to be, me but we met Frosh 
emotional and spiritual trust and commitment night. We did the big 
must first be established.

What do we risk in lowering our standards, 
or giving in too soon? The risk, it would seem, 
is in succumbing. A

I ... But alas, sex can also do, and 
become, the very opposite. It can just 
as easily unleash resentment, pain and 

sorrow. It can lead to exploitation, 
aggression, and destructive behaviour.

The Brunswickan: 
Dear Peter - You

«

thing. I am now 4 1/2

I prefer another. I prefer to affirm the existence 
of a loving God who created humans as an 

Desperate indeed! Foolish it is to throw caution, expression of love. Humans too can experience
and express that love, on a number of different 

and take note of the consequences, of which levels. Love can be experienced between two
committed people in a heightened way through 

Sex is for the purpose of intimately binding sexual intimacy. Sexual intimacy and the ecstacyi
6
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It Takes Two: The Condom and the PillP Be a responsible lover: it is two fold. It takes to 
two tango and two to make love or have sex.

Sexuality is a normal part of everyone’s life 
and should be enjoyed and celebrated. Part of 

sexuality often involves sexual intercourse 
which does mquhe some drought and motivation Important points about the pill-

Talk about both of these responsibilities with ""I ^ * C°ndom$ « not
your partner prior to having sex and both of 
you will more than likely live happier and 
fulfilling lives and enhance your sexual life as 
well.

Too often as health professionals, we have to 
deal with the mechanics and medial problems 
related to sex, mainly unplanned pregnancies and 
sexually transmitted infections. Even with the 
best of intentions, when alcohol or drugs are 
involved, inhibitions are lowered and people may 
put themselves at risk.

The most common and popular methods used 
by people today are the birth control pill and 
latex condom.

suftssui‘i,ort*d ta,°——-
recommended every time a woman has sexual 
intercourse.

by the rim at the base. Withdraw while the penis 
is still erect.

6. Remove the condom by rolling it off. Do 
this well away from your partner’s body.

7. Discard your condom in the garbage, do 
not reuse and do not flush down the toilet.

may not prevent 
pregnancy. So you should use condoms and 
spermicidal foam or abstinence for the rest of 
the package.

- Smoking and the pill aren’t a great 
combination smokers are at greater risk of blood 
dots and heart disease especially if they continue 
to smoke after the age 35.

ourr
If the condom breaks and possible

pregnancy may be a concern, there is help 
available. ~

used, an unplanned pregnancy can result
- During the first month of taking the pill, it 

is important to use a back up form of birth 
control to help prevent pregnancy. Latex condoms 
and spermicidal foam are recommended.

- Try not to miss any pills. If you do miss a 
pill, take it right away and use a back up form of 
birth control such as condoms and foam or 
abstinence for the next 7 days.

* If y°u miss two pills, takes two pills right 
away and then two the next day and then go 
back to one pill daily. Follow the 7 day rule and 
definitely use a back up form of birth control 

a such as condoms and foam or abstinence for the 
next 7 days. If you miss three pills, call your 
health care provider.

- Certain medications, including anriKiV.>1vt

from a woman’s ovary doe, ”ot “Cur thuTf “«**«*. «o»*^. breast tenderness and
woman does notZt. pregnam^ebffth *o«ldgoaw^
control is 99% effective if 5Z proper,y.^

«.Jonty of women can be prescribed the pill, have diarrhea whT ~

The pill is a medication which can only be 
prescribed by a doctor. It is important so see a 
doctor once a year for a Pap test, blood pressure 
and a renewal of your prescription.

Most woman have periods which are lighter 
and shorter and have fewer cramps when on the 
pill. It also protects against 
ovarian and endometrial cancer.

n Post-coital emergency 
contraception, otherwise known as the 
Morning After Pill,” can be taken within 72 

hours of unprotected intercourse to reduce 
the risk of possible pregnancy. Emergency 
contraception is prescribed by a physician and 
is available at the Sexual Heath Centre, the 

Student Health Centre, the 
After Hours Clinic or from 
any family physician.

There are other methods 
of birth control available.

more
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Condoms

Latex condoms are extremely 
effective but must be used each 
and every time from start to 
finish.

so contact your Health 
Care provider if you are 
interested in 
methods.

K'u...

B*
otherThe Pill

You and your partner 
have an equal responsibility for your sexuality. 
It is important that you make informed 
choices about contraception and protection 
from sexually transmitted infections. 
Remember, it takes two: the condom and the 
pill.

Directions:
1. Open the package carefully. For 

sensation, add water-based lubricant inside the 
reservoir tip.

2. Place the condom on the tip of the penis. 
3- Squeeze the air out of tip and unroll to the

base of the penis, add any water-based lnhrid-«»t 
to the outside of the condom, if needed.

4. Check during intercourse to make sure the 
or condom isn’t slipping.

5. After ejaculation, hold the condom firmly

extra
■ S:

Submitted by Marg Milburn and Diane Degarie, 
Public Health Nurses at the Sexual Health 
Centre. Hours: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 

Friday 8:15-4:30, Thursday 9:45-6:00.
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Getting an HIV test ri
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yl pDennis German

cw, rpî28„«dfl”d„ "'“t’ » ■h- -■> -*• y°« t-m. I.-, to,. __ N ... .
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hospital, or 2) you make a call to the 
Reproductive Health Clinic and tell 
whomever you are speaking to that you would 
like to have a HIV test done. The woman (it’s 
usually a woman for some reason) will then 
set up an appointment for you to have your 
test done. It is suggested that you wait 
a period of three months after your 
last “risky’’ sexual
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A Feminist in the 90's dreams of 60's Free Love.
Elise Craft were a new child and not a machine. Powerful 

looking women sell us new tampons and 
dishsoap. We are learning to recognize the 
appearance of power as success. Now that we 
are “free” we have found that freedom for 
women equals freedom to be a very specific set 
of things. In claiming our sexuality, we have 
become sexualized, objectified. No longer 
plugging the Happy Housewife, the media tells 
us to wallow in our liberation and be thin, sexy 
.rich...

This isn’t what my feminist sisters fought for. 
It is not sexuality on our own terms but simply 
a reworking of the old rules for a new and 
refurbished game. Women are still facing a 
society in which we face stereotypes of what 
we should be. We appear to have freedom of 
sexuality, but most women know this to be false. 
While the scope of what I may do has expanded, 
there is also a broader scope of control over 
sexuality.

I thank the feminists who have gone before 
me every day for the beginnings they have made 
in the struggle for women’s liberation. And 
while I would love to live in my idealized ’60s 
utopia, I recognize it as nostalgia for a time in 
which I did not exist. Instead, I am here, a 
woman of the ’90s. While there is a danger in 
seeing more in the changing attitudes on 
sexuality than really exists, at the same time, 
this change offers women a tangible example 
of the impact of our concerted efforts against 
the system that restricts our confident 
expression of sexuality. It is a beginning. A 
step towards the day when the ideals of the 
’60s are a reality.no strings attached, for women.

In a sense yes. I can wear 
what I want, love who I 
want (male or female), be 
sexy or not. However, 
like many of the gains 
that feminism has made, 
this has not come without 
cost.While women are no 
longer confined to the 
sexual identity of Mrs. 
Cleaver, insidences of 
rape, assault, anorexia and 
bulemia are rising at an 
unparralled pace. Did 
women do this to 
themselves?

No.
In rejecting the Happy 

Housewife image, women 
claim for ourselves the 
power to be, do, say and 
express ourselves, in
cluding our sexuality. This 
change ushered in the post 
Roe vs. Wade era ( ERA- 
no pun intended), a 
recognition of a woman’s 
control over her own body.

The cost is that the

The Brussh ickan
■aIf I’d been born in 1953 instead of 1973, I’d 

have been just the right age to join the ’60s 
radical movements that we are all so nostalgic 
about now. I’d have real vintage tiedyes not 
the store bought kind. I’d have love beads in 
my hair and my bra would be a charred pile of 
ash at my feet. I'd be living the movemem 
instead of writing about it. I’d be experimenting 
with drugs, or strange love potions, or generally 
expressing my will to be.

What a time to be young. Hippies. Free love.
Woodstock. Hope. No AIDS. No Barney. No 
worries, right?

Romanticized or not, the ’60s appeal to me. I 
have bought into the image of the happiness and 
freedom of the Free Love Movement.As a woman 
weaned in the ’80s, adult in the '90s, I look at a 
the '60s social movements as a time when I could 
have expressed myself and my sexuality without 
the constraints of a society that defines me 
without knowing me.

For feminism, the liberation movement of 
the ’60s represented women rejecting the 
socially accepted roles for women and asserting 
their ability and right to be whatever they 
wanted. To express sexuality with whomever, 
whenever,and however they chose.

My “hippie” sisters protested to free women 
from the strictures of the Leave it to Beaver 1950s 
world.Then.the dominant and socially accepted 
image of women was, what I like to call, ‘the 
Happy Housewife’. She contentedly raised the 
kids, took care of her husband, cleaned the 
house and joined the PTA. And of course, she
had no sexuality beyond procreation. The me what to do with my body and my sexuality! 
antithesis the pinnup girl, the movie starlet, 
the mistress was a woman with loose morals No more free love. Woodstock, the second (and 
and a voracious sexual appetite. In part, the commercialized)version. Hope? AIDS.Worries, 
feminist movement sought to combat this Backlash, 
either/or situation. The cry “Free Love” was 
issued as a challenge to the world: stop telling gain the freedom to express sexuality freely?
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society which once told 
us to be good wives andr
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good mothers now hawks 
the “beF

FF.;'IFF 1 F your own 
woman” package with an 
aggressiveness that leaves 
women broken in its
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E wake. Think of popular 
ad images; “You’ve Come a Long Way Baby!” 
encouraging us to smoke. Deodorant ads feature 
a dress (empty of a body) that undulates around 
happily without white underarm residue. 
Models, 25% thinner that most women, sell us 
everything from diapers to RRSPs. Judy, of 
the Saturn ads, takes her new car home as if it

But I was born in 1973. No more hippies.
(

So what happened? Did we win? Did women

!

Men Hunt Down the Beauty Myth
Jim Buprow admired. Every man, at one time or another, 

dreams of walking onto a crowded dance floor 
with every guy oogling his "girl" in jealousy of 
their "opponent's" achievement of status and 
victory - the hunter had done well.

Still other men treat sex in the same mamier. 
Abundance and quantity all too often take 
importance over establishing an intimate 
friendship with a partner. Sex in these cases is 
like a trophy at a race track, or an auction piece 
sold to the highest bidder (yes, some cheat). The 
attitude these men set for themselves does not 
involve commitment or a concern for others; it 
is, instead, one of satisfaction and glorification of 
the self. For these men, what "I" want is more 
important than what is fair. Often they get women 
emotionally attached to them if that is what it 
takes. It becomes a game to be won or lost at 
any cost. Sex in this sense, as well as the latter, is 
approached as adolescent entertainment which 
views women as objects, not human beings. 
Involved in this is a socializing process by which 
women are catagorized as acceptable and 
unacceptable. The standards for such 
measurements are the very same beauty myths 
that objectify the physical. There are those women

(the sub-standard) who simply count as a number. 
There are others (the beautiful) from whom sexual 
conquest deserves bragging rights to the fellas. These 
are the gold medals and trophies to be placed behind 
glass doors for posterity. The others are shadily 
protected memories fashioned in a taxidermist style 
deemed more a right of passage than a source of 
pride and affection.

My intention is not to sound like a self-hating, 
guilt-ridden male. Instead, I am simply trying to 
point out that in our transition from boys to man, 
many of us get caught up in, and never escape 
from, an immature sense of awareness that 
objectifies women as a prize, to be attained in a 
competition of conquest against other males. 
Simultaineously, there is a tendancy to equate love 
with physical attraction. This leads to relationships 
that are, despite the existance of an emotional 
attachment, based soley upon the physical. 
Avoiding the inevitability of being called a prude, 
I must also state that as long as everyone involved 
(both men and women) is aware that the physical 
takes priority in the relationship then both (or 
all) can have a fun and exhilirating experience. 
However, what often happens is that one more 
than the other is (or becomes) attached emtionally

- reasoning that as long as they continue to 
please their partner sexually then everything 
will be fine. This, however, inevitably leads to 
pain when the partner attached physically 
becomes bored of their conquest, is attracted 
by another and moves on.

The point is not to say that all men are like this, 
and certainly a good amount of women are as 
well, but, is instead to explain that men have a 
much higher tendancy to become, and sometimes 
stay, a physical/sexual predator - that person 
looking for sex and willing to mask their desire 
with an emotional attachment that takes second 
place to sex. This, I think, stems from their 
childhood lessons to be aggressive and 
competitive-to fight for whatever prize (ie, the 
most beautiful woman) is up for competition. This 
is, however, not an insurmountable hurdle; many 
men do over come it-many do not. This does not 
even imply that those men who get beyond it are 
monagomous and/or heterosexual. The point is 
that mature relationships are based on trust, and 
when one partner is not completely honest with 
the other in their intentions, the relationship is in 
trouble, the well-being of each involved is itself in 
danger.

The Bhunswickan

As little boys and young men males in our society 
are taught to seek out symbols of status; to achieve 
victory in search for prowess; and hunt for the 
sake of recognition (a slap on the back). We 
have mutated our inherent will to survive with a 
stranger social need to be successful - not in our 
own eyes, but in those of others. This is evident 
not just in our work, but our play, our homes, 
our schools, and, yes, our relationships with one 
another. Whether we choose to admit it or not 
there exists a "beauty myth" around women (and, 
increasingly, men) in our society. And, just as 
women's attitudes about themselves are 
manipulated by socially-acceptable standards, 
men's relationships with women are all too often 
controlled by them as well. Many of us base our 
relationships on those superficial standards of 
beauty by assuming that they are our own personal 
attitudes. Often, in fact, that physical prerequisite 
we require for relationships with women is 
dictated to us by stories, movies, television, 
magazines, and even cartoons. Beauty is a prize 
to be won by conquering, not an attribute to be
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Sexual Orientation and Academiae.
Jethelo E. Cabilete I don’t think that young people, or young adults are 

areleaming in the schools about oral sex, anal sex 
practices; whether they are heterosexual, homosexual 
or whatever. I think kids are very streamlined 
according to specific bourgeois guidelines when it 
comes to talking about sexuality.

As to the research issues of sexuality in literature 
have become quite a hot item in North America, but 
it’s very hard to find texts. Now that work has been 
done in the last twenty to fifty years, it assumes that 
when one does research to find things on sexuality, it 
can quickly become nightmarish. For example if you 
are looking for a novel, you can try to trace lesbian 
literature or history and you will quickly recognize 
that there are, in fact, an incredible amount of 
publications, but to actually find, locate them and 
order them through inter library loan is difficult.

Bnmswickan: Is this what you have found in your 
own research?

Professor That’s what I have found in my own 
research, yes and it is something that is an ongoing 
problem.There are so many obstacles when one does 
research dealing with sexuality that is not streamlined, 
that is not within the heterosexual “norm.” One is 
that it is extremely hard to locate. I mean it’s not 
recent publications that are difficult, but it’s things 
like lesbian novels that were published in 1932 in 
Europe even if they have been translated. You would 
think that it would be relatively easy to obtain a copy 
of it, but that is not the case. It can take two years to 
actually locate one and to find an archive on the

copy. When you do find a copy you’ll find it is out; 
someone else has them and you can’t find out who 
has them. These are obstacles that you would never 
think of and you wonder then if it has something to 
do with the topic itself.

Brwisu'Lkmi: So it is not necessarily the data itself 
[that is problematic), but how people perceive the 
data, the research material?

Professor: Of course you cannot prove that this is 
in fact the case because you never find out. Nobody 
would tell you, “Well we don’t really put this in the 
stacks because we don’t want you to see it.” But 
when you add up all of the obstacles and stones that 
are thrown into your way, you wonder if that is not 
really the case.

Brunswickan:Wliat about UNBF? I've seen some 
of the material on homosexuality and bisexuality at 
the Harriet Irving Library and there are not many. 
The few that exist are dated information.

Professor: Yes, a lot of it is dated and I would say 
there is an endemic lack of publications that deal 
with sexuality and I’m not talking about medical 
books. I’m talking about sexuality in various fields 
and how sexuality and the discussion of sexuality 
has influenced the various fields; such as philosophy, 
literature, sociology, practically ev ery field in die Arts. 
For example, there is a lack of theoretical works. 
That is especially hard because there have been so 
many new publications, especially in the last ten 
years that we do not have [at UNBF). Interlibrary 
loans are limited in obtaining recent and archival

publications. Most libraries don’t lend anything recent; 
sometimes even two years after publication. So it is 
very difficult to keep up to date. Which simply means 
that you do not have access and other people don’t 
have access.

Bnitisti’ickaii: From a research point of view, how 
does ones own sexuality and professionalism in 
academia go hand in hand? Does it hinder what one 
does in research?

Professor. No not really. It’s rather the opposite. I 
think it makes it easier and more frank, especially if 
you’re out and people are aware of differences in 
sexual orientation.

Bmiistvickan: How do students deal with a professor 
who does not necessarily fit their idea of a professor 
in terms of sexuality?

Professor: I have not had any negative reactions 
from the students, which surprises me in a way that 
this is not what you expect from students in a smaller 
university, or students in a university in a smaller 
city. It is actually pretty good drat students in general 
have been positive; I mean don't forget that even gay 
professors who are out don’t enter the classroom 
with a sign on their foreheads.Yet they may not hide 
their sexuality if someone asks them. I don’t know, 
maybe there are many students who do not pick up 
that you’re gay. I have been lucky maybe that I’ve 
had no difficulties whatsoever. My experience has 
been very positive and because I don’t make my 
sexuality an issue, it's not an issue.
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The Brunsmckah

This is an interview with a professor car the perceptions 
of sexual orientation within the academic field. One 
of die main concerns that has been posited is the 
“naturalization” of heterosexuality as the only 
acceptable, “normal” form of sexuality that society 
perceives. It is frustrating for several reasons. One, it 
limits the types of research being performed under 
the classifications of sexuality to the accepted 
heterosexual norms. Two, any non-medical research 
material is dated and new material is difficult to obtain. 
Finally, one must occasionally come up against 
discriminatory stances taken within academia that 
may hinder research. Similarly, there are some 
differences among the various countries of the world 
in terms of their respective attitudes, beliefs, political 
stances and the contrasting attitudes between 
politicians and die population.

Bnmsu’kkatt: Are there differences in how different 
countries deal with homosexuality and bisexuality in 
terms of literature, education?

Professor It is a very complicated topic to talk 
about because there are great differences. If we’re 
talking about sexuality in education, for example, this 
is something that is extremely conservative. While 
there might be sexual education, we’re talking about 
a very, very bourgeois, clean-cut, physical sexual 
education of how things work. And even here, we’re 
talking about [predominantly] straight, heterosexuality.
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WARDROBES OF THE SEXES ♦

Jenn Brown very clear. Now, however, the line between 
the wardrobes of the sexes is not as clear. 
Women are now wearing clothing that at 
one time was considered acceptable only 
for men. Strangely enough it is still not 
considered “socially acceptable” for men to 
wear women’s clothing. Women regularly 
wear jeans and business suits, even men’s 
underwear without a reaction from society. 
However, if a man wears a skirt or blouse 
he is labelled a “cross-dresser” and is, in 
many cases, shunned by society.

The current fashion trends of androgyny 
and grunge are, for a large part, responsible 
for the blending of gender. Designers like 
Calvin Klein are combining the two 
genders. A popular Calvin Klein ad shows 
men and women of similar physical 
appearances dressed in jeans and white tank 
tops. The idea is to show for the purpose 
of advertising the gender neutral CK One 
cologne, the lack of differences between the 
sexes. Plaid, flannel shirts and well worn 
jeans are the uniform for our generation 
and they are completely gender neutral. 
Girls with short or no hair and boys with 
long hair is another indication of the 
joining of the genders.

Despite the fact that current fashion 
trends and the feminist movement have 
made the gap between the genders smaller 
there is still a gap. Changes have been 
happening and continue to happen but at 
least for now there is both a feminine and 
a masculine ideal. If this will always be the 
case is something that only time will tell.

The Brunsiiickan
i 1

IAs long as people have existed there have 
been certain gender expectations. What is 
considered masculine or feminine has 
changed through time, but the fact remains 
that there are still certain traits or actions 
that are ‘supposed to be’ male or female.

In exploring the idea of gender 
expectations one must first look at gender 
and what it is. There is a distinct difference 
between gender and sex. A person’s sex is 
what they are born with. Gender is not quite 
as specific. A person's gender is what they 
are socialized to be. Boys are taught how 
to be men and girls are taught how to be 
women and with each gender there is a 
certain expected “norm” of actions and 
mannerisms.

With the progress of the women’s 
movement we have seen a gradual change 
in the expected roles of the genders. Women 
are now accepted in jobs that have 
traditionally been held by men, such as 
mechanics and engineers and men are more 
easily accepted into traditionally female 
positions, like nurses and secretaries. At one 
time, we would not have expected to see a 
female president of a company with a male 
secretary now, however, it is entirely 
possible.

There has been a change in the 
expectations of physical appearance for the 
genders as well. At one time the distinction 
between what men and women wore was
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Talk about sex: The Sunday Night Sex Show
Mary Rogal-Bi ack

_   fade- though, when Sue describes a letter she r u
The Brunswick.™ recived from a viewer. The letter, she says, began T™, ** *° yOUr friends’ To Lisa, who wants to be spanked, she cries

She looks like somebody’s trranrlmofh u , ^ [ntlclsm8 Sue’s candid discussions of sex. The -no . $ Va)U®5 are teUin6 y°u convincingly, “You are not a psychiatric basket
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BiSSSf #heh= ÜPPE ssi
Canada: sex” »n«d«y Mgkf Sex Show as an excuse, he would Then . , . , , Usa got from Sue. When he reveals, half-proudmmwmmwsmwrnm
ZL~'Z'£ltZ£z-'amarm asme, sue goes on to adv.ce the young her to participate in a threesome with hi, w hen Lisa is ready to pose her question, she stop. *
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Sexual Healing (continued...)*■ JïîriSŒïSSrrsblanket statements about whether it works or it depending on wtmÜLàtiL,™1''1* ** II *?*“’ io r°u think ^ ^mce me so often linked
doesn’t work. I just think everybody really needs necessarily a problem ^ “* $ ,ogrther? 1 «** thinking originally in movies and

Mlll BIB ICE ses»»
WeU when you read se 1 • fc exPaDdlThe walls of the vagina are elastic so’ there Ts toe“a ÏT *** ^ ** $ome Pe°Ple- violence is a sexual turn-on
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The imerating &C » »« u lur’Jom ,h„ 1 differentiate between pornography mi erotica. To me pomotraohu

i. gel, eo lta* S" ,nclu‘fes cllMreu. All those are pornography. I differentiate between b “““■"t “P8* m.mM ih» i,
tHatanderotiea, which is seeualty ^licit LteriJthaT

_________________ consensual, not degrading, not violent. „d ,«,.«.^1,» „
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ago at UNB and Saint Thomas on campus here 
there’s a substantial proportion of wives, fourteen 
per cent of wives, who say they’ve been sexually
assaulted, raped basically, by their husband. So there
is a lot of sexual violence, lb me, it’s just another 
example, its usually men against women, violence 
against women and for women, sexual violence is
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Psyc 3343: 
Let's Talk About 

Sex
JZV Pomos: The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly

old man. Many couples rent movies to give their 
sex life a boost. Or people rent them out of 
curiosity.

But, I did find many problems with these 
pornos.These things apply more to actual movies 
than clip videos like 1001 Cum Shots. First of 
all, to do most of things that the actors and 
actresses do in these movies, one would have to 
be in incredible shape. The flexibility and 
endurance shown in the movies is just fantastic. 
In addition to the fact that most of the positions 
shown require very well-developed leg and arm 
muscles, there is the fact that pomos are definitely 
not representative of “real sex.” For instance, all 
body parts are super large; huge breasts on the 
women and immense penises on the men. As 
well, it is a long time before the man ejaculates 
in the movies, yet neither wants to stop: once 
intercourse starts, that is until he achieves orgasm.

There are many things depicted which would 
be impossible, or at least very painful, for the 
ordinary person to do. Also, why are the men 
always completely naked, but the women always 
have at least boots or shoes on? And what is 
with the heels? If I were a man, I would be 
scared that one of those heels would puncture 
me somewhere. My final complaint is that some 
of the things are just plain gross. I am sure there 
were intended to be erotic, but they just come 
across as repulsive.

During the course of the two movies, there 
was nothing that would be considered by most 
as degrading to women, something I think a lot 
of people, especially women, expect in a 
pornographic movie. There were no whips or 
chains or anything like that in the movies I watch. 
In fact, for the most part, there were like very 
explicit, low budget films, nothing too kinky or 
weird.There weren’t even any two or three guys 
on one girl or vice-versa in the movies I watched 
(except for brief instances where two girls and 
one guy would be together, but this ended up 
with one of the girls leaving.)

I believe that those of you out there who are 
against pornography are welcomed to your own 
opinion, and those of you who are all for it are 
also right in what you think. But I also believe 
that one must have an open mind, and know 
that there are some ugly pornos, and some bad 
ones, but there also some good ones.

be like: cheesy and slow-moving.
Most people I have talked to, both men and 

women, said they are turned on somewhat by 
Everyone has preconceived notions about pornos. I think that this has to do with the fact

pornographic movies, whether it be they are there is a little of every person’s fantasy in these
disgusting, incredibly arousing, or somewhere in movies. For many guys, seeing two women 
between. In my opinion, pornos are not all bad, involved in sex with each other is a hugh turn 
but then again, they are not all good. I called up on, and most every pornographic movie has some
a movie store specializing in sexuality explicit girlgirl scenes. I am sure that 1001 Cum Shots
films and asked them to set aside three of their would also be arousing to men, whereas women 
top rentals for me. I got 1001 Cum Shots, Sex II 
Fate and Art of Desire.

Aside from the embarrassing feeling that may 
arise from the fact that are the windows on the 
storefront are covered, the store was just like 
any other. No one patronizing the store looked 
any different from you and I, and apart from the 
fact that all the boxes on the shelves had pictures 
of naked people on them, this could be any video 
rental establishment. Although, there were some 
pretty interesting things for sale on the shelves 
by the check-out counter, some not for the easily 
offended.

The woman who worked there told me that
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Most people see the words ‘Human Sexuality’ 
and immediately think SEX! and since human 
sexuality is being taught as a course at UNB, 
well it must be a class about sex. This is only 
half true. The Human Sexuality course, 
psychology 2343, taught by Dr. Sandra Byers, 
was definitely an eye-opener for me. I went there 
thinking I was going to be watching dirty movies 
and learning all sorts of different sexual 
techniques, as I am sure most of the class did.
But that wasn’t true. Of course, we did learn 
some sexual techniques, as far different positions 
and what most men and women like to do, and 
we did see some sexual movies (all in good taste), 
but most of the course was spent learning all 
the aspects of sex.

We started learning the ‘tools of the trade’ r 
and exactly what parts do what. Most people 
would say that they already know everything, 
but I’m sure everyone would have learned 
something new from our frank discussion of body 
parts. I mean, how many of you know that it is a 
woman’s clitoris that is usually stimulated to bring 
her to orgasm, and that it gets erect, just like a 
penis? Or that a man’s testicles move up during 
sex? What’s more, now I am comfortable enough 
with sexuality that I can say penis without 
blushing. Pleasure was presented as what should 
be the ultimate goal for sex, not orgasm, and I 
know that changed the views of many of the 
students in the class.

There were many things presented throughout 
the course that I didn’t know, or was mistaken 
about. Facts that both boy and girl babies have 
orgasms, and that male babies can and do have 
erections, even in the uterus, came as a total 
shock to me. I also learned that the way girls 
masturbate is not at all what is usually presented 
in books and movies, etc.The method of choice 
is clitoral stimulation, not vaginal.

The Human Sexuality course also taught me 
that young are not alone in what you feel or do, 
and that, for the most part, your feelings and 
actions are not wrong. The course also gave me "* 
a better understanding of sexually transmitted 
diseases, sexual abuse, pregnancy and sexuality 
in aging. And yes, o’d people do have sex. The 
tutorials that run along with the class helped me 
learn to talk about sex, something that is very 
important, especially so that I can pass on the 
correct information comfortably to my children.

There were things that I disliked about the 
course, however. At the beginning, I found that it 
was basically a review of every other psychology 
course I had taken. Freud, Skinner and operant 
conditioning, and Reisses Sociobiological Theory. 
Things that 1 believe everyone had a good enough > 
understanding of that a review would have been 
more adequate. Also, a lot of time was spent on 
subjects, which to me, are on the fringes of Human 
Sexuality Finally, I think that we all have learned 
more, and received more out of the class if the 
class size had been smaller, and the approach had 
been teaching by discussion instead of by lecturing 
with overheads. I believe that the subjects we re
presented at much to fast a pace for the students 
to pick up much from the actual class sessions.

All in all, however, this class was a great 
learning experience for me and I am very glad 
to have taken it. I would recommend this course 
to anyone who is the least bit interested in sex, " 
or just wants to learn lots of cool things about 
the ‘forbidden act.’
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of the three movies, Sex II Fate and Art of Desire 
had a plot, and 1001 Cum Shots was just a series 
of clips. She sure hit the money on the last one.
The title tells the whole movie, 1001 (I am 
assuming that there were 1001, since I didn’t 
watch the whole thing) clips of men ejaculating 
on women. A variety of positions and techniques 
were used, and the men came on different parts 
of the girls, but the underlying theme was the 
same for each clip. I must say that after the first 
five minutes, I found this a little hard to swallow, 
no pun intended.

The next movie. Sex II Fate, did actually have a 
plot. I must say that of die three, I liked this one might find it disgusting. For women, I believe 
the best. There was an underlying story that was that the pleasure comes from seeing someone 
believable, and the actors were not naked taking their time to please the women, since for 
throughout the whole thing. Other things which a lot of women this does not happen in real life, 
brought credit to this movie were the fact that it 
show a guy wearing a condom, something that is on making sure that men climax, not women, 
rarely seen in pornographic material, and the fact and thus there is litde consideration as to if the 
that the movie did not have chintzy “pom music.” women in fully enjoying herself. Many problems

The third and final movie, Art of Desire, had can develop from this such as the woman being 
Ktde plot to it. There was one woman who was turned off, or even repulsed by sex, and the social 
in each scene, and she tells what she is doing at stereotype that the only one who need to have

an orgasm is the man. I should also point out 
that pornos are not just for the sick, dirty-mind
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Sexual Healing (continued...)
and their issues are exactly the same as we all 
have. In relationships, we all struggle to 
communicate well, we all struggle to find a way 
to have both people’s needs met, we all struggle 
with the level of intimacy we’re comfortable with. 
Gay and lesbian couples have sexual problems the 
same as heterosexual couples and the problems 
are the same kinds of problems. If you’re a woman 
in a lesbian relationship, you may not have orgasms, 
the same as if you’re a woman in a heterosexual 
relationship. A gay couple may have differences in 
how often they want to have sex, as may a 
heterosexual couple. So in terms of sex therapy, 
the problems are very similar.

There are some specific issues related to having 
a partner of the same gender. Some of the issues 
that we see in heterosexual couples don’t come 
up, in terms of the ways in which men and 
women are different that cause conflict may not 
happen. On the other hand, there are issues being 
with a person of the same gender. Generally, in 
terms of sex therapy, it’s not very different.

like it or not? Do you think it’s appropriate? Do 
we want to have it in our society? And regardless 
of that, there’s another question, which is what do 
we do about it? I’m of the opinion that we’re 
going to get a lot further with education than 
we’re going to get with censorship.
Do you ever treat homosexual people, and what 
differences and similarities have you observed between 
homosexual and heterosexual people in terms of their 
sex lives?

I’ve seen a number of gay and lesbian couples 
over the years and gay and lesbian individuals as 
well. Sometimes they Ye not there to talk about 
sex specifically but they’re there to talk about 
their sexual identity or their relationships with 
their family, or they’re there to talk about 
something that doesn’t have anything to do with 
their sexual orientation. Your orientation has 
nothing to do with whether you’re stressed in 
school or whether you know what you want for 
a career or whether you get depressed.

But I have seen some couples in sex therapy

Continued from page 10

it does, many people don’t think it does. Certainly 
on a moral-ethical basis, many people find it 
objectionable.

Should we censor it? That Y a different issue. 
There are many things I find objectionable and 
many people who even personally find 
pornography objectionable also don’t believe that 
censorship is the sohition.Tbe solution is education 
so that people are no longer enticed or find it 
interesting or are turned on by these things.There’s 
no way that we Ye going to do away with it, it’s 
going to go underground, it’s going to be 
unregulated, so that censorship doesn't solve the 
problem. It’s sort of like, we’re all opposed to 
alcohol abuse. You know, there was a time when 
there was prohibition; we don’t believe in that 
anymore. It’s not because we’re in favour of alcohol 
abuse, but we found out that that approach did 
not solve the problem and I think that's the issue 
with pornography. There are several issues: do you
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The "Dull" Life of a Lesbian
—Fsznr.tiYtiMrsover a phase - and a heck of, lot conversion. I remember having a discussion with

Back then, there wasn't"a^oTof Sh^™rshrcoddn'r!„d^,tond^eTodnitin$' ^ sexual acdvity # all. Lesbianism

real information about homo- behind our lurid sex zrouns After li° 'a°" u ab°Ut SCX “ the same way that ^ing left 
sexuality available to help me want to!r ^^^1^17 ^ haf*“ «°'“bout writing, 
understand what was going on. Of feel, why try to drag the^ame of the Lo H T r^*7 $° °fte"’1 tU,,k back to the earlX day$ 
course, my boyfriend tried his best, it by calling some of it a marriage? °'7new life. Ijn thankfhl that I didn't end my
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One of the ramifications of this 
education was that I believed 
lesbianism was just a variation on 
heterosexuality. It

sex included. It is sometimes 
a hard for heterosexuals to believe that there are 

plenty of lesbians who have not, and never will, 
engage in oral sex. There are lesbians who are 
very secure in their identity who have
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came across
real information. I made contact with the 

gay community, read some healthy books on 
sexuality, met a woman, fell in love and I am 
now living a mosdy quiet (perhaps some would 
say dull) life.
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these folks fight so hard to deny rights 
to gay people. The stories they've been fed make 
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every time
they decide to “get it on." You cannot name an 
activity gay people do that heteros do not tto- 
with pretty much the frequency (persame
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Bisexuality : 
Fence Sitting 

or Real Feelings ?

These Are A Few Of My Favourite Things!• '*
• {

JETHEIO E. CABHETE
The Brunswickan

enn Brown
Homosexuality has been defined as a sexual/ 
romantic attraction towards persons of the same 
sex. In some cases, bisexuality has been lumped 
together by the heterosexual population into the 
same classification. Homosexuality itself can be 
subdivided into gay men and lesbians as a way to 
differentiate between the sexes. For a number of 
reasons, this division highlights certain similarities 
and differences between the experiences of gay 
men and lesbians. This article will focus on gay 
men, what exactly it means to be a gay man? 
Well, there are a fair number of lived-experiences, 
ideals, stereotypes, attitudes and roles that can 
exemplify gay men. They can be serious, witty, 
hilarious, saddening, subde and direct. But above 
all things, they are reflections of what gay men 
have done and thought from the past to the 
present. It would take too much time and a too 
many pages to really express what it means to be 
a gay man, so here are a number of things that 
reflect the ideas of a gay man. Not all of them 
will necessarily indicate the proverbial epitome of 
gay maleness, but some maygive an idea.

The Brunswickan

The topic of bisexuality has been studied and 
discussed for many years. For example, some of 
the gods worshipped by Ancient Greeks exhibited 
bisexual behaviour. Zeus and Apollo, principal 
gods noted for their numerous (female) mates, 
both loved male mortals (Ganymede and 
Hyacinthus respectively).

In recent times, the idea of bisexuality has 
been seen as more common. But to what degree 
is it accepted and is it more or less accepted 
than homosexuality? A major concern has been 
how to categorize people who are attracted to 
members of both their own sex and the other 
sex. Early thought on the topic stated that 
humans, in regards to sexuality, should not be 
put into categories.

“The world is not to be divided into sheep 
and goats. Not all things are black nor all things 
are white. It is a fundamental of taxonomy that 
nature rarely deals with discrete categories. Only 
the human mind invents categories and tries to 
force facts into separated pigeon-holes.The living 
world is a continuum in each and every one of 
its aspects. The sooner we learn this concerning 
human sexual behaviour the sooner we shall 
reach a sound understanding of the realities of 
Sex." (Sexual Behavior in the Human Male, Kinsey, 
Pomeroy, & Martin, 1948)

In spite of this opinion, brought forth by early 
Psychologists and Sociologists, the popular intent 
seems to involve a continuing attempt to 
categorize bisexuals into either the category of 
homosexual or heterosexual. However the unique 
thing about being bisexual is that the individual 
fits into neither or perhaps both categories. 
Because of the inability to categorize the 
“feelings” of the bisexual person they can often 
find themselves accepted by neither the gay nor 
the straight community. If a person is attracted 
to a member of the same sex one time, and a 
member of the opposite sex the next they can 
be accused of fence sitting. The simple fact is 
that people who are bisexual are simply attracted 
to who they are attracted to. The idea that we 
are all born bisexual but are socialized into 
sexuality according to our birth sex has long 
been discussed. This would be a very strong 
argument for the validity of the feelings that 
bisexuals have. In recent years there has been a 
gradual acceptance of bisexual people into gay 
support groups. Many of these groups are now 
titled Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual. Literature on 
the topic is still limited, but there is an increase 
in available information as more studies are done. 
On the topic of bisexuality and its “causes” 
because of incomplete of information a 
conclusion can not be drawn. Studies continue 
to be done to determine why certain people are 
born gay or bisexul and others are born straight.

With time sociologists, psychologists and 
society in general are realizing the validity of 
the experiences and feelings of the bisexual 
individual, realizing that it is no more a matter 
of choice than being heterosexual or homosexual.
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Being a gay man means:
• Being proud of who you are, in spite of negative 
social pressures. ,
• Trying to look your best by working out at the 
gym, staying healthy and so on.
• Being comfortable with your body and not giving 
in to social pressures of body imagery.
• Cross-dressing and being able to put together a 
stunning outfit that makes you look better than 
some women.in
• The agony/ecstasy of beard bum.
• Never being sorry for your sexual orientation.
• Being able to see and talk to women as human 
beings and not as mere sex objects.
• Being able to freely express yourself emotionally, and female, homosexual, bisexual and heterosexual, ourselves a cheer!" at Gay Pride Parades,
spiritually, sexually and socially above the • Never letting other people try to put you back • Understanding all of his favourite past-times,

in the closet. hobbies, etc.
• Hairy chests, the smell of a man and that 
wonderful feeling of being held in a big guy’s
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stereotypical social male image.
• Knowing some of the history and culture of the • Receiving some interesting Valentines 

paraphernalia.
• Having a sense of humour about life, even though arms, 
the rest of society seems to have a mad on for us. • Popular gay icons, such as Elizabeth Taylor,
• Trying different roles and images (e.g. Leather Madonna, James Dean and Oscar Wilde.

• Choosing from leather, lace, gym wear, uniforms,

lesbigay community.
• Not having to worry about certain issues such
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as marriage, having children, etc...
• Being asked by someone for decorating tips.
• Being a member of a community that transcends men. Drag Queens, Activists, etc.) to see which 
religion, ethnicity, culture, and some gender ones you prefer.
barriers.

.'v

western, etc.
• Working as a doctor, engineer, lawyer, actor, 
beautician, surveyor, and a host of other professions

• Making sure you don’t loose sight of who you 
are after trying on different roles and images.
• The teasing pleasure of S & M/Bondage and occupations, 
transformed into pure ecstasy.
• The joy of being honest with yourself and and rugjby AND knowing how to create a bouquet, 
admitting to your sexual orientation.
• The sadness associated with the losses to AIDS.

• Not discriminating against heterosexuals.
• SHOPPING!!!
• Not confusing masculinity with machoisms
• Coining out to yourself first before coming out 
to others.

• The balance between playing football, soccer.

going to the opera, and painting.
• Being spiritual and religious without succumbing

• Support lesbigay politics, businesses, activities and to the dogma of intolerant religions.
• The sheer Minding quality of bright, flamboyant

• Practicing wearing those heels before doing drag, clothing contrasted with the melancholic
perversity of an all-black outfit.

• Traveling to San Francisco, Provincetown, • Knowing that some of what is currently cool in 
Amsterdam, Toronto and a host of other places mainstream started with lesbigay culture.

• Gaydar!
• Being just as loud and in your face as anti-gay

• Holding hands with the man you love.
• Being proud of the many lesbigay role models 
who are blowing die closet door wide open.
• Actually having rhythm, style, pizzazz and form 
when you dance.
• Sensuality as well as sexuality. Remember, being 
homosexual doesn’t just mean sex.
• Being called a “faggot,” “fruit," “queer" and a that are lesbigay havens.
host of other derogatory names by an intolerant * Being able to fix a car, build a fence, whip up 
and homophobic society.
• Being called a friend, son, nephew, unde, brother and not bowing down to a specific gender role. • Protesting anti-gay legislation and supporting
and a host of supportive names by the positive . Wondering what part of your body you want to pro-gay ones.

shave.

events.

• SEX, SEX, SEX!

a gourmet meal, put together a fashionable outfit people!

elements of that same society.
• Knowing to some degree what another man 
likes to do. and have done to them, during sex.
• Bringing him home for the first time, seeing a •The fear of AIDS and other sexually transmitted “Mary", 
movie together for the first time and spoiling him diseases, 
rotten...and watching hk reaction to it.

• Knowing what someone means when they 
• The joy of your first sexual encounter with mention Tom of Finland, being a “friend of

Dorothy's,"camping it up, Castro and the term

ÇÇÜ
another man.

• Having dreams/nightmares about ABBA
• Learning that being gay can also mean loving reuniting 

• Standing up for your rights when it comes down someone else, aside from the sex.
• Chanting “We’re here. We’re Queer. Let’s give

»

to equality versus discrimination.
• Cultivating a broad range of friendships; male
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Decoration, Mutilation and Reclamation n V *?• 7 '-56 ;
Jessica Audiev clearly exposed.

The Brunswickan There are some practice,, past and present.

activities are complex and diverse- they ranee ■ ” OI”a ia " i$ sdU a fair,y common
from tribal rites to reclamation of the Muf t0 Perform *is genital occlusion on
Others may adorn STSyoung women as a reinforce, of cultural value, 
sexual purposes. thCm$elVe$ f<>r ntUal or Chtondectom.es are , way of oppressing and

controlling women: it negates their sexuality.This 
process of infibulation involves the removal of 
the clitoris and inner labia, then the vulva is sewn 

. . shut' leaving only a small hole for urine and
new trend and its impUcation^Thls growing rot o^i^hw h° Pa$S th"Ugh-The woman “ 
mode of expression often involves shocking no Zlri™ h " marriage’ but has
and highly visual practices and is mos! shuHgZ Î ^ “7
apparent in alienated groups in society such with , a ^fi***1 to comply

4^ethPunkaremr-where fc i$ u*dto cven excius$i°a,,‘ fromforjdëty z^hez 22561i$ iu,t ** ünp<mam •** paient.free them fiom social constraints. It has been operation has been outlawed fo^some rime ^ Ide"&fication of sexuality through ritual doe 
explained by many sociologists and cultural Other less extreme or ha$ 1)6611 lost, in our culture That is to*"'h„r'T" ,h“ “ Sr5ss:5 ïzzr1 •*= -—- rszvzttLtr/ ,a 7a,y uf Changing the 0tûy M H5 to be circumsized at age fourteen wi!L™t “77L?r.COmmg of a8*-Among many African 
thei6 dlV^a$ 7 they have POWer OVer: aesthetic. If he should flinchTcry out Ms famil b°y$ lnd gir,s are *c««d on the face
then own bodies. In a world where there is wiU be dishonoured. The Victo^n era ^ *° *"** ** new found ^xuality.
an overwhehnmg sense of hopelessness and for its sexual repression offèred ,7^ *'11u*™ ”*** ^ ” remarked
loss of control, where technology has taken __________________ P n. offered special after bearing a child.The ampaUang, an uncommon
over our lives, it is a way of reclaiming not 
only the physical but the sexual as well.There
are many aspects to this, but in my mind there
are three main ways of looking at the sexuality 
of body decoration: 1) as fashion, 2) as I JENN Brown 
repression, mutilation and contr ' and 3) as I 
a way of marking life’s journey and reclaiming I 
one’s own body. Examples of all three exist Prostitution is a job.
throughout history. | It’s a job with no unemployment benefits.

no government regulations to protect the 
employees, and no health plan, but a job none 
the less. Movies like “Pretty Women’’ depict 

Decoration and modification of sexual areas Pro$t,tution as fun or perhaps glamorous, but 
of the body goes back a long way, especially thi$ is far from ‘he case. I had the opportunity 
in terms of piercing. Ttukese women of to ta,k with a former prostitute and discuss his 
Polynesia pierced their labia to attract suitors. I exPerlences while he was working. The 
Piercing of the foreskin is believe to have I cxPeriences discussed are strictly Ms and not 
evolved from a practice M ancient Greece necessarily those of all prostitutes, 
during the Olympic Games (around 776 BC). He wiU bc c*Hed Dan for the 

'AtMetes competed in the nude and to keep | PurPoses this article. He has
requested to have Ms name left out 
because he is no longer in the 
business. Dan is a thirty year old 
student living in a major Canadian 
city and he has been out of the 
business for about

1

ring is jewelery worn bv some Afi-i JT 8 be ÜV,ng around the India« Ocean. The 
when they go off on a lone hunt 7 " C i"16" Plercin8 *s performed by an old woman during metal mg Lfh” ‘ ‘“'‘e *”'1 <“*»■ b»
.H.„ Z having ZJZ.h-m,„Uy m,„gh *, or*. h,.d of
their wives. ^ nis* a^ove the urethra. This enhances

pleasure for both the male and female during 
intercourse and many women from that region 
will refuse sex with a man who does not have 

Many Arab youths, when they reach 
manhood, are given a silver stud or ring at 
their celebration. The jewelery is inserted 
through the left side of scrotum, between the 
testicles, at the base of the penis. TMs piercing, 
called a “hafada," is believed 
testes from

This is a hard topic to give examples for.

one.
Lx•t * /iîfc »

AIn modern Western culture, there has 
recently been an uprising of “
primitivism, especially of body piercing, and
there is much

neo- .♦*• r
• *’ * to prevent the 

ever returning to the groin, it is a 
sign that a boy has become 

Sexual reclamation through body 
modifications is a fairly new phenomenon. For 
various reasons, people are reasserting their 
own role in their sexuality. By piercing “sexual" 
body parts, a growing number of people are 
promoting a personal recognition of sexuality. 
Among feminist circles, it symbolises women’s 
regaining control of their bodies in a patriarchal 
society. In gay culture, many men and women 
are using their bodies to show their pride in 
their lifestyle.

KV,

a man.
THE HAFADA

s not

Di

Employed in the sex trade N
th
Pi

at it as work. There was 
about it."

nothing pleasurable qtthey would call you but you would 
hear from them."

The Brunswickam never ac
Safety for a prostitute is always a big problem 

and we talked about that for a while. I asked 
Dan if he

For Dan safe sex was very important. “ 
It was always safe sex. What I would do 
with the person depended on the person 
and how much they wanted to pay, but the 
sex was always safe.”

A question I also felt

fe
was ever afraid and he said, “Well 

sure, you know you meet these strange people 
on the street and you really don’t know what is 
going to happen to you." Dan’s safety device of 
choice was a straight razor. “You

yc
olDecoration, FasMon and Status
th
Piwas necessary to 

ask was, “How did you let it be known that 
you were working?" About that Dan told 
me,”It depended on the area were you stood. 
There were plenty of areas were male 
prostitutes just hang and the people who 

wanted to knew exactly how to find 
them."

th. never know
what land of weirdos you are going to meet." 
Fortunately for Dan he never had to 
razor. He was one of the lucky 

Customers are a

use the
ones.

very important part of any

Dan was in the business on and 
off for three years, and in that time 
he Md it from most of the people he 
knew. His parents and most of his 
best friends didn’t know what he was 
doing. He worked in both a small 
town and in a larger city. When I 
asked Mm if there were any mqjor 
differences between the two he said. 
“Well, there is

>1
a year now.

The questions that I asked Dan 
were the ones that I thought 
people would want to ask if they 

given the opportunity to talk 
to a former prostitute.

their genitals from moving around, hey tied I Tbc first, and I thought most 
a* ribbon from the ring to the base of their ^"Portam question was, “Why?" Dan 
penis. Romans pierced the prepuce of atMetes told me “ Well> you know sometimes 
and slaves with rings called fibulas - this yol,,ve 8°* to do what you’ve got to 
prevented erections which might cause do to sl,rvive- If there is no money 
distractions.The Prince Albert was originally comi»g you’ve got to go else were 
called a "dressing ring" and was used to secure to make U •" 
the penis against the leg in Victorian times After a Pcr,on decides that they 
when tight pants were in style; to tMs day it are goin8 to become a prostitute the next 
is still used by some scuba divers to control ,ogical question is “How?" When 1 asked Dan
the flow of urine into a designated receptacle. how he got t”10 the business he said, “I talked
Piercing of the nipples isn’t new either - I to a few friends who were in the business and 
Roman centurions wore nipple rings as a sign they hooked me up with a few of their clients
of virility and to hold up their capes. Queen to start out w»th.Then I just kind of made my 

.Isabelle made popular a style of dress wMch own“ No PimPs involved," he added, 
had an open collar to the navel, tMs led to When Dan a”d I discussed his feelings about 
the adornment of the nipples, since they were | tbe j°h he told me that he didn’t enjoy it. “To

be honest with you, I didn’t like it and I looked

most

PRINCE ALBERT were more money in a 
bigger town," and about the safety 
issue, “In the smaller city I knew my 
way around. No matter what end of 
town I was in I could get home if 
there was trouble. But, in a big city 
you never know were you are going 
to end up or how far you actually 
have to go to get back."

The last question that I asked Dan 
before ending our talk was why he 

stopped. “Why did I stop? I was tried of it. 
and at the end of it the money wasn’t all 
that good. Sometimes you would stand on 
the corner for two or three hours and maybe 
have one car stop for you. Plus, I consider 
myself better than that now. I’m not saying 
that I’m better than everyone else, but you 
know. I’m going to school

> - 1
Judson DeLong photo

business but when it comes to something tMs 
personal, the customer becomes even more 
important. When I asked Dan about his 
customers, he told me a few basic facts. “They 
were all men. All different ages. Right down 
from eighteen up to the oldest one being around 
fifty." 1 asked Dan if Ms. customers were regulars
or if it was different each time. “I did have a 
couple of regulars but most of them were one 
time only type of things. They would say that

now and I want 
to make something of my life and standing 
on a corner just doesn't cut it.”
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Drew Gilbert photo Drew Gilbert photoTaking The Picture
impact to the photo and makes it easier to 
understand what the photo is attempting 
to portray.

Although there were times that I wished 
I hadn’t taken on the project, all in all I’m 
glad I did. It gives me a feeling of pride 
and accomplishment to see it all in the end. 
I’m impressed with it and I hope your are 
too.

print and scan took an average of about they would never actually wear or even take
their clothes off for an almost perfect 
stranger. From my side of the camera it

Drew Gilbert
The Brunswickan twenty hours and if you take into account 

that there were over twelve shoots, it starts 
Now that you’ve had a chance to read to consume your entire life. I just thought appeared as though some people let out a 
through all the pages and look at all the that I would mention this so that you might side of their personality that most people

never see. Maybe it’s the lights and the 
camera that give the feeling of glamour, like 

Although, there was a lighter side to all their on a fashion runway in Paris, but it 
We started shooting photos for this the work, it was a good time and I really was the same for me, I guess, 

feature over a month ago and all the images enjoyed taking the pictures for this. I had If you were wondering why most of the 
you see came out of over a hundred hours a lot of fun and I’m pretty sure the models pictures look the same it’s because I wanted 
of work and were chosen from over a did too. It was very interesting watching to keep the same artistic motif so that you

the models go from timid shy individuals wouldn’t be distracted by backgrounds, your

pictures I thought that I would ask you a appreciate the amount of work that went 
question. Looks easy right? Wrong! It’s into this feature, 
actually a lot harder than it looks.I never

Finally I would like to give a great big 
thank you to all the models that 
participated in the project. They put in a 
lot of work and they were all so kind, 
generous and fun. It was a pleasure to 
work with each and everyone of them.

rtant. “ 
uld do 
person 
mt the thousand different images. Most of the 

photos came from different shoots and from to being comfortable enough to smear eyes would be focused on the image and
the first click of the camera to the final themselves with finger paint, wear clothes the image alone. I feel that this gives moreary to 
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pure are you?// Of*" Z 5

THE 100 POINT PURITY TEST FOR 
NON-VIRGINS

on?
related through marriage)?
48. had sex with someone the 
you met them?
49. had sex with someone whose 
you did not know (at least 
afterward)?
50. had sex

34. contracted a venereal disease?
35. received

the same time, without telling all of them 
about the others?same dayThis test rates money or some favour in 

exchange for sexual activities?
36. had

your sexual purity. The 
majority of these 100 questions assume that 
you have had

r>.
60. had sex in a public place?
61. had sex outdoors at night?
62. has

sex with someone name
until

out ofsex at some point in your 
so you dont have to wade through lots 

of questions asking if you’ve ever been on 
a date, stroked someone’s thigh, etc. For the 
purposes of this test sex is defined 
or more

sympathy
37. forced or coerced someone into 
having sex with you?

with a virgin?
39. paid for sex with a prostitute?
40. been involved in adultery?
41. committed statutory rape?

life, sex outdoors in direct,
unshadowed sunlight?
63. had sex in a stationary car?
64. had sex while

with someone who you never 
spoke with, or who did not know any of 
the same languages as you?
51. been openly homosexual rr bisexual 
(out of the closet for all tp see)?
52. had more than 10

38. had sex
you or your partneras one

of the following: intercourse, oral 
sex. or anal sex. Digital sex doesn’t count- 
you have to draw the line somewhere.

■ were driving? 
65. become 
club?

4 a member of the mile high

? sex partners? 66. had sex in your or your partner’s• 4 parent’s bedroom?
67. had sex in a classroom, office, or other 
place of work (not a private residence)?
68. had sex in a rest room of a building 
that was open to the public?
69. had sex in the water (bathtub, hottub, 
ocean...)?
70. had sex in a stairwell or elevator?
71. had sex in a place of the dead?
72. used alcohol to lower someone's 
resistance?

• 4.

Score one point for every “no" answer... 

Have you ever ...
T. ■

x:-, I

r t

IS§§

I

_

1. had sex in three 
one session?
2. had sex continuously for 1 hour or 

more?
3. devoted an entire day to ,ex and I J

complained? |‘ * <

5. had

or more positions in

.Ii; •

, I
73. had sex while under the influence of 
illegal drugs?
74. ever taken a drug for the express
purpose of enhancing the sexual 
experience? \ : . '
75. seen a live professional stripper?
76. committed an act of voyeurism 
(watched someone who did-not know you 
were there)?

; 'i J7V committed an act of public 
- * exhibitionism (stripping, streaking...)?
||| j 78. masturbated in someone elsç’s 
F .’g- • presence? -

W ".'I" 79. had sex while you knew someone else
Fwas watching?
F' . . I 80- been w9*ed in on while having sex?

« 81. watched a pornographic movle with
? . > - -M your sex partner?

fl 82 >een the photographer or subject of ,
•' |- I.” /: I l Pkotq/yideo shoot? ”
L " «. had ptetùreVvideo, bten of you

having sex? 'V'"
84. watched your usual sex partner have 

mr , ,9 *ex wi* someone else white you were :
Kt< * ■ not involved? ■■ -;i- '-.C ,•*"
I I m nipple wèfced?- } . •
I KtsÂ I 86‘pract,ced *•*“** tole-playing (doctor/
h ; 1 nurse, student/teacher.etc)? A
|,-.J ; :k I : ,.

88. engaged in bondage as a "top" (tied 
~ someone up)?

8?: engaged in bondage as a “bottom" 
(been tied up)?
90. been blindfolded during sex?
91. intentionally inflicted pain while

- v -ctivitie, (sadism)? A
92 • willingly had pain inflicted wl.il-

- ---- — - Pe^ftlfiribWiîlèWttêîWibchfsmV
42. fondled a pre-pubescent when you 53 mnr, 93. had a “safe" word arranged with vour
were post-pubescent? £ hà7Sex wl Î P”tner for use In ShM activité,?
43. had sex with someone 10 years older within jti, wo or more partners 94. used nipple dips?
ZS2Z2S.*** ,1; «. .=,d/L,./hL.
1 4 Ji dJ, h 3 roommate/housemate/ 56 eneaeed „ 8 y 0r something similar for pain?
«td.lri’rr"t"e8 p ,ex <more ’« *«***
46. wilHnglv els; ,0.'.T“h"uk :rd “ eW

S :z / r rh *t *1 il ofiriw we" n- '"*■“* ” •«»■«•» £25?me fami,y siblings, etc-not 59 has two more 1 "• committed bestiality?
59. has two more regular sex partners at 100. practiced necrophiHa?

-
rr»-

m
h- «L*

l
your sexual technique/style/skill 

openly praised by someone?
6. written an

p

explicitly erotic story?
7. brought your partner to orgasm using

only your hands?
8. had sex while both fully dressed 

(unzip fly, hike up skirt)?
9. had sex while both standing up?

10. licked or sucked on someone else’s 
feet or toes?
11. performed oral sex on a man 
(fellatio)?
12. performed oral 
(cunnilingus)?
13. received oral sex from a man?
14. received oral iex from a woman?
15. used position number 69?
16. intentionally swallowed semen (your 11 
own counts)?
17. woken someone up by performing 
oral sex on them?

1 -Û 4; l; - Î

.
I ji -]

- '>. - "Ï %

■■ j
] I ’: • ■
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sex on a woman

i
■ ; iFmm f-'Vn
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18. had heterosexual intercourse using no I
birth control? B
19. had sex during menstruation?
20. used whipped cream, chocolate syrup, 
etc... for sexual pleasures?
21. used ice for sexual purposes?
22. Used hof/melted 
purposes?
23. completely shaved off your pubic hair?
24. purchased a sex toy?
25. inserted your finger into someone’s 
anus, or had that done to you?
26. licked someone's anus?
27. performed anal intercourse on 
someone (on the giving end, toys count)?
28. received anal interco 
end,toys count)
29. used a vibrator or dildo 
partner, or had one used

/•

r \
Jllf :l!

< ilA

! ; VJ
? 1

A'ii

. wax for sexual:
%

W:»

»■ -
i
\

r* ■
(receivingurse

on your
on you.

30. used another kind ofinanimate object for 
penetration (cucumber, beer bottle, anything)?
31. been involved in
32. been involved in the

■*-

use of a cock-ring? 
use of a strap-

-ji
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